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Greek Letters

α Wire wrap angle [◦]

β Angle of the wheel-workpiece contact [◦]
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εf Force ratio [−]

γ Position of grain tip on wire cross-section [◦]
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κc Material dependent constant [−]

κg Thermal diffusivity of diamond [m2/s]

κw Thermal diffusivity of silicon [m2/s]

µ Mean of the dataset [−]
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ω Angular velocity [1/s]

ψ Half-included angle of the indenter tip [◦]

ρ Material density [kg/m3]

ρc Cluster density [cluster/µm2]
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ρg Material density of diamond [kg/m3]

ρw Material density of silicon [kg/m3]
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σn Normal stress [GPa]
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τp Bonding strength [MPa]
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the workpiece surface [µm2]
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individual bounding boxes at layer l [µm2]
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Abstract

The global interest in clean energy has resulted in an expansion of the photovoltaic

industry and correspondingly, research on the production of large-scale silicon sur-

faces received further scientific and industrial interest. The interest resulted in an

efficiency breakthrough in silicon wafer manufacturing as well as leading to the in-

troduction of new production technologies. However, among other methods such

as kerfless wafering technologies, wire sawing is still by far the most efficient and

prominent method in wafer manufacturing; and the latest technology leap, diamond

wire sawing, has dominated the single-crystal silicon processing and is increasing its

share in the total silicon wafer production.

Diamond wire sawing of silicon accommodates multiple complexities resulting from

the process kinematics, grain geometry and size, effects of grain wear and brittle

nature of silicon. Beside the extensive experimental and theoretical research on

abrasive processes and developed models in micro- and macro-scales, diamond wire

sawing is still to be understood. This thesis presents the experimental investigation

and theoretical study of diamond wire sawing of single-crystal silicon to establish a

profound understanding of the process in terms of the silicon surface, diamond wire

and abrasive grain wear.

For this purpose, two experimental setups are designed to evaluate the wire wear and

to investigate the process at single grain level; two propriety software packages are

developed to characterize diamond wires and the silicon workpiece surface; several

models are constructed to work in a modular manner, as the kinematic process

model, stochastic-geometric wire model, material removal model, force model, grain

flash temperature model and grain wear model.

The Wire Wrapped Grinding Wheel (WWGW) test setup is constructed and it

combines the kinematics of the grinding and wire sawing processes, to evaluate the

process at high cutting speeds. The test setup enables quick-wear tests with low

material consumption, as well as providing individual grain wear monitoring over

xv



Abstract

the wire lifetime. The second experimental setup is the Scratch Test Setup (STS),

constructed to examine the process at single grain level, at high cutting speeds with

the measurement of the surface, grain wear, process forces and temperature at the

grain tip.

Initially, several diamond wires are characterized with the wire analysis software and

experimentally investigated to determine the influence of wire properties on process

forces and silicon surface quality. Further, the influence of wire speed and feed rate

on surface quality is experimentally evaluated as silicon surfaces are characterized

with the surface analysis software.

The kinematics of the WWGW setup are described in detail for the kinematic-

geometric process model. The working principles of the setup and the microscopic

interaction between the abrasive grains and workpiece are studied. The stochastic-

geometric wire model is constructed and the wire analysis software is used to deter-

mine the wire properties and grain geometries as the model inputs. The material

removal model is based on the single grain contact and considers both brittle and

ductile removal regimes. The modified Kienzle force model is introduced as well as

the temperature model for the estimation of the flash temperature at the grain tip.

The material removal, force and temperature models are validated through single

grain scratch tests at the cutting speeds between 5-20 m/s. The abrasive grain wear

model is presented and validated at 30 and 60 m/s cutting speeds. Results of the

kinematic-geometric and wear simulations are discussed.

Main results can be summarized as follows. Lower process forces are evident at

high cutting speeds, but there is a cutting speed threshold, where the force behavior

of diamond wires changes depending on their grain size and density. The abrasive

grains wear through fracture, dulling and pullouts. The bonding wear changes its

behavior at a point and wears rapidly, leading to grain pullouts. The results show

that at higher wire speeds, better silicon surface quality and lower wire wear is

possible.

The methods, tools and models developed in this research offers new ways and in-

struments for the process level understanding of the diamond wire sawing of silicon.

Developed software packages provide standardized and fast tools for the characteri-

zation of diamond wires and silicon surfaces. At the lowest possible cost, diamond

wires can be evaluated in terms of the diamond wear, process forces and resultant

workpiece surface quality. The developed models and tools can be employed in other

applications concerning the abrasive removal of brittle materials.
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Kurzfassung

Die globale Nachfrage nach sauberer Energie führt zu einem anhaltenden Wachstum

der Photovoltaik-Industrie. Entsprechend steigt des Interesse von Wissenschaft und

Industrie für die Erforschung von Technologien zur Produktion von Siliziumwafern.

Die Effizienz in der Produktion wurde signifikant gesteigert und neue Technologien

wurden zur Marktreife gebracht. Neben neuen Methoden wie Kerfless Wafering ist

das Diamantdrahtsägen nach wie vor das am weitesten verbreitete Verfahren zur

Herstellung von Wafern aus monokristallinem Silizium. Die letzte Entwicklung, das

Sägen mit diamantbelegten Drähten, löst das Sägen mit Slurry sukzessive ab.

Das Diamantdrahtsägen von Silizium vereint verschiedene komplexe Aspekte, wie

eine veränderliche Prozesskinematik, geometrisch unbestimmte Schneiden unter-

schiedlicher Grösse, Verschleiss und dem spröden Materialverhalten des Siliziums,

in einem Prozess der noch nicht vollständig verstanden ist. Umfangreiche experi-

mentelle Studien und theoretische Untersuchungen wurden durchgeführt und führten

zur Entwicklung verschiedener Modellansätze auf makroskopischer und mikroskopis-

cher Ebene. Die vorgestellte Dissertation erweitert das Prozessverständnis in den

Bereichen Oberflächengeneration, Kornverschleiss, sowie Beschreibung der Drähte

und ihres Einflusses auf das Prozessergebnis.

Zur Evaluierung des Drahtverschleisses und zur Untersuchung des Prozesses auf

Einzelkornebene wurden je ein Versuchstand aufgebaut. Zwei Softwareanwendungen

zur Charakterisierung der Drähte und der Werkstückoberfläche wurden program-

miert. Ein modulares Prozessmodell bestehend aus einem kinematischen Prozess-

modell, einem stochastisch-geometrischen Drahtmodell, einem Materialabtragmod-

ell, einem Kraftmodell, einem Korn-Flash-Temperaturmodell und einem Kornver-

schleissmodell, wurde erarbeitet.
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Kurzfassung

Mithilfe der beiden Versuchsstände kann der Prozess eingehend untersucht wer-

den. Eine Drahtumwickelte Schleifscheibe (engl. Wire Wrapped Grinding Wheel,

WWGW), eingesetzt auf einer Werkzeugschleifmaschine, kombiniert die Kinematik

eines Schleifprozesses mit dem Werkzeug des Diamantdrahtsägens und ermöglicht

die Analyse des Prozesses bei sehr hohen Schnittgeschwindigkeiten. Durch den Auf-

bau können Drähte schnell und gezielt verschlissen werden ohne grosse Mengen an

Draht oder Werkstückmaterial zu verbrauchen. Darüber hinaus können einzelne

Körner über ihre gesamte Standzeit hinweg beobachtet werden. Ein zweiter Aufbau

für Einzelkornkratzversuche (Kratzversuchsaufbau, engl. Scratch Test Setup, STS)

wurde realisiert um den Prozess hinsichtlich der an einem einzelnen Korn wirkenden

Kräfte und Temperaturen, sowie die resultierende Oberfläche, ebenfalls bei hohen

Schnittgeschwindigkeiten analysieren zu können.

Mehrere Diamantdrähte wurden mithilfe der entwickelten Software reproduzier-

bar charakterisiert und anschliessend als WWGW eingesetzt um den Einfluss der

Drahteigenschaften auf Prozesskräfte und Oberflächenqualität des Silizums zu bes-

timmen. Weiter wurde der Einfluss der Schnitt- und Vorschubgeschwindigkeit

auf die Oberflächengüte des Werkstücks experimentell ermittelt und mit der

Oberflächenanalysesoftware quantifiziert.

xviii



Chapter 1

Introduction

The ever increasing need for energy and pro-environmental policy pressure led to

a new era of renewable energy. The global solar electric power generating capacity

grew explosively by a factor of 40 in the last decade [124]. A year-to-year increase

of 50% in installed solar capacity was achieved in 2016, the same year when for

the first time solar energy has become cheaper than wind energy [191]. The annual

renewable power capacity increase was led by solar since 2016 (Figure 1.1); and at

2018, the share of renewables in the global power generation capacity has increased

to 33% [177, 192]. By the year 2035, the share of renewables in the total electricity

consumption is predicted to be around 50% and by 2050 to be 75%, with solar

being the leading source [158]. The advances in renewable energy technologies are

revolutionizing the energy production and consumption. Clean energy is not a topic

of the future anymore, but a current opportunity to reduce dependency on fossil

fuels, transform the energy and technology markets and build a sustainable society.
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Figure 1.1: Annual increase in renewable power capacity between 2012-2018 [177].
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Chapter 1. Introduction

This work focuses on the silicon (Si) based wafer production with a primary focus

on diamond wire sawing of single-crystal silicon (sc-Si). Prior to the introduction

of the scientific aspects, first, an introduction to the PV technology is presented

including the history, market and technology to establish a wider understanding of

the topic.

1.1 Photovoltaics

The physical/chemical phenomenon behind solar energy production is the photo-

voltaic effect that can be briefly described as the conversion of energy from light to

electricity. It was first observed by the French physicist Alexandre E. Becquerel in

1839 and it took more than 40 years until the first solar module was built in 1883 by

the American inventor Charles E. Fritts [68]. The science behind the photovoltaic

effect was eventually explained by Albert Einstein in 1905 [64] which awarded him

the Nobel Prize in physics in 1921. The commercialization of solar energy however

did not start until the first practical and highly efficient Si-based PV cell was devel-

oped at the Bell Labs in 1953 by Gerald L. Pearson, Daryl M. Chapin and Calvin

S. Fuller [147,190,197].

The PV industry started its expansion in the early 80’s and experienced a rapid

growth during the 90’s [103]. The growth was mainly driven by the increasing fuel

costs [48] and boosting attention to renewable energy and encouraging industry

through the renewable energy policies and governmental subsidies [79]. During the

90’s, the process technology has evolved from the inner/outer diameter saws to

slurry-based multi-wire sawing that led to a rapid 66% increase in the number of

wafers produced from the same amount of silicon [103]. A substantially increased

wafer quality, lower wafer thickness variation and better sustainability in terms of

coolant and kerf recycling were reached [48,53,103,122,234].

After 2005, diamond wire sawing technology, which is based on wires with fixed

abrasive grains delivered high efficiency to the PV wafer production while increasing

the wafer quality, cell efficiency and enabling high cost reductions. For the transition

from slurry-based sawing, machines require very few modifications to operate with

diamond wires [167] which resulted in a rapid technology shift at the lowest possible

cost. Moreover, the standard cell lifetime was set over 30 years with increased

product reliability that led to ecological as well as economical advantages [52]. On

the material side, in Si-based PV manufacturing, sc-Si cell efficiency increased from

17% in 1970’s to 28% by the year 2013 [208].
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The competitiveness of solar power increased with the rapidly decreasing production

costs through higher process efficiency and global competition. PV module manu-

facturing costs as high as 21 USD/W in 1980 have dropped to 6 USD/W by 1990

and to less than half of it by the year 2002 [103]. Accordingly, the price of a single

PV module dropped 10 times during the same period [103,200]. In the last decade,

the share of solar power generation in global generation has increased 22 times and

the cost of solar electricity generation has decreased more than 7 times, under 50

USD/MWh based on the levelized cost of energy analysis [133], summarized in Fig-

ure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Share of renewable and solar power generation and capacity in global power
and the change in solar electricity generation costs [192].

The increase in the global total PV installed capacity during the period of 2000-2018

is presented in Figure 1.3. The capacity has grown 320 times since the beginning

of the millennium and increased over 3,200% in the last decade, while in 2018, a

year-to-year increase of 25% was achieved [192]. China became the leader of the

global solar PV market in 2015 and has kept its place since then [191] and increased

its solar capacity in 2018 more than the rest of the top 10 countries combined [192].

By the year 2018, China owns 34.4% (295.7 GW) of the total solar PV installed

capacity, followed by the United States with 12.2% (62.1 GW) and Japan with 11.0%

(55.9 GW) [192]. Germany, the longtime solar market leader, is ranked fourth and

currently holds 9.0% (45.9 GW) of the total installed capacity [192]; leaving no

European country in the top 3 of the global solar market.
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Figure 1.3: Global total PV installed capacity with the contribution of Europe, America
(including North, Central and South America), China, Asia Pacific Countries (APAC)

and Middle East and Africa (MEA) between 2000-2018 [192].

PV Module prices are expected to continue dropping with the technological progress

and increasing installed capacity. A forecast to the year 2023 is shown in Figure 1.4

with low, high and medium scenarios [192]. An increase of more than twice of

currently installed PV capacity is expected for the low scenario and more than

three times is expected for the high scenario.
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1.2. Process Technology

1.2 Process Technology

The manufacturing process of Si-based PV modules can be separated into four major

steps as the ingot production, wafering, cell processing and module assembly [103].

The process sequence is illustrated in Figure 1.5 where four main processing steps

and the subprocesses of the wafering step are presented. In ingot production, sc-Si

is mostly grown by the famous Czochralski process to form cylindrical ingots with

high purity (solar-grade Si), by dipping a seed crystal into the molten silicon. Multi-

crystalline Si (mc-Si) on the other hand, is mainly produced from metallurgical grade

Si by chemical purification [147,249].

Figure 1.5: Primary steps in crystalline silicon module value chain and details of the
wafering step based on the process by Meyer Burger AG, Switzerland [161].

The wafering process consists of cropping of the ingot and bricking into its square

shape for sawing, wafer slicing and subprocesses i.e. gluing, de-gluing, separation

of wafers, cleaning and wafer quality measurements. Wafering is followed by the

cell production process including the post-processing of the wafer surfaces by etch-

ing (to reduce the saw damages on wafer surface), coating and evaluation of the

cell efficiency. Finally, the circuit installation and final PV module assembly are

performed.

Breakdown of the PV module fabrication costs are presented in Figure 1.6 where

the production of silicon wafer (includes material costs, ingot growth and wafering)

covers 65% of the total costs including the raw material costs and ingot growth.

Raw material accounts for 36%, ingot growth accounts for 35% and sawing (wafering)

covers the remaining 29% of the silicon wafer production costs. Despite the material

related costs, wafering is economically of high importance and improvements in

efficiency would have high impacts on the final product.
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Figure 1.6: Share of the production costs of module and silicon wafers in wire
sawing [147].

1.2.1 Crystalline Silicon

Despite some attempts in kerfless technologies, around 90% of the wafer production

for PV industry is still dependent on wafering of crystalline silicon (c-Si) [97, 98,

165, 173]. Crystalline silicon dominates the industry for its advantages such as

high purity, availability of large single crystals, effective conductivity, non-toxicity

and natural abundance, at a level where Si is the second most abundant material

composing 26% of the Earth’s crust in weight [48, 79, 147, 173]. Moreover, studies

predict crystalline cells will sustain their market share in the medium term for their

established processing technology [48, 200]. A widely accepted terminology for c-Si

proposed by Basore [24] is given in Table 1.1, where the names of c-Si technologies,

symbols, grain sizes and common growth techniques of various types are tabulated.

Table 1.1: Terminology for various types of crystalline silicon (c-Si) [24].

Descriptor Symbol Grain size Common growth techniques

Single-crystal sc-Si > 10 cm Czochralski (Cz) float zone (FZ)

Multi-crystalline mc-Si 1 mm− 10 cm Cast, spheral, sheet, ribbon

Poly-crystalline pc-Si 1 µm− 1 mm Chemical-vapor deposition

Micro-crystalline µc-Si < 1 µm Plasma deposition

Figure 1.7a summarizes the efficiency and prices of different PV module technologies

such as c-Si based PV modules, organic solar cells, thin films and concentrating PV

technologies. Crystalline silicon have established the optimum performance in terms

of module price per square meter, per watt and efficiency among several PV module

technologies. In Figure 1.7b, types of c-Si based wafers and their market shares are

given, where the market is dominated by sc-Si and mc-Si.
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Figure 1.7: (a) Efficiency and module price of different PV module technologies in USD
per Watt peak as of 2008 [97]. (b) Breakdown of several process technologies in PV

market [147].

Crystalline silicon wafering is the most prominent technology in PV module pro-

duction. Around 38% of the c-Si based wafer manufacturing depends on sc-Si [147]

which provides the highest power conversion efficiency among commercial PV mod-

ules [73]. Due to their low defect density, sc-Si possess 5-6% higher efficiencies when

compared to mc-Si cells or thin films [77]. On the cost side, silicon accounts around

46% of the total module production costs, making the material a primary concern.

1.2.2 Multi-Wire Sawing

Chandra [48] broadly defines the solar cell production as the manufacturing of sur-

faces and interfaces in a very large scale where no technological product quality is

dependent on these features as the PV panel. Multi-wire sawing (or wire sawing)

is the primary processing technology to produce such large scale surfaces for PV

and microelectronic industries [29, 166]. Wire sawing can be broadly defined as an

abrasive removal process with geometrically undefined cutting edges. As in other

abrasive removal processes such as grinding or lapping, the process is stochastic in

nature due to the characteristics of the tool and the tool-workpiece interaction.

Multi-wire sawing is usually employed to machine hard and difficult-to-cut mate-

rials such as Si, SiC and sapphire. Moreover, wire saws are used for cutting oxide

semiconductors and magnetic materials [79, 89]. Although the manufacturing and

processing costs have largely been cut over the years, wafering costs are still high

and make up around 29-30% of the total wafer production costs and 20% of total

module costs [147,165].
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Schematics of the multi-wire sawing is illustrated in Figure 1.8a. The multi-wire

saw describes both slurry-based and diamond wire sawing processes. The ingot is

fed onto the wire web that is created by winding the wire around guiding rollers

with 600-800 parallel grooves. The wire movement is provided by two spools for

releasing and collecting the wire and guiding rollers ensure the positioning distance

between consecutive wires on the web. Wire tension is controlled and typically

set to 15-25 N . The rollers are able to travel in both directions with typical wire

speeds of 25-35 m/s. The wire accelerates in one direction, decelerates and moves

backwards with a shorter distance than the initial direction, hence new wire sections

are introduced in each cycle [167]. Such wire movement is called as the reciprocating

or pilgrim mode. The interaction between the workpiece and abrasive grains on wire

is determined by wire bow, wire speed and feed rate among other process parameters.

Wire spools

Silicon 
ingot

Guiding 
rollers

Wire web

a) b)

Wire travel

Silicon feed direction
Fracture zone

Wire travel

Silicon feed direction

Figure 1.8: (a) Schematic of multi-wire sawing process [166]. (b) Material removal in
slurry sawing. (c) Material removal in diamond wire sawing [122].

In slurry-based sawing, a steel wire is traveling between the two wire spools and

a slurry with SiC grains is deployed to the cutting zone. A three-body abrasion

is present in material removal as described in Figure 1.8b, where the material is

removed as a result of the workpiece feed rate and wire traveling speed. The ma-

terial removal mechanism can be defined with the rolling-indenting model [165]. In

diamond wire sawing, abrasive grains are fixed on the wire body with electroplating

or resin bonding that results in a two-body abrasion described in Figure 1.8c. The

abrasives that are attached on the wire surface follow a path denoted by the wire

trajectory with wire speed, feed rate and tension. Water-based coolant is mainly

applied to remove the debris and decrease the temperatures in the cutting zone.

Mainly mc-Si wafers are fabricated with slurry-based sawing and diamond wire saw-

ing is mostly used for the manufacturing of sc-Si wafers; as diamond wire sawing of

mc-Si has reported to be less efficient than slurry-based sawing [41,167].
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In the last decade, diamond wire saws have emerged as the main technology to

cut hard and brittle materials and are widely used in manufacturing sc-Si wafers

in PV industry. Diamond wire sawn sc-Si wafers have proven to provide high cell

efficiency and mechanical strength which enables the production of thinner wafers

thus increasing efficiency [243].

1.2.3 Electroplated Diamond Wire

The interest in electroplated diamond wire technology is enhanced as diamond wire

sawing becomes the most common processing technology in wafering. Electroplated

diamond wires are composed of a steel wire core and diamond grains that are secured

on the surface by depositing the filler metal (nickel or nickel-cobalt alloys) by elec-

troplating (Figure 1.9a). Typical wire core diameters are in the range of 80-140 µm

with typical abrasive grain sizes in the range of 8-25 µm. Today down to 60 µm

core diameter wires are used in production. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)

image of an electroplated diamond wire is presented in Figure 1.9b. The surface of

the unworn wire and the diamond grains are completely or partly covered with the

Ni-filler material that wears off as the wire wear propagates; leading to exposure of

cutting edges of diamond grains.

a) b)
Steel core

Ni layer

Figure 1.9: (a) Steel core and Ni-filler layer of an electroplated diamond wire. (b) SEM
image of an unworn electroplated diamond wire.

Figure 1.10a presents the cost distributions of slurry-based and diamond wire sawing

of c-Si. The cost of diamond wire, by 80%, has the highest share in diamond wire

sawing; where the wire cost is 30% in slurry-based saving.

In diamond wire sawing, the wire length involved per cut is typically between

50-100 km [194] and the wire cost is more than hundred times higher per km com-

pared to the steel wire employed in the slurry-based sawing. The cost of the exten-

sive wire lengths are up to 20% of the total production costs [147]. Hence a wire

break during diamond wire sawing process is highly critical and may compromise

economical output of the whole slicing operation [57].
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Diamond wires have proven themselves with higher efficiency and improved surface

quality [57]. Moreover, electroplated diamond wires obtained 90% of the sc-Si based

PV market by 2017 for mainly due to the drastically increased production speed;

and lower wire wear rate, high bonding strength and increased wafer quality. Market

share projections on the other hand show that the domination of diamond wire will

be continuing over the next decade, as shown in Figure 1.10 [98].
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Figure 1.10: (a) Distribution of costs in slurry-based and diamond wire sawing of
c-Si [57]. (b) Market shares of sc-Si wafering technologies with a forecast to 2028 [98].

1.3 Motivation

Several kerfless wafering technologies such as laser, plasma, ion implantation, elec-

trochemical etching or heat pulses have been applied in wafer manufacturing [167].

But none of the stated fabrication methods could yet reach the production level

due to their high cost and low efficiency. Electroplated diamond wire sawing of sc-

Si currently provides the optimum processing solution in terms of efficiency, wafer

quality and sustainability in wafer production. It is unlikely that the process will be

overtaken in the midterm, considering the production capacity increase as a result

of the improvements in the machine and processing technology.

The efficiency of the wire sawing process is determined by the output rate that

can be defined as the number of wafers produced per Si block. However almost

half of the work material is wasted with kerf loss and post-conditioning of the sawn

surfaces [48,184] and reduction of kerf loss has been of interest to reduce the material

consumption [166]. As the wire diameter decreases, the material loss is reduced

and output rate increases with increasing number of wafers per Si block. Today,

wire diameters used in production (60-140 µm) are the half of industry standards a

decade ago and the wire diameters are predicted to be continuously reducing over

the following years [98].
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On the other hand, with decreasing wafer thickness, higher number of wafers can be

produced from the same ingot size, leading to higher process efficiency and reduction

of manufacturing costs [57, 69, 73, 167]. However, there is a lower limit for the

wafer thickness due to its brittle characteristics [48] and stated by Powell [172] that

there is a generally held boundary that the lower limit of wafer thickness is 80 µm,

where [171] reports the c-Si wafer thickness as 170 µm in 2017.

Both developments make the sawing process more complex as thinner wafers and

wires are more prone to failure. Improvement in the process results is possible with

a through understanding of the wire, diamond grains and the conditions of grain-

workpiece interaction. The complexity of the process requires scientific investigation

in a wide process parameter range and different interaction setups.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

“It is not the result of scientific research that ennobles humans and
enriches their nature, but the struggle to understand while performing
creative and open-minded intellectual work.”

— Albert Einstein,
The World As I See It, 1934

Experimental investigation and modeling of diamond wire processing of silicon ne-

cessitates the review of several fields covering the wire sawing process, diamond

wire technology, material removal mechanisms in brittle materials and modeling

and simulation of abrasive processes concerning the process, material removal and

wear modeling. Additionally, the experimental methods employed in this thesis

compel to study the literature on grain scratch tests and some aspects of abrasive

removal processes.

In this chapter, a literature review on the diamond wire sawing process will be pre-

sented regarding its aspects on the process, surface, wear, modeling and simulation.

To be able to develop a fundamental understanding of the subject, significant stud-

ies on material removal mechanisms in brittle materials and transition of material

removal regimes and modeling and simulation of abrasive processes will be detailed.

The relevant work concerning the diamond wire sawing process will be discussed in

each section separately.
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2.1. Wire Sawing Technology

2.1 Wire Sawing Technology

In Chapter 1 of this work, multi-wire sawing technology is briefly introduced. In

the current chapter, literature on wire sawing technology will be discussed with a

primary focus on diamond wire sawing of brittle materials.

A schematic representation of input and output parameters of the diamond wire

sawing process is presented in Figure 2.1. The primary process inputs for the di-

amond wire are abrasive grain and wire properties. For the work material, they

are hardness, fracture toughness and elasticity. For the process parameters they are

wire speed, feed rate, wire acceleration, wire tension and sawing mode (wire motion

in one or both directions). For the machine parameters, the inputs are axis distance

(distance between two rollers) and pitch distance (distance between two consecutive

wires on the wire web. Finally, there are inputs for the coolant (type, rate, etc.).

Wire sawing
process

Thermal interactions
Contact length
Process forces
...

Surface integrity/ 
Wafer quality

Roughness
Surface/subsurface cracks
Total thickness variation
Saw marks
Edge defects
Phase transformations
...

Wear

Abrasive grain wear mode
Wear rate
Diamond wire wear
Bonding wear
... 

Process
parameters

Wire speed
Feed rate

Acceleration
Wire tension

Sawing mode

Material
Hardness

Fracture toughness
Elasticity

Machine 
parameters

Axis distance
Pitch distance

...
Coolant type

Rate
Coolant

Diamond
wire

Diamond quality, shape, size
Diamond density, distribution

Bonding material

Figure 2.1: Primary input and output parameters in wire sawing process.

The output parameters can be stated as the tool wear, wafer surface integrity and

quality (roughness, surface and subsurface cracks, total thickness variation (TTV),

saw marks), process forces, temperatures and contact length. Among several wafer

characterization measures, Möller [167] points out that TTV is the commonly used

parameter in industry and is defined as the difference of wafer thickness measured on

four corners and the middle of the wafer which is independent of the wafer thickness

and directly influenced by the mechanism of material removal.

Research on the wire sawing process has gained significant advance in the last two

decades [48]. A considerably higher share of the research work was conducted on

slurry-based sawing and the research on diamond wire sawing had mainly progressed

in the last five years. In diamond wire sawing, researchers predominantly focused

on the influence of parameters such as wire speed, feed rate, wire tension on process
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kinematics and wafer surface quality and accuracy by evaluating the average rough-

ness, surface and subsurface cracks, brittle and ductile material removal regimes

and wafer thickness variation and strength. A few number of research studies were

conducted to evaluate the wire lifetime and wear.

Researchers worked to determine the process capabilities in the prior studies on

diamond wire sawing, mainly by evaluating the quality of sawn surfaces and inves-

tigating the process kinematics in terms of wire bow and trajectory. Clark [55, 56]

conducted experiments on ceramics, wood and foam materials on a single wire saw,

Hardin [82] studied sawing of SiC with diamond wires of 0.22 mm nominal diame-

ter. Liu [142] theoretically analyzed the wire trajectory in diamond wire sawing and

conducted single wire sawing experiments on marble and granite to verify the re-

sults. Meng [160] studied the material removal mechanisms in wire sawing of granite

via indentation fracture model on an endless wire saw. The transition of material

removal regime from brittle to ductile with lower grain depths of cut was observed.

Zhang [245] established a mathematical model for counterweight and saw trajec-

tory to investigate the process efficiency in wire saws. However the diamond wires

used in the experiments and analysis are not comparable with today’s diamond wire

technology for its aspects such as diamond quality, geometry or bonding technology.

Gao [71] conducted single wire sawing experiments with sc-Si to investigate the wafer

quality. At wire speeds of 1-2 m/s, it is shown that wafer surface roughness, TTV

and warp improve with increasing wire speeds. A single wire saw was employed by

Ozturk [168] to conduct multiple regression analysis of the process parameters for

predicting the influence of feed rate and wire speed on Ra. However, it was stated

that the optimization is only valid for the experimental setup used and require

validation for multi-wire sawing. Würzner [229] experimentally investigated the

influence of wire speed on mc-Si wafer quality. The wafer surface damage was

characterized at the wire speeds of 5, 10 and 15 m/s. It was reported that with

an increase in wire velocity, higher fluctuations on surface roughness, lower values

of maximum crack depth, lower forces and more inhomogeneous stress distribution

with compressive and local tensile stress areas are observed. Sopori [193] stated that

the magnitude and distribution of surface damage can be defined as a function of the

resultant wire velocity. Later Sapori [194] studied the mechanisms affecting surface

roughness and causing subsurface damage and showed that the resultant surface

is strongly correlated with the sawing kinematics and wire motion. Huang [90]

investigated the material removal in diamond wire sawing of SiC and stated that

although the material removal is dominated by brittle fracture, more plowing strives

are identified at higher wire speeds up to 10 m/s.
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Through numerical simulation, Chung [54] investigated the distribution of abrasives

on diamond wire and stated that the larger abrasive interval results in higher ma-

terial removal rate. It was concluded that for higher material removal, the abrasive

interval should be larger than a critical value. Kim [114] studied the cutting ability

of electroplated diamond wires and also concluded that lower diamond concentration

leads to higher material removal rates.

Chung [52] modeled the wire geometry as a function of diamond size. Abrasive

grains were modeled as conical geometries with 90◦ tips and the material removal

model only includes mapping of the abrasive grain profiles onto the workpiece sur-

face, brittle fracture was not considered. The influence of wire speed, feed rate,

size and distribution of the diamond grains on the sawn wafer surface quality were

investigated at the wire speed of 8 m/s. Results show that increasing wire speed

and feed rate increases process productivity and also maintains the quality of the

wafer surface.

Chung [51] investigated the effects of depth of cut per abrasive grain in diamond

wire sawing and stated that there is no proportional relation between the number

of active diamond grains and wire speed and feed rate. However, it was mentioned

that a proportional increase of feed rate and wire speed would lead to higher wafer

surface quality. It is also pointed out that the number of active grains is only a small

portion of total number of abrasive grains on the wire; and more active grains are

present at the bottom of the groove, in the direction of the feed rate. Sopori [193]

found out that the damage depth is strongly influenced by the grain size as well as

wire diameter with a smaller degree. Suzuki [198] conducted sawing experiments at

wire speeds of around 30 m/s and analyzed the Si surface, wire topography and chip

morphology. It is concluded that smaller diamonds result in lower saw marks and

as the number of sawing cycles increase, number of micro dents and saw marks are

reduced. Finer diamonds would result in flow-type chips and lead to higher share of

ductile material removal.

Wang [221] introduced an analytical force model for diamond wire sawing of SiC.

The brittle and ductile material removal modes are considered and it was concluded

that the process forces increase with increasing feed rate, wire diameter, diamond

density and decreasing wire speed. A depth of cut and force model for sawing

sc-Si with resin bonded diamond wires was developed by Liu [145], based on the

indentation fracture mechanics and the grain distribution and elasticity of the resin

bonding were taken into account. Li [137] developed an analytical force model for

wire sawing, based on investigations on forces generated with a single diamond, from

the viewpoint of chip formation and friction between the diamond and workpiece.
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The analytical model considers the influence of feed rate, wire speed and contact

length.

The studies on process kinematics of diamond wire sawing mainly concern the wire

bow, tension and trajectory. Wire tension is critical in the sawing process to reach

better surface quality i.e. lower vibrations, less sawing marks and prevention of wire

breakage [167]. A tension control system with higher precision was proposed by

Feng [66]. Li [136] developed an adaptive feedback controller to regulate the normal

force in wire sawing of SiC. A static force model is developed and experimentally

validated where results show that lower surface roughness can be achieved through

controlling the normal force.

The effects of initial wire deflection on wire wear and wafer thickness variation was

investigated by Kim [111] on sapphire material. Experiments were conducted at

the wire speed of 400 m/min with diamond wires of 180 µm core diameter and

30-40 µm grain size. Results showed that with an increase in initial wire bow, forces

increase, leading to higher wear rates. However, by adjusting the initial wire bow the

parameters can be controlled. Further, it was stated that wafer thickness variation

is strongly affected by the cutting speed and an increase in feed rate and wire speed

results in higher sawing forces.

Lee [134] considered the break-in characteristics of diamond wire, a phenomenon

defined as the reason for the instabilities introduced due to the initial progress of

wire wear. The results were variation in wafer thickness, increased kerf loss and

lower form accuracy of the wafers. Experiments were conducted with sapphire at

the wire speed of 15 m/s. It was concluded that the wear behavior of diamond

wire strongly influences the break-in characteristics. Kim [113] investigated multi-

wire sawing of sapphire and concluded that the break-in effect, when feeding the

new wire in reciprocating motion, influences the cutting force, wafer shape and

roughness. The break-in effect and initial wear of the diamond wire significantly

influence the thickness variation of wafers. It was suggested that through controlled

wire consumption, the influence of break-in effect and excessive initial wear can be

regulated.

Studies on diamond wire technology on the other hand is limited to the research in

industry and very few scientific reports had been published. A modified electroplat-

ing method was developed by Ge [72] and tested on an endless wire saw. Yao [237]

studied the characteristics and manufacturing methods of the diamond wires and

concluded that metallic bonding (electroplated, deposition EDM) and resin-bonding

(heat-curing, ultraviolet-curing) introduce different application aspects to the saw-
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ing process. Anspach [9] developed a structured steel wire for slurry-based sawing to

replace the straight wire which resulted in 100% increase in throughput and around

10% lower specific energy consumption. The effects of Ni layer thickness on cutting

performance was studied by Yeh [239]. A sapphire ingot was sawn using 100 µm

diamond wires with diamond grain size of 8-12 µm and Ni layer thickness of 12,

13 and 14 µm. The influence of Ni layer thickness, wire tension, wire speed and

feed rate on average surface roughness, material removal rate, wire wear rate and

TTV of the wafers were investigated. Taguchi method was employed to determine

the most significant sawing parameters and it was found that layer thickness is the

most significant by 31.7% and wire speed is the second most significant parameter

by 29.9%. The suggestion is, with an optimized layer thickness, 33% less roughness,

20% lower diamond wear, 12% lower TTV and 20% higher material removal rate

are possible.

One of the few studies on abrasive wear was conducted by Yang [235]. The phase

transformations and stress evolution of diamonds in wire sawing of Si using 100 µm

core diameter wires with diamond concentration at the wire speed of 15 m/s and

a feed rate of 1 mm/min were investigated. 21 diamonds samples were analyzed

over a wire length of 2 km. Graphitic phases were observed in three of the diamond

grains and it was concluded that graphization of diamonds occurs due to the high

compressive stresses measured on the Si surface. It was reported as a possible reason

for cutting efficiency loss in wire sawing.

Single wire sawing experiments were conducted by Gao [71] using diamond wires

with 0.28 mm core diameter and diamonds of 30-40 µm in size with defined geo-

metric shapes. The wire shows an unconventional wear of coating exfoliation. Even

though the wire characteristics and manufacturing method vary significantly from

the current industry standards, it shall be noted that diamond pullouts were re-

ported as the main wear form. Jaeggi [102] studied the influence of wire wear on

the wafer roughness and mechanical strength and stated that even with evident wire

wear, no significant impact on wafer morphology and strength were measured.

More on the topic of macro-wear, Schwinde [184] focused on the reduction of kerf

loss in slurry-based wire sawing. Worn wire samples from a multi-wire saw were

analyzed to find that the abrasion occurs mainly on one side of wire, which provided

the reasoning for the development of wires with non-circular cross-section. The

observation holds for slurry-sawing and are not confirmed for diamond wire sawing.
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Although diamond wire sawing technology has been available for almost twenty

years, scientific research on the topic has not yet been sufficiently developed. Studies

show that there is a strong relation between the wire speed, feed rate and wafer

surface and subsurface quality. It is theoretically and experimentally shown that at

higher wire speeds, better surface quality is possible. However, the process limits

have not been reached and no research have been done for wire speeds higher than

30 m/s. Moreover, even in the current process limits, systematic measurements of

forces and temperatures are still lacking [167]. Until this day there is no significant

research on the optimization of wire lifetime or a definitive understanding of the

influence of wire wear on process outputs.

For a better understanding of the wafer quality and surface characteristics, it is

essential to investigate the material removal mechanisms and resultant surface mor-

phology. Hence, the literature on the material removal characteristics of brittle

materials and material removal mechanism in wire sawing should be discussed.

2.2 Material Removal Mechanisms

In diamond wire sawing, material removal is achieved through the simultaneous

contact between the randomly distributed diamond grains on the wire surface and

the workpiece; similar to abrasive machining processes such as grinding, lapping or

polishing. The primary quality measures are efficiency, wafer strength, TTV, sur-

face roughness and morphology or surface/subsurface damage are dependent on the

material removal characteristic, hence investigation of the mechanisms behind is cru-

cial for a profound understanding of the diamond wire sawing process. Möller [167]

points out that currently the mechanisms of material removal are well defined for

ductile materials but the knowledge lacks in the understanding of silicon processing.

Material removal is defined as the irreversible energy dissipation when the resolved

shear stress exceeds the elastic yield stress at any point of the material. Three main

forms of groove wear were listed by Gahr [70] as microplowing, microcutting and

microcracking and are presented in Figure 2.2.

Microplowing and microcutting are predominant in ductile materials. In microplow-

ing, material is plastically deformed and pushed towards the edges of the groove and

ideally no material is removed from the surface. However, continuous engagement

of multiple cutting edges leads to fatigue and results in abrasive removal of the

work material. In the case of microcutting, the material is removed in the form of
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Microplowing Microcutting Microcracking

Figure 2.2: Three forms of material removal by abrasive parts as microplowing,
microcutting and microcracking [70, 117].

chips and the removed volume is assumed equal to the groove volume that can be

approximated as the cross-sectional area of the penetrated cutting edge multiplied

by the groove length. Microcracking occurs in machining of materials with higher

brittleness, where the material is removed in the form of small scale fractures that

may further propagate through highly localized stress areas. The removed volume

is higher than the groove volume and it results in a reduced surface quality in terms

of roughness and fracture measure [70,117].

2.2.1 Brittle Material Removal Mechanism

The dominant material removal mechanism in brittle materials depends on the scale

of indentation and shape of the abrasive particle [129] and can be investigated in

two modes namely the brittle material removal mode, where brittle fracture and

propagation of cracks take place on the characteristic cleavage plane; and ductile

material removal mode, where plastic deformation observed on the characteristic

slip plane, in the form of sheared chips [30, 31,74,188].

Indentation fracture mechanics is used to define the process of brittle material re-

moval for explaining the crack generation and propagation. Lawn [131] investigated

the mechanics of point indentation fracture and defined the crack formation un-

der point indentation where two main types of cracks were observed. Median cracks

which propagate downward below the contact point during loading and lateral cracks

that propagate sideways of the contact point during unloading of the indenter.

The median crack initiation in elastic/plastic indentation field was investigated by

Lawn [127]. Further, Lawn [128] defined the evolution of the median/radial crack

system for sharp indenter contacts in brittle materials and proposed a model where

the elastic/plastic field under the indenter tip is defined by its elastic and residual
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components. The model is able to predict the median and radial growth char-

acteristics in several ceramics through calibrated equations. The net indentation

force is divided into well-defined components; and the properties of stress intensity

factors according to the definition by Lawn [126] are applied, which consider the

superposition of the residual stresses and elastic contact fields after unloading [128].

Microfracture from scratching sapphire and glass are investigated by Swain [199]

using a Vickers indenter. Three distinct states in crack formation were observed as

low loads where no visible cracks are seen; medium loads where well-defined me-

dian and lateral cracks occur; and high loads where the plastically deformed groove

shatters and size of lateral and median cracks get smaller compared to the ones in

medium-high loads.
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Figure 2.3: Chip generation process in brittle materials machining [131, 132].

Lawn’s [131] definition of formation of a crack under a sharp indentation edge is

schematically represented in Figure 2.3. The crack formation and brittle material

removal is explained in the sequence:

1. Initial loading forms a plastic deformation zone under the point indenter.

2. At a critical load, the median crack is initiated where the maximum stress

concentration is present.

3. As the load increases, median crack propagates and extends further.

4. With the initial unloading, median crack begins to close.

5. As the unloading continues, prior to the removal of the indenter, residual

tensile stresses are superimposed with the relief of the deformed material.

These intense residual stresses lead to lateral crack propagation [154,196].

6. With the completion of the unloading, propagation of the lateral cracks may

lead to chipping. On the other hand it should be realized that the crack
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Figure 2.4: The elastic-plastic contact zone under the indenter, generating radial,
median and lateral cracks [50].

initiation may have strong relation with the fracture geometry, however here,

elaboration phase of the crack is in focus [128,132].

Later, Marshall [155] defined the mechanics of lateral crack propagation in brittle

solids and proposed an experimentally validated model for the phenomenon. The

main influence for lateral cracking was also explained with the residual stresses. The

elastic/plastic zones and the three crack mechanisms are summarized in Figure 2.4.

In an elastic-plastic contact condition, the median cracks originate at the bottom

of the elastic-plastic zone, normal to the indentation direction whereas the lateral

cracks are originated in the lower part of the elastic-plastic zone and travel in lateral

direction. Under sufficient loading and also unloading conditions, the lateral cracks

propagate to surface and contribute to the material removal. Radial cracks on the

other hand, originate on the surface near the elastic-plastic zone and contribute to

the material removal as well.

The index of brittleness was introduced by Lawn [130] as the ratio of hardness

(resistance to deformation) to fracture toughness (resistance to fracture) (H/KIC).

Later, Moore [164] studied the indentation properties of several brittle solids and

stated that the fracture mechanism is dominant with higher indentation depth, sharp

abrasives and low fracture toughness to hardness ratio (H/KIC).

Moore [164] stated that material is removed by a fracture mechanism if lateral cracks

adjacent to the grooves intersect those from other grooves or propagate to the sur-

face. The volume of material removed can be much greater than the groove volume

since the lateral cracks extend well beyond the boundaries of the grooves. He pro-

posed a model which considers material removal both by plastic deformation and in-

dentation fracture. However, the developed model for material removal mechanisms
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in brittle materials was not validated for Si due to reported phase transformations

during machining of Si.

2.2.2 Ductile Material Removal Mechanism
in Brittle Material Processing

In ductile regime machining, the chips experience a plastic deformation, leaving a

crack-free surface where a better surface finish is observed [31]. From the energy

balance point of view, for brittle materials, ductile material removal takes place

when plastic flow is more energetically favorable, especially at smaller depths of cut.

Ductile material removal regime in brittle materials was first observed by King [115],

stating that in case of frictional wear of rock-salts, plastic deformation is present

along with surface cracks and fragmentations. Furthermore, Bridgman [36] showed

that glass material experience ductile material removal under high hydrostatic pres-

sures and Lawn [132] identified the transition from brittle to ductile material removal

regime during nano-indentation tests on glass. Moore [164] investigated the indenta-

tion properties for engineering ceramics and brittle solids to understand the plastic

deformation and fracture characteristics. When the load on abrasive is low, plastic

deformation is favored, while with high loads (e.g. blunt abrasives), plastic defor-

mation and fracture were observed in combination. Liu [143] stated that the large

compressive and shear stresses lead to ductile chip formation and by suppression of

the stress intensity factor KIC , the progression of preexisting flaws in the material

were prevented. Furthermore, it is commonly accepted that high contact pressures

lead to ductile behavior of Si due to the transformation of diamond cubic phase of

Si to a metallic phase [14,30,45,143,187,220,232].

Inasaki [95] discussed the fundamental principles of material removal in hard and

brittle materials. His work referred to Hill’s [85] elastic/plastic internal cavity anal-

ysis to define the plastic deformation zone for indentation. The definition suggests

a positive linear correlation between the relative plastic zone radius cp/reff , where

cp is the radius of the plastic zone and reff is the effective radius of the indenter;

and E/H, where E is the elastic modulus and H is the material hardness.
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2.2.3 Ductile to Brittle Transition

The available research on ductile to brittle machining modes consider several prop-

erties of the process and tool that have influence on the active material removal

modes.

Lawn [127] suggested a model to predict the threshold load for fracture initiation

for a diamond indenter. Blake [33] studied the influence of tool nose radius in

brittle-ductile transition and experimentally investigated the effect of critical depth

of cut in brittle-ductile transition in single-point turning of Si and Germanium.

Also considered the influence of rake and clearance angles, cutting speed and crystal

orientation and material properties on critical depth of cut. Later, an experimental

critical depth of cut model was proposed by Bifano [31] that only considers the

material properties E, H and KIC .

hcu,crit = κc

(
E

H

)(
KIC

H

)2

(2.1)

where hcu,crit is the critical depth of cut for transition from ductile to brittle material

removal regime and κc is the material constant.

Arefin [14] found out an upper limit of the tool cutting edge radius above where

the chip formation mechanism transforms from ductile to brittle, even though the

undeformed chip thickness remains smaller than the tool edge radius, in single point

turning of Si. Wu [226] studied the influence of abrasive shape (spherical and conical

indenters) in ductile to brittle transition in single grit scribing of diamond with a

finite element based model. Simulation results showed that an increase in the tip

radius for spherical or included angle for conical indenters result in an increase in

critical depth of cut by delaying the onset of crack initiation in Si. It was suggested

that with sharp tips, large tensile stresses are generated on the material, that may

initiate median and lateral cracks on subsurface. The effect of size and shape of

abrasive grain on ductile machining of sc-Si was also investigated by Kumar [121]

through low-speed scratching with spherical and crushed tungsten carbide grains. It

was concluded that spherical grain geometries result in more ductile material removal

with less micro-cracks than crushed grains and as the depth of scribe increases,

brittle fracture and larger cracks on the Si surface are present.
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The brittle-ductile transition mechanism in high speed grinding of SiC was studied

by Li [135] through experiments and it was concluded that high speeds change

the contact behavior of diamond and SiC, so that the material removal can be

increased without fracture crack occurrence. Wang [219] studied the subsurface

damage in high speed grinding of brittle materials and concluded that when the

maximum undeformed chip thickness is higher than the critical chip thickness, the

removal is mainly brittle. Lateral crack system was studied as the main material

removal mechanism in brittle mode. Chung [53] stated that there is a critical loading

condition on abrasive grains where the material removal regime changes from ductile

to brittle, leading to an increase in material removal rate.

According to Wu [225], at very low cutting depths, applied pressures can be high

enough, where it leads the transformation of the material to plastic state, hence

making ductile mode of cutting possible in diamond scribing of Si. Through sin-

gle point diamond scribing tests, it was observed that in some directions, ductile

material removal is more visible on sc-Si in three crystallographic planes. It was

concluded that ductile material removal of silicon is accompanied by phase trans-

formations where diamond cubic and amorphous silicon (a-Si) phases were observed

in the areas where plastic deformation and brittle fracture were present and only

diamond cubic phase was present in the areas with brittle material removal mode.

Further Wu [227] developed a mathematical model to calculate the average depth

of cut of a diamond grit, based on Si material removal by lateral crack propagation.

A theoretical study was conducted and the ductile mode in diamond wire sawing

was analyzed with the extended finite element method. The work is based on the

indentation fracture mechanics approach. It was concluded that the shape of the

grit influences the cutting mode and sharp grit edges lead to brittle fracture. The

critical depth for Si was found to be between 41 and 143 nm based on process

parameters. Later, through theoretical calculations and finite element modeling,

Wu [224] analyzed the grain-Si interaction for ductile regime. It is noted that the

ductile mode cutting is sensitive to grit shape and sharp edges easily result in brittle

fracture. Simulation results showed that an increase in the tip radius for spherical

or included angle for conical indenters result in an increase and sharp edges easily

result in brittle fracture. Through simulations, Chung [51] studied the effects of

depth of cut and abrasive distribution on material removal to conclude that the

removal is mainly in brittle regime, due to the frequent involvement of large depth

of cuts as a result of varying diamond grain protrusions.
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Theoretical and experimental research that consider material removal in brittle ma-

terials are reviewed and the transition characteristics of material removal regimes

depending on the material, tool and process parameters are discussed. In brittle

material removal regime, the onset and propagation of median/radial and lateral

cracks in brittle materials are well defined, mainly under a sharp indenter and also

for spherical contacts for a range of brittle materials. Developed models explain the

dimensions of the elastic/plastic zones as a function of the material and indentation

characteristics. However, the research work explains the phenomenon for static and

quasi-static events and a vast amount of assumptions for the dynamic cases. Fur-

ther, the material, tool and process properties for ductile mode material removal

in brittle materials are investigated. It can be concluded that lower penetration

depths, high hydrostatic stresses/contact pressures that may be also the results of

blunt cutting edges result in ductile material removal mode.

Established models on the transition of brittle-ductile material removal regimes con-

sider the critical penetration depth and focus on the material properties. Although

experimental work suggests that the transition may further be dependent on con-

ditions such as tool geometry, cutting speed or crystallographic orientation. Work

on the topic is mainly in experimental research and recent studies focus on finite

element models. A profound understanding of the material removal characteristics

necessitate the observation of the interaction in the single grain level, where the

contact is isolated from conditions of a higher complexity.

2.3 Grain Scratch Tests

Due to the physical limitations for the observation and measurement of the grain-

workpiece contact during abrasive machining and the stochastic nature of the pro-

cess, single grain scratching experiments are widely employed to emulate the contact

conditions and to examine the process at single grain level. Beside quasi-static and

dynamic indentation methods, single grain scratching experiments provide valuable

insights for the grain-material interaction. In this section, single grain scratching

methods are reviewed with a focus on the scratching of brittle materials. Significant

studies of single grain scratching for the investigation of material removal modes

in brittle materials, anisotropy of and alterations on the Si material are discussed.

Further, measurement and analysis of process forces in single grain level are studied.

Finally, several scratching experimental methods and setups are reviewed.
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Scratching of brittle materials is a frequently visited topic in literature, where critical

depth of cut at the onset of ductile to brittle transition, material removal mecha-

nisms, stress fields, process forces, temperature and influence of cutting grain ge-

ometry such as grain shape and tip radius on process outputs are widely studied.

Sasaki and Okamura [183] performed single grain scratch tests to investigate the in-

fluence of cutting depth and cutting edge angle on the cutting mechanism of grain.

Liu [143, 144] analyzed the resultant stresses in Si material and suggested that in

ductile material removal mode, large compressive stresses in front of the cutting

tool prevents the crack propagation of existing material flaws. Zhao [247] conducted

diamond scratching tests on SiC and investigated the material removal and grain

wear mechanisms with diamond shapes of prism, pyramid and inclined prism. It was

concluded that the brittle fracture and plastic deformation are present at the same

time and the diamond wear occurs at the stress concentration region. Moreover, the

ratio of the vertical and tangential scratching forces were stated to be critical for

the determination of the active material removal regime.

Through experiments, Li [138] showed that it is possible to machine sc-Si material

in ductile mode by changing the tool tip radius and the undeformed chip thickness.

The material removal mode transforming from completely ductile to a combination

of ductile and brittle to completely brittle fracture with increasing depths of cut was

observed by Wu [225]. Gu [78] investigated the chipping behavior and material re-

moval mechanisms in optical BK7 glass through scratch tests with a nanoindenter at

the tangential speed of 10 µm/s and at several normal loads. Plowing is determined

to be predominant in ductile mode material removal. Resultant surface morphol-

ogy, removed volume and depth ratio were reported to be strongly correlated with

normal load and separation distance in brittle material removal regime. Wu [226]

performed scratching experiments with conical (60◦ included angle) and truncated

conical (10◦ included angle and 3 µm tip radius) shaped scribers and developed an

XFEM model considering the influence of abrasive grain geometry, friction coeffi-

cient and external hydrostatic stressed on brittle-ductile transition of sc-Si. The

experiments were conducted at the speed of 1 mm/min and for 0-2 µm depths of

cut. Recently, Kumar [123] performed scratching experiments using an electroplated

diamond wire with a core diameter of 120 µm on sc- and mc- silicon. The influence

of grit shape on surface and subsurface characteristics and critical depth of cut were

investigated at the scratching speed of 100 mm/min and with a scratch length of

5 mm. The effect of speed and grain wear by repeated scratches were omitted.

The dependency of the surface cracks on grain geometry was investigated to con-

clude that the abrasive grain shape has a higher influence on the resulting surface

morphology than the crystallographic orientation.
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Si anisotropy has also been studied through scratch tests and single point turn-

ing [49,92,187,233]. Shibata [187] experimentally investigated the influence of crys-

tallographic orientation in turning of sc-Si and concluded that the dependence of

surface features on crystallographic orientation is related with the ease of the oc-

curring slip deformation. Chao [49] conducted single point turning experiments

and proved that the critical depth of cut is strongly related to the crystallographic

direction where lower values are present in easily fractured directions. The crystal-

lographic direction was found to have a strong influence on the crack initiation and

propagation.

Si has cubic structure at atmospheric pressure and experiences phase transforma-

tions to crystalline and amorphous states at higher pressures. Using single point

diamond scribing, Wu [225] reported Si phase transformations as diamond cubic

and a-Si phases. Trachet [206] conducted quasi-static and dynamic indentation tests

with a Vicker’s indenter to evaluate the phase changes in mc-Si. The phase distri-

butions under the indenter were measured to determine the phase transformations

in terms of the strain rate. The results show that Si hardness is inversely related

to its strain rate. Through diamond indentation experiments at room temperature,

Callahan [46] observed phase transformations at very low loads.

Measurement of process forces on single grain is of high importance in modeling and

simulation of the abrasive processes. Matsuo [157] conducted single grain scratching

experiments on steel and alumina, using diamond and CBN grains; and investigated

the material pile up and process forces to find that the grinding forces are highly

dependent on the grain geometry. A positive linear relationship was determined

between the cutting force and the cross-sectional groove area, independent of the

work material and the grain type (CBN or diamond). Malkin [149] proposed that

the grinding force is composed of cutting and plowing forces by investigating the

relationship between the grinding force and the removal area through grinding ex-

periments. Further, Malkin [150] showed that grinding power is proportional to

the components of grinding force. Azizi [21] developed an analytical grinding force

model based on single grain interaction and investigated the influence of the process

parameters, number of active grains and grain sharpness on process forces through

experiments. The abrasive grains on the grinding wheel were modeled as pyramids.

An exponential relationship was determined between the cutting force and increasing

number of active grains and abrasive grain slope.
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Specific cutting energy (grooving/scratching energy) was widely used to characterize

the process at the single grain. Vingsbo [216] measured the energy consumed during

the cut and calculated the specific grooving energy which is defined as the grooving

energy consumed for unit mass loss, as a measure of abrasion resistance. A modified

Charpy pendulum impact tester was employed for the experiments.

Feng [65] conducted high-speed scratch tests with steel workpiece and studied the

groove and chip morphologies, area removal ratio, grinding force ratio and specific

grinding force. It was concluded that plowing decreases with increasing groove cross-

section area and grinding speed and surface integrity is improving with increasing

cutting speed. It was shown that the grinding force ratio εf increases with the groove

cross-section area on the cutting plane. The grinding force ratio was reported to be

larger for blunt grains and was expressed as:

εf =
Fc

Fn

(2.2)

where Fc is the cutting cutting force and Fn is the normal force acting on the single

grain.

Several scratch tests setups are proposed in the literature. A pin attached to a rotat-

ing disc was employed by Transchel [207], Bredell [35], Graham [75], Brinksmeler [39]

and Aurich [20]; a pendulum by Vingsbo [216] and Liang [140]. Further the grain

can be linearly guided as was done by Vargas [214], Buhl [42] or Perfilyev [170].

Setups of the mentioned experiments are presented in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Pendulum type scratching setup [140]. (b) Pin-wheel scratching
setup [20]. (c) Linear scratching setup [170].

However, the measurement of process forces are limited at high cutting speeds at

rotating pin and pendulum setups because of the presence of high excitation fre-

quencies. Short contact time between the cutting edge and the workpiece material
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lead to such high frequencies [189]. Due to this, experiments were commonly con-

ducted at low cutting speeds such as 100 µm/s by Perfilyev [170], 1 mm/min by

Wu [226] or 10 mm/s Wang [220] to be able to measure process forces.

In linear scratching, high acceleration distances are required to reach higher speeds,

hence cutting speeds are limited with the physical capabilities of the setups. Gu [78]

performed linear scratch tests with a nanoindenter at a tangential speed of 10 µm/s.

For a reliable measurement of the process forces on single grain, dynamometers with

high natural frequencies are essential [58, 75]. Such dynamometers are available in

literature that enable force measurements at the cutting speed of 5 m/s [169,207].

Another approach to overcome the high frequency phenomenon is to increase the

tool-workpiece contact time by increasing the scratching distance. As previously

mentioned, investigation of the wire sawing process at single grain requires intro-

duction of longer contact lengths and chipping distances in comparison to grinding.

To measure the process forces at high cutting speeds and with long contact lengths,

relative rotational motion of workpiece and cutting edge are usually employed. Ro-

tational scratching of an Si wafer with a three-faceted pyramidal diamond tip on

an ultra-precision grinder to investigate the changes on Si surface were conducted

by Zhang [246]. Influence of tip radius and included angle on the mechanisms of Si

wafering were investigated, forces and stresses at the onset of chip and crack forma-

tions were calculated for scratching speeds between 8.4 and 15 m/s. Tamaki [202]

performed diamond scratch tests with glass to investigate the influence of rake an-

gle, edge angle, wedge angle and cutting edge radius on critical depth of cut at

cutting speed of 550 m/min. The workpiece was installed on a CNC face turning

machine and the circular workpiece is tilted, hence the grit comes into contact with

the workpiece in a circular arc grove in each revolution of the plate. Huo [93] devel-

oped a single grain setup to investigate the brittle-ductile transition in grinding of

mc-Si with grain sizes of 50 µm at the grinding speed of 45 m/s, rotational speed

of 120 s−1 and an infeed rate of 6 µm/min. The critical depth of cut was reported

as 40 nm. Examples from the mentioned settings are presented in Figure 2.6.

Scratching tests with single grains and single point tools provide useful information

on the tool and material behavior. Moreover, such tests are the primary methods to

understand the forces and temperatures at the single grain level and to develop

an understanding of the cutting conditions in abrasive processes. This kind of

understanding is essential for process modeling.
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a) c)b)

Figure 2.6: (a)-top: Inclined scratching setup [202]. (a)-bottom: Trace of the grain tip
on workpiece. (b)-top: Rotating tool-workpiece scratch test setup [93]. (b)-bottom:

Grooves on workpiece surface. (c) Rotational scratching of silicon wafer [246].

On the topic of wire sawing, the presence of long contact lengths, small grain sizes,

dependency of the wire trajectory on process parameters or properties of Si material

necessitates the investigations through scratch tests. Even though pioneering studies

on the subject had been published, the literature lacks the investigation of contact

temperature and systematic measurement of forces at the single grain and their

interrelation with the grain and surface.

In this aspect, an experimental setup for single grain scratching is required to be able

to measure the process on the abrasive grains of size comparable to the ones on an

electroplated diamond wire. Moreover, to overcome the stated limitations on force

measurements at higher cutting speeds over 5 m/s, long grain-workpiece contact

lengths shall be possible. Additionally, the setup shall be designed and operate to

make the temperature measurements possible at a location as close as possible to

the contact location.

2.4 Modeling and Simulation of Abrasive Processes

In the following section, the modeling and simulation of abrasive processes are re-

viewed. Initially, an overview of the literature in modeling techniques is presented.

Following, the details of the kinematic-geometric modeling and simulation are given

including the tool topography generation and process force modeling approaches.

In the last part, the wear phenomenon and approaches on the modeling of abra-

sive wear are discussed. The review shall go beyond the models developed for wire

sawing since the research work on the topic is currently limited.
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It is often unpractical, costly and time consuming to determine ideal parameters for

a process. Engineering models are developed to define the instantaneous state of

the system with a finite number of parameters, by defining their interaction mathe-

matically, based on physical laws [23]. They are crucial for the understanding of the

process behavior and moreover, create a basis for the simulation of the process in

certain boundary conditions and for a limited field of application. Tönshoff [210] de-

fined the term model from the viewpoint of manufacturing as “a model is the abstract

representation of a process which serves to link causes and effects”. However, an ac-

curate modeling is extremely difficult and is not possible for abrasive processes [107],

mainly due to the dependency on high number of parameters, complexity of the re-

moval process and transient nature of the interaction [209]. Moreover, as suggested

by Brinksmeier [37] developing a model that predicts the abrasive removal process

behavior, the dynamic behavior of the process, such as the tool wear, shall be taken

into account.

The term simulation is explained from the engineering point of view as “the imitation

of discrete values of time of a dynamic process on the basis of a model” [210] and

by Brinksmeier [37], it is further stated as the established tools for the assessment

and optimization of machining processes.

2.4.1 Overview of the Modeling Approaches

A review of modeling approaches was given by Brinksmeier [37] where, based on their

development method, models were investigated as physical, empirical and heuristic

process models, summarized in Figure 2.7. Physical process models were split into

fundamental analytical, finite element (FEM), kinematic, molecular dynamic (MD)

and regression models; empirical process models as regression, artificial neural net-

work (ANN) models and heuristic approaches were mentioned as rule based mod-

els. On the modeling of abrasive processes, a further classification can be stated

as the microscopic process models where a detailed 3D description of the abrasive

grains, their random distribution and orientation on the tool are provided through

topography analysis; and macroscopic process models where tool-workpiece contact

was defined by the macro-geometry of the tool, overlooking the individual grain

contact [17]. The outcomes can be implemented in different approaches such as

molecular dynamics, finite element or kinematic models.
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Figure 2.7: Modeling techniques and the application areas for process simulation [37].

In the physical modeling approach, quantitative models are derived from the physical

principles defined with mathematical formulation and can be transferred to other

machining conditions. Empirical models are constructed on the parameters that

are determined with regression analysis and able to accurately define one machining

application only. A purely physical model of an abrasive process is rarely used since

the physical relationships in abrasive processes cannot be accurately defined [209].

MD simulation provides a deeper understanding of the microscopic material behavior

through modeling in atomic level. The studies on the topic have started at the end of

50’s in the field of statistical mechanics, but its application to machining have started

by the late 80’s [118]. The simulation method had been applied to many fields i.e.

tribology, diamond synthesis and laser interactions [81, 118]. In MD simulations, a

few nanometers of contact length in picosecond time frames are considered. A better

understanding of the influence of lattice structure and orientation or micro-defects

are possible through MD simulations [37].

Kinematic modeling is based on the description of kinematics of the tool-workpiece

interaction. In kinematic models, definition of the penetration of a single grain

determines the material removal and is of high importance. The workpiece is usu-

ally considered as ideal and do not posses any thermo-elastoplastic properties, the

interaction between the tool and the workpiece are only geometrical. A detailed

description of kinematic models with a focus on kinematic-geometric models is pre-

sented in Section 2.4.2.
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Fundamental analytical approaches define the process with the physical interrela-

tions of its elements through mathematical formulations. Hence, a broad knowledge

of the grain-workpiece interaction to determine the contact conditions and mate-

rial removal is essential. The abrasive tool topography and chip thickness models

are used to define the process kinematics and from these, force models are de-

veloped to estimate abrasive grain wear and forces, further, surface roughness is

predicted [37,209].

FEMs are widely used to simulate the deformations, forces and temperature fields

in machining processes with geometrically defined or non-defined cutting edges.

The area of interest is divided into a finite number of elements that are connected

by element nodes. Typical FEMs include the material properties and geometry

of the workpiece to determine its stiffness, mechanical and thermal loads, process

parameters, heat transfer coefficients between lubricant and workpiece, cooling and

boundary conditions. FEMs can be applied in macroscopic or microscopic level.

Macroscopic models are used to determine the temperature distribution and form

deviation of the workpiece; the plastic material behavior and chip formation are not

included. In microscopic models, a small area of contact is considered [37,151].

Regression models aim to define functional interrelations between the data points

(dependent variables) and independent random variables through statistical meth-

ods. The models usually describe static cases with no time dependency to increase

the applicability i.e. tool wear is not considered to reduce complexities [7, 37,209].

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are used for modeling of non-stationary processes

with high complexity that are dependent on a number of input variables and mainly

applied for pattern recognition, data compression and function approaching. ANNs

determine the weights of successful and unsuccessful outcomes of the training ses-

sions, such that the actions of the human brain are simulated [209]. No physical

description of the process is required and the models are constructed through train-

ing based procedures on the measured data [37,244]. An application of the approach

by Sakakura [182] was done through establishing a process model with neural net-

work approach for cylindrical grinding. The decision making process of the operator

was investigated and found out the importance of operator’s associative memories

on information processing. A model was suggested based on the findings and two

types of neural networks as Feedforward and Brain-State-in-a-Box were employed.

The idea behind rule-based models is to utilize the computers for low-level, high-

volume decision making through the use of knowledge-based and fuzzy-logic systems;

and leaving the high-level, low-volume decision making processes to human beings
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[179]. The basis behind the approach is to correctly formulating the rules for the

model.

It was stated by Brinksmeier [37] that among the reviewed methods, kinematic, finite

element and molecular dynamics modeling approaches are the most prominent ones.

2.4.2 Kinematic Modeling and Simulation

The kinematics of abrasive material removal processes can be explained with indi-

vidual engagements of stochastically distributed cutting edges on the abrasive tool.

Kinematic modeling and simulation provide valuable insights in abrasive processes

where monitoring of the grain-workpiece contact conditions are limited.

First kinematic models in abrasive machining have started with two dimensional

models in the early 70’s and higher degree models have been developed since 80’s

with the availability of faster computers [37]. In the work on the advances in mod-

eling and simulation of grinding processes by Brinksmeier [37], kinematic model-

ing and simulation works were divided into basic kinematic approaches, kinematic-

geometric models and kinematic-empirical models. Basic kinematic approaches in-

clude ideal kinematics of the tool and workpiece and two dimensional grain models.

Primary interest lies on modeling of the surface profile. More recent work con-

sider grain chipping space, chip geometry, number of dynamic cutting edges and

grain wear. Kinematic-geometric models on the other hand, consider the three-

dimensional contact and penetration of the grain-workpiece at a higher level of dis-

cretization. Kinematic-empirical models differ from the kinematic-geometric models

in the way that in kinematic-empirical models, empirical and analytical equations

are used to calculate the process characteristics and results.

Kinematic-geometric modeling enables the calculation of process outputs such as

forces on single grain, stress distribution on workpiece surface, chip thickness or

share of kinetic and static grains. Ideal cutting conditions are considered i.e. plastic

deformations in the contact zone are omitted. However, some models include fur-

ther descriptions like material pile-up, compliance of the tool or thermo-mechanical

aspects of the interaction. The advances provided further insights on the grain and

tool wear.

The kinematic simulation defines the geometry of the removed area in discrete time

steps and superposition of the calculations determine the final geometry of the work-

piece [209]. An overview of the kinematic-geometric simulation for grinding by Au-
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rich [19] is given in Figure 2.8. Simulation inputs are stated as the ideal process

kinematics, ideal workpiece geometry and generated tool topography; simulation

of the process covers calculation of the grain penetration in single grain level; and

output parameters are grinding forces and resultant workpiece surface.

Ideal kinematics

Input parameters Output parametersSimulation of grinding

Generated 
grinding wheel

Ideal workpiece

Calculation of penetration

Chip parameters 
of single grains

Number of kinematic grains
in contact zone 

at discrete time t

Grinding forces

Workpiece surface

Figure 2.8: Inputs and outputs of the kinematic simulation [19].

Three elements are essential in kinematic-geometric modeling and simulation of the

process:

1. Tool Geometry: The description of micro- and macro- geometry of the abra-

sive tool is the primary and highly critical part in kinematic modeling. The

macro-geometry of the tool is defined by its eccentricity and micro-geometry

is defined by the grain size, geometry, strength and abrasive layer character-

istics [37, 209]. The geometric and material properties of the abrasive layer

has critical influence on the process as well, especially from the viewpoint of

abrasive grain wear which is interrelated to material removal, process forces

and temperatures in the cutting zone.

2. Process Kinematics: The definition of process kinematics through mathe-

matical formulation is required to calculate the relative motion between the

tool and workpiece. Using a detailed description of the micro- and macro-

properties of the tool i.e. diameter, abrasive grain positions, size and protru-

sion, it is possible to estimate the individual grain penetration. Additionally,

elasto-mechanical and thermo-mechanical properties of the contact or damp-

ing behavior of the machine structure can be introduced for more realistic

engagement conditions.

3. Process Forces: The simulation outputs of undeformed chip thickness, chip

length, chip width and chip cross-section area can be used to estimate the
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process forces [19]. Through the calculated or measured forces and/or grain

removal depths, wear behavior of the abrasive tool can also be estimated. In

the case of brittle material machining, when a detailed understanding of mi-

cromechanical removal process is reached, determination of the active material

removal mechanism for individual grain penetration is possible.

a Measurement and Modeling of the Tool Topography

Determination of the tool geometry is possible by direct and indirect measurements

on the surface or statistical evaluation of the grain and tool properties. Several

reviews are available in the literature on the measurement of abrasive tool topogra-

phies and generation of topography models [63,146,210,215]. In the case of diamond

wires, very few measurement methods are proposed, hence this work concerns also

the measurement of grinding wheel topographies.

Several classifications of the topography measurement methods are proposed such

as grain counting, profilometry and taper print methods by Verkerk [215]; con-

tact and non-contact methods by Lonardo [146], where non-contact methods can

further be investigated in optical and non-optical; static, dynamic and kinematic

methods by Marinescu [153]. Dynamic methods depend on machining conditions

and actual abrasive grains effective in cutting are measured; kinematic methods

combine the process kinematics and distribution of statically determined abrasive

positions [40, 153]. In the kinematic approach, trajectories of single grains are re-

produced through geometric contact conditions and process parameters. Figure 2.9

shows the distributions and definitions of static and dynamic edges on an abrasive

tool.

Vc Grinding wheel
Bond

Abrasive grain
Static cutting
edge spacing

Kinematical
edge distance

Workpiece

BondAbrasive
grain

S1 S2

S3

S4
S5 S7S6 S8

S9

Lst

S1 S2 S3
S4 S5

S7S6

S8

S9

Figure 2.9: (left) Static and (right) kinematic cutting edges [153].
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Figure 2.10 summarizes details of the classification proposed by Marinescu [153].

Several techniques were mentioned such as roughness measurement of the wheel to-

pography, qualitative analysis through optical images, quantitative characterization

of topography by counting the grains directly on the wheel or on surface prints,

piezoelectric and thermoelectric measurements to determine the number of active

cutting edges, photoelectric measurements based on reflection of the light from the

cutting area, mirror workpiece method where number of scratch marks are counted

on a mirror-like surface to determine the overall number of grains on the tool; and

workpiece penetration method where a thin steel plate or stationary workpiece is

penetrated and the surface roughness is measured for the comparative assessment

of different tool topographies.

Methods for the determination of the grinding wheel topography

Static method Dynamic method Kinematical method

In-process Post-process

Carbon paper method
-static cutting edge nr.
NS

Post-processPost-process

Piezoelectr. method
-act. cutting edge nr.
NSact

Photoelect. method
-act. cutting edge nr.
NSact

Microscop. method
a. grinding wheel
b. print
-qual. impression
-statistical counting
-stat. cutting edge nr. NS
cutting edge density CS

Thermoelectr. method
-act. cutting edge nr.
NSact

Transition resistance
-act. bond ridge

Scratching method
-act. cutting edge nr.
NSact

Reproduction method
-spec. s. roughness (Rtb)
-end s. rough. (Rtaus)
-effective s. rough. (Rtw)

Profile method, 
kinematical simulation 
of the process
-kin. cutting edge 
number NSkin

Profile method
-surface parameters
(RZ, Rp, RK, RVK,RPK)
-stat. cutting edge nr. NS
cutting edge density CS

Figure 2.10: Grinding wheel topography characterization methods [40, 153].

A three-dimensional contacting profilometery was used by [34], an automated non-

contact 3D wheel scanning system was used by [60], a 3D laser microscopy was

employed by [230], 3D grain positions were derived from contact measurements

by [231], optical profilometry was employed by [96], SEM measurements of the

grinding wheels were used by [94], imprints of the wheel on a polished lead sample

were used by [83] and photoelectric measurements were used by Brinksmeier [38].

The bearing area fraction, a useful parameter for the characterization of engineering

surfaces was introduced by Abbott and Firestone in 1933 [6]. The area is visualized

by the Abbott-Firestone curve (or material ratio curve) to determine the material

ratios of the surfaces at a given height which can also be used to characterize abrasive

tool topographies.
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The curve is derived from the profile of the surface where the intersect length of

the material along a line is measured and summed together and plotted as the

proportion of the total length. This procedure is repeated through a number of

slices of infinitesimal thickness for the complete profile height. The calculation

represents the proportion of the true area to the nominal area [195,204].

From the viewpoint of statistics, the curve is derived from the height probabil-

ity distribution function p(z) and for a Gaussian distribution, it is the cumulative

probability distribution function P (z) described in Figure 2.11, where z is the per-

pendicular distance from the base plane, ∆z interval between two consecutive layer

heights and h is the mean plane separation.

The bearing area at height h is the complement of the cumulative probability dis-

tribution function and can be defined as:

BA =

∫ ∞
h

p(z)dz = 1− P (h) (2.3)

where BA is the bearing area and P (h) is the cumulative probability function at

height h [204].

0 50% 100%

h z

z z

Δz

p(z) P(z)

Figure 2.11: Profile of a surface shown as the profile height distribution p(z) and
cumulative height distribution P (z) [204].

Bearing ratio parameters for surface roughness are described in Figure 2.12. The

blue line crosses the vertical lines at 0% and 100%. Core roughness depth (Rk), peak

(Rmr1) and bottom (Rmr2) material ratios are determined from the crossing points

and reduced peak height (Rpk), reduced valley height (Rvk) are defined accordingly.

The same descriptions are applied to primary and waviness profiles of surfaces [8].
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Figure 2.12: Description of bearing area parameters [8].

On the topic of topography measurements, four types of dimensional definitions are

important to mention. Based on 2D projections and 3D grain shapes, aspect ratio,

projection area, convexity and sharpness are highly useful to define the geometric

measurements [61,99]. Aspect ratio is the ratio of the major to minor grain diameter

for the description of the grain elongation. Grain convexity is used to determine the

grain strength, abrasive potential and shape irregularity. Convexity is defined as the

ratio of the idealized grain dimensions stretched across the projection area to the

projected grain area. The fourth definition is the sharpness, which is a measure used

to characterize the degree of penetration of an abrasive grain and was defined by

De Pellegrin [62]. It was denoted as the ratio of the groove and projected penetration

areas and related to particle orientation.

On the topic of modeling of diamond wires, available studies include only the grain

protrusion heights and assume conical grain shapes [52,145,221,224] with identical

tip angles. Chung [54] developed a 2D numerical abrasive distribution model to

determine the influence of abrasive interval. Further, a geometric wire model was

developed by [52] where the randomly distributed diamond grains were modeled

as conic shape of normally distributed sizes. Effects of diamond grain distribution

on material removal was investigated by [53] through numerical simulations. Using

the same wire model, at different wire speeds and feed rates, grit depth of cut was

investigated by [51]. A cutting model based on FEM was presented by Wu [224].

The stress on the single diamond was analyzed and stress deformation of single dia-

mond particles in the cutting area was calculated. Through theoretical calculations

and FEM, Wu [227] compared the cutting forces generated by a spherical and a

Vickers indenter in sc-Si scratching. For the measurement of diamond wire topogra-
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phies, Lee [134] introduced a quick measurement system of diamond wire protrusion

measurements where image processing methods were applied and diamond height

distribution was measured.

b Modeling of Process Forces

Pioneer research on the measurement of process forces and specific cutting energies

date back to 50’s in machining of metals [22] in the same era when a force model

was introduced by Kienzle [109] for turning, based on the cross-sectional area of the

undeformed chip thickness. A modified version of the approach was proposed where

the forces are calculated through the experimentally determined specific cutting

force kc and width and depth of the undeformed chip [19]. A typical form of Kienzle

equation is given as:

Fc = kc1.1 · bcu · hcu1−mc (2.4)

where Fc is the tangential cutting force, kc1.1 is the specific cutting force required to

remove a chip of width bcu = 1 mm and depth of hcu = 1 mm, bcu and hcu are the cut

width and undeformed chipping thickness or grain penetration depth respectively

and mc is a constant depending on the process and material pair.

However, experimental validation of the process forces and chip parameters is limited

due to the nature of tool-workpiece contact in abrasive removal processes. For this

reason, single grain scratch tests are widely applied to construct force models to

correlate the grain geometry and the resultant process forces [22, 157], reviewed in

Section 2.3.

On the topic of force modeling in diamond wire sawing process, an analytical static

normal force model considering feed rate, wire saw velocity, rotation speed and wire

tension as the input parameters was proposed by Li [137] and a numerical sawing

force predicting method was introduced by Wang [221] for diamond wire sawing of

SiC. An analytical cutting force and a depth of cut model was developed by Liu [145]

for resin bonded wire sawing. The diamonds on the wire were modeled as conical

grains of sizes with Gaussian distribution. Elasticity of the resin bonding was taken

into account.
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2.4.3 Tool Wear and Approaches in Wear Modeling

Wear is defined as “the progressive loss of material from the surface of a solid body

due to mechanical interaction i.e. the contact and relative motion against a solid,

liquid or gaseous counterbody” in DIN 50320 [1]. However, this broad definition

considers the phenomenon in the spectrum of abrasive wear to sliding wear. A more

solid definition of wear was given by Bhushan [27] as “the amount of volume loss

and state of the wear surface”. In this part, the wear phenomenon is covered by

focusing on the abrasive tool wear. Modeling and investigation of wear is handled in

the context of wear of the diamond and also includes the research work on abrasive

grains and single- and multiple- point cutting tools.

The understanding of wear progress and its mechanisms is crucial for the predic-

tion of process outputs. Tool wear may lead to dimensional changes or secondary

problems such as vibrations; moreover the created wear debris may lead additional

damages in the system if not removed properly [70]. It is generally accepted that

wear depends on load, speed, temperature, time, contact geometry, surface rough-

ness, lubricant characteristics and material surface compositions [27]. Uetz [211]

remarked that the wear resistance is not a characteristics of a single material but

a combined effect resultant from the velocity and thermal condition on the three

media as the base body, counter body and intermediate matter.

Tool wear, either in single-point or abrasive removal processes, occurs in combina-

tion [16] and several wear mechanisms may be present in wear of sliding surfaces:

mechanical wear such as adhesive, abrasive, fatigue and impact which are induced

by deformation and fracture; chemical or corrosive wear due to chemical reactions

in the contact zone; and thermal wear due to thermal stresses, where high temper-

ature and frictional heating are present [27,28,105,141,201]. It is also important to

realize that the wear modes may be the product of more than one wear type [105]

and dominant wear mechanisms can differentiate in different operating regions [27].

Tool wear may also be related to the material removal mode [238].

Yoshikowa [241] classified grinding wheel wear as attritious and fracture wear. Attri-

tious wear is the result of the physical and chemical interaction between the abrasive

grain and work material, leading to wear flats and increased forces and high levels of

fracture at the end. Fracture wear results in micro- and macro- breakouts from the

abrasive grain surface. A further wear mechanism is the grain pullout, the result of

a mismatch between the toughness of the grain and bonding strength. When the

bonding strength is low, the abrasive grain is pulled out before reaching the end
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of its lifetime, resulting in a total break-out and efficiency loss in the process [99].

Types of abrasive grain wear are presented in Figure 2.13.

Grain 
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Bond posts
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Force / Grain Ft

Figure 2.13: Wear modes in abrasive tools based on force and temperature. Temperature
is increasing towards right and force on single grain is increasing towards left [99].

Takeyama [201] investigated the mechanisms of flank wear in turning and classified it

in two types as mechanical abrasion which is proportional to the cutting distance and

independent of the temperature and pysico-chemical wear which is associated with

the temperature in the cutting zone. When cutting temperatures are low or cutting

conditions are mild, mechanical abrasion is dominant. Kramer [119] also stated that

mechanical wear is predominant in lower temperature and chemical stability of the

tool determines the wear resistance at higher temperature values.

In abrasive grain wear, mechanical abrasion is highly correlated with the geometry,

hardness and distribution of the abrasive grains and directly correlated with the

cutting length; while diffusion wear is a physico-chemical effect and interrelated with

the temperatures in the cutting region [16,185,201]. De Pellegrin [62] suggested that

the degree of wear is correlated with the shape of the abrasive grain. Matsuo [156]

stated that the wear of superhard abrasive grains against various hard materials

vary linearly with increasing distance and the wear volume is proportional to load.

Gahr [70] concluded that the wear of a single abrasive is proportional to the sliding

distance and applied force and Kramer [119] determined the abrasive wear volume

is dependent on the sliding distance and hence proportional to the cutting speed.

Malkin [149] found that the wear flat area is directly related to the grinding forces.
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The wear of diamond was investigated by Crompton [59] when it is rubbed against

a softer material; and stated that the rate of wear is mainly dependent on the

hardness of the second member. It was told that the rules of wear are obeyed when

the workpiece material hardness is over a critical value; and below this value there is

an induction period where the diamond shows no apparent wear. With a sufficient

hardness value, the diamond reaches the fracture stress and the wear becomes visible.

Shaw [185] also pointed out that the hardness of the contacting parts are of prime

importance in abrasive wear.

Tönshoff [210] concluded that the separate engagement of the kinematic cutting

edges results in wear of the grinding wheel. Yu [242] explained that grains with

higher protrusion will take the initial overload and lead to failure. After the high

protrusion grains are worn down, local stresses are redistributed to the grains in the

zone, resulting in a steady wear behavior. He studied the wear in nickel electroplated

CBN grinding wheels. Two wear types were identified as grain pullout and attritious-

fracture. Through the topographic study of wheel wear it was found that the grain

protrusion height distribution transforms from a normal distribution to a bi-modal

distribution. Electroplated layer strength was evaluated by applying quasi-static

load on a grain to determine the residual strength of the grain-wheel interface.

Aurich [18] explained that in electroplated grinding wheels, with the progressing

grain wear, number of kinematically active grains increase, which causes a decrease

in chipping space. Higher number of grains are distributed more evenly and irregular

engagements limit prediction of the process behavior.

During mechanical removal, the biggest share of the energy input is transformed into

thermal energy and distributed on the tool, workpiece, chip, coolant and surround-

ings [210]. Experimental research proves that 95% of the energy dissipation happens

in the top 5 µm of the bodies in contact [108] and it is mainly agreed that almost

all of the energy dissipation through friction is transformed into heat [211] even

though there are disagreements on the mechanism of energy transformation [27].

Highest temperature occurs at the contact between the peaks and asperities of the

surface and local peak of the abrasive grain are of short duration and called the

flash temperatures [12]. The temperatures can be as high as 1000◦ C and may last

as long as the contact is present that could be less than 10 µs [27]. Measurements

of temperatures are based on heat conduction or heat radiation [209].

Due to the high complexity of wear, it is difficult to develop precise models to

predict the wear behavior. The phenomenon is usually neglected or simplified to

macroscopic tool wear such as volumetric and geometric loss [27, 120]; and studies

mainly focus on the dominant wear mechanisms only. An important parameter
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used for quantitative description of wear in grinding tools is the grinding ratio G is

defined as:

G =
Vw
Vt

(2.5)

where Vw is volumetric workpiece wear and Vt is the volumetric tool wear [222].

It has been more than a century since the famous empirical wear equation was

introduced by Taylor [203]. Since then, enormous number of scientific and industry

origin work had been reported from the viewpoint of mechanical, chemical and/or

physical effects, but wear models still contain uncertainties and broad assumptions;

or are based on empirical data [141]. On the other hand, lack of empirical wear laws

makes it impossible to define a universal wear coefficient in the sense of defining a

coefficient of friction or Young’s modulus [44].

A primary issue is the quantification of wear in modeling. It is usually parameterized

with the wear rate, which is the wear volume per unit distance and the specific wear

rate which is defined as the wear rate per unit load [27]. Several other variables were

used in models for wear quantification i.e. wear volume, wear coefficient, normalized

wear rate and mass loss. Some of these parameters are seldom used, however it shows

how the research on wear modeling is varying in the way it is quantified [176], similar

to the high scatter in wear rate data obtained in the experiments [217]. Here, it is

useful to comment on the wear coefficient, a term frequently used in modeling. There

are several interpretations of the true meaning of the wear coefficient. Meng [159]

suggest the definition as the probability that a loosened particle will leave the system.

Rabinowicz [174] explains it as the probability of a wear particle occurring in a

number of particular events or average number of events required for the occurrence

of a wear particle. It can also be explained as the measure of the efficiency of

material removal [248]. Another definition by Hirst [86] suggests that it is related to

the number of small encounters necessary to develop a strain pattern beneath the

surface.

Several wear models based on different approaches were suggested i.e. finite element

models, statistical models where no physical parameters are considered and differen-

tial models where time dependent wear is modeled [120]. Attanasio [16] developed

an analytical 3D finite element model that takes the diffusive wear mechanism into

account, using a modified wear model from Takeyama [201] for the prediction of

tool wear in metal cutting. Li [139] studied the bonding force in electroplated
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CBN grains through FEM and analyzed for different grain orientations and bond

thickness. Jacobson [100] studied the abrasive wear through a numerical simulation

model. Abrasives grains were defined as a function of the tip radius and cone angle

and grain-workpiece contact was simulated by successive grooving. Distribution of

the grain protrusion heights and deviation of an individual grain protrusion from

the average value were applied as the model variables and a statistical-based di-

mensionless wear equation was derived. Hagiwara [80] pointed out that the grain

edge fracture characteristics has direct influence on edge formations and grain cut-

ting ability. Proposing ten edge models, the grain edge fracture and grain shape

transition were studied by employing the Markov process, simply meaning that the

time-homogeneous probability of the edge shape fitting to a specific model after

(n+ 1)th event or fracture depends only on the edge shape after nth event.

Reviews of and surveys on wear models are available in the literature [105,159]. In

his work, Meng [159] reviewed over 300 models and pointed out the discontinuity

and slow progress in wear modeling. Moreover, the lack of a common language and

the mismatch in definitions in wear research were mentioned; and the wear models

are categorized as empirical, contact-based and material-failure mechanism based.

One of the first contact-based constitutive wear equations was established by Holm

[87]. He considered the wear as an atomic process and suggested that the wear

volume is directly proportional to the sliding distance, number of atoms removed

per atomic encounter (or probability of removing an atom) and normal pressure; and

inversely proportional to the flow pressure of material. Holm assumed the removal

as individual atoms, however Burwell [44] stated that a large part of it is removed by

large aggregates of atoms. Further, Archard [11] replaced the concept of removal of

atoms by removal of wear particles and formulated the equation for abrasive wear,

where the wear volume is formulated as directly proportional to the sliding distance,

pressure and inversely proportional to the hardness of the worn material.

Vt = K · σt · Ls

H
(2.6)

where Vt is the wear volume, K is the wear coefficient, σt is the load normal to the

wear surface, Ls is the sliding distance and H is the hardness of the softer material.

Archard [13] later stated the laws of wear:

1. The rate of wear is reproducible and total wear is proportional to the sliding

distance.
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2. The rate of wear is independent of the apparent area of contact and related

to the true area of contact.

3. The wear rate is proportional to the load if the surface conditions are identical.

The influence of the cutting temperatures were considered by Takeyama [201] as-

suming the average temperature affects the wear mechanism. The total wear rate

was suggested to be a combination of the abrasive wear as the effect of cutting dis-

tance and physico-chemical wear which is dependent on the activation energy and

absolute temperature, an approach governed by the Arrhenius law of diffusion. The

equation was expressed in the form:

dW

dt
= K · e

(
−Ea

Rg · T

)
+Wa (2.7)

where dW/dt is time dependent wear, K is the wear coefficient, Ea is the activation

energy, Rg is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature and Wa is the abrasive

wear term dependent on the feed rate and cutting speed.

Based on the adhesive wear model by Shaw [186], Usui [212] delivered a wear model

for crater wear of carbide tools, considering the normal contact stress, chip tempera-

ture and cutting speed, based on orthogonal cutting conditions. The time-dependent

wear was expressed as:

dW

dt
= K · σt · vc · e

(
−B
T

)
(2.8)

where K is the wear coefficient, σt is the contact stress, vc is the cutting speed, T is

temperature of the chip and B is a constant which is functionally the same as Ea/Rg

in Eq. (2.7), considering the thermal softening, diffusion of wear asperities into the

workpiece and probability of occurrence of a wear particle [125]. Kitagawa [116]

applied the crater wear equation to flank wear of tungsten carbide tools in turning

plain carbon steels and reported that the wear equation holds for the flank wear as

well. Later, Maekawa [148] successfully simulated the flank wear using the developed

model. A chemical dissolution wear model was integrated by Kramer [119] into the

abrasive wear model defined by Rabinowicz [175].
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In his study on the influence of the sliding speed on wear of diamond-like carbon

coatings, Jiang [104] later interpreted the Archard wear coefficient and through

regression analysis, suggested that the sliding speed is negatively correlated with

the volumetric wear rate:

W = K · Ls · Fc

vc
· e

(
−Ea

Rg · T

)
(2.9)

Despite the differences in diamond wires and grinding wheels, the performance of

both depend on the abrasive grains from which they were manufactured. On the

topic of bonding, the bonding strength and volumetric proportion are critical as well

as type of the bond, where in electroplated abrasive tools, a single layer of abrasives

are attached on the tool surface unlike bonding types i.e. metal or vitrified in which

it is possible to have multiple layers of abrasive grains on the tool. This results in a

varying cutting performance during the wire lifetime [114].

A few number of studies were reported on diamond wire wear observations and

modeling. Through diamond wire sawing experiments, Kumar [121] presented some

instances of grit fracture and pullout, while mentioning blunting of diamonds. Lee

[134] stated that for the abrasive grains to reach a higher cutting performance, it

is important how rapidly the filler material is worn out and the grains are exposed.

Kim [112] modeled the diamond wire wear using spherical abrasive geometries. It

was stated that the diamond wire wear can be defined in two regimes as the rapid

diamond wear and drop in the contact pressure as a result of increased contact

between the wire and workpiece.

Up to now, no process models of diamond wire sawing process have been developed

that handles the process as a whole considering the wire and abrasive geometry,

process kinematics, process forces, temperatures in the cutting zone and tool wear.

Available research lacks the realistic grain modeling which is a key element in pro-

cess kinematics and do not consider the change in grain geometry through the wire

lifetime. Moreover, no wear model had been suggested where the effect of temper-

atures are considered. It is clear, a all-around process model for the diamond wire

sawing is required for the prediction of process outputs such as the surface quality,

process forces and tool wear.
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Research Gap

The review of available research on the scientific aspects of the diamond wire sawing

process the literature review shows that the understanding of the geometric identi-

ties of the diamond wire is limited due to the lack of information on abrasive grain

properties and only preliminary work is available on the determination of the wire

and abrasive grain characteristics. Abrasive grain wear in the wire sawing process

is yet to be investigated and no experimentally verified model is reported on the

phenomenon. Moreover, the diamond wire wear progress and the limits of abrasive

lifetime are to be defined. Available studies lack the investigation of the resultant

Si surface appearance generated with wire speeds higher than 30 m/s and there is

no quantitative understanding of the sawn Si workpiece quality in terms of brittle

and ductile removal. Measurements of process forces also have not yet been carried

out for such a speed range. The process modeling was handled rather by simple

grain geometries and not considering the influence of different wire properties. Un-

derstanding of the diamond wire sawing process on the single grain level is limited.

The influence of temperature and forces on the single grain are lacking.

The objective of the thesis is to develop a profound understanding of sawing sc-Si

with electroplated diamond wire through analysis, experimentation and modeling of

the wire, workpiece and process. The primary objectives of the presented work are:

1. To develop quantitative parameters for the evaluation of electroplated diamond

wires.

2. Investigate the sawing process in terms of material removal, wire wear, surface

quality and process forces, beyond current process limits i.e. wire speeds over

30 m/s, where better surfaces and lower tool wear are possible.
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3. Determine the influence of primary process parameters and their influence on

the process outputs.

4. Develop relevant models of the wire and abrasive grains, grain flash tem-

perature, material removal, process forces and abrasive grain wear so that

prediction of the process behavior becomes possible.

Investigations on diamond wire sawing of silicon can be divided into the fields con-

cerning the diamond wire as the wire characteristics (micro- and macro- features)

and their influence on the process including the wear behavior; material removal

mechanisms and the resultant workpiece surface quality; process force behavior;

modeling of the process and its elements; and the grain-workpiece interaction on

single grain level. A modular process model shall be developed that includes the

tool, material removal, process forces and wear models.

For this purpose, analytical tools are developed to characterize the wire and abrasive

grain properties and the resultant workpiece surface. Two novel experimental setups

are developed to investigate the material removal, tool wear and the process at

single grain level. The Wire Wrapped Grinding Wheel setup aims to investigate the

process up to the wire speed of 75 m/s with the analysis of the Si surface, process

forces and wire wear while providing the possibility of monitoring identical diamond

grains throughout their lifetime. The Scratch Test Setup is developed which aims

to investigate the grain-workpiece interaction at single grain level concerning the

material removal, forces and temperatures in the cutting zone. Two proprietary

software tools are developed for a detailed understanding of the wire topography and

diamond grain properties; and resultant workpiece surfaces from the viewpoint of

brittle-ductile material removal. The kinematic-geometric process model, stochastic-

geometric wire model, material removal model, force model, grain flash temperature

model and grain wear model are developed and validated.

The dissertation is structured in nine chapters. In the introduction, a review of the

photovoltaic industry including the history and commercial aspects are presented.

An overview of the technological and aspects of the wire sawing, silicon and diamond

wire are given. Chapter 2 covers the available work on wire sawing technology and

diamond wire sawing process including the tool and material, literature on mate-

rial removal in brittle materials and ductile to brittle transition, a review on grain

scratch tests and studies on modeling and simulation of abrasive processes concern-

ing the process characteristics, material removal and abrasive grain wear. Following

the literature review, in this chapter, the research gap is identified to guide the rest

of the work. Chapter 4 is divided into two main sections as experimental setups
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and analytical tools. Primarily, two novel setups are detailed and further software

tools that are developed for the characterization of diamond wires and Si workpiece

surfaces are introduced in detail. Information on measurement tools and systems

are also given in this chapter. Chapter 5 covers the evaluation of diamond wire and

abrasive grain properties and process behavior of several wire types. The influence

of process parameters on the Si workpiece surface are discussed via additional ex-

periments. The chapter doesn’t include simulation experiments and is limited to

the experiments for the evaluation of wire and process behavior characteristics. In

Chapter 6, the kinematic-geometric process model covering the process kinemat-

ics, stochastic-geometric tool model, workpiece model, material removal model and

force model and their validation. Chapter 7 includes the description and validation

of the wear and temperature models. In Chapter 8, the general simulation scheme

is defined and the simulation results of surface removal and diamond wear based on

single grain interaction are presented and discussed. Chapter 9 covers the conclusion

and outlook.
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Chapter 4

Experiment Setups and Methods

“Life can be much broader once you discover one simple fact and that
is everything around you call life was made up by people that were no
smarter than you.”

— Steve Jobs,
Secrets of Life, 1994

In this chapter, the experimental setups, developed software tools and only the

measurement and sampling methods used in the study are introduced. Initially,

the experiment setups are discussed and following, proprietary software that are

developed for the analysis of diamond wires and Si surfaces are detailed. Finally,

the sampling methods and measurement tools are defined.

4.1 Experiment Setups

The investigation of the grain-workpiece interaction requires measurement of the

resultant workpiece surface, abrasive grain wear, process forces and thermal inter-

actions in the contact zone. To realize this, it is essential to developed experiment

setups, where the process elements can be isolated, monitored and the outputs can

be measured.

The two experimental setups named “Wire Wrapped Grinding Wheel (WWGW)

Setup” and “Scratch Test Setup” (STS) are designed to investigate the wire sawing

process through isolating specific interaction characteristics. In this section, the

setups are studied in terms of their working principles and details of the process

kinematics.
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4.1.1 Wire Wrapped Grinding Wheel Setup

The wire sawing process shall be measured beyond the process capabilities of today’s

commercially available wire saws. Above the available wire speeds of 25-30 m/s bet-

ter surfaces with higher ductility and lower abrasive grain wear is possible. However,

dynamic limitations of the wire web and the machine as well as the requirement of

long wire lengths for wire acceleration restrain the realization of high wire speeds.

Moreover, performing wire wear experiments require high workpiece and wire con-

sumption. Quick-wear tests are commonly used in such cases to reduce the material,

time and labor consumption [212]. Further, in the case of wire sawing, identification

of the identical grains is not possible due to the involvement of long wire lengths.

These points can be realized with the combination of wire sawing with other process

technologies such as grinding.

The WWGW setup is a novel-design experimental setup for the quick-wear test

of diamond wires, where monitoring of the identical grains through their lifetime

is possible with the investigation of diamond and wire wear, resultant workpiece

surface and process forces at high cutting speeds. Overview of the setup is given in

Figure 4.1 and dimensions of the elements are given in Figure 4.2.

The setup is prepared on a Rollomatic Grind Smart 628 XS 5-axis grinding machine

and composed of an aluminum wheel with the wire wrapped around it’s helically

grooved cylinder mantle surface and a concave silicon workpiece with a diameter

equal to that of the wheel. The diamond wire is fixed at both ends to minimize

relative movement between the wire and the wheel. The force measurement system

is composed of a Kistler MiniDyn Type 9256C1 3-component force sensor, Kistler

Type 5080A charge amplifier, National Instruments NI 9222 analog-to-digital con-

verter and a measurement laptop with Labview software. Tap water is applied as

cooling agent with a fixed flow rate of 4.3 liter/min in all experiments.

The similarities and differences of the WWGW process to that of wire sawing can

be stated as follows:

1. The WWGW setup can emulate long grain-workpiece contact lengths in wire

sawing process, with a contact length of 65 mm.

2. Wire speeds up to 75 m/s (10’000 RPM) are possible, whereas wire saws have

typical wire speeds of 15 to 25 m/s.
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a) b)Wire wrapped wheel

Si workpiece
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Coolant inlet

Coolant drain outlets
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vf

Figure 4.1: Overview of the Wire Wrapped Grinding Wheel experimental setup: (a) open
mode and (b) operation mode.

3. In the WWGW setup, an aluminum wheel supports the wire, resulting in a

stiff contact between the two elements, while a wire bow prevails in sawing.

4. In the wire sawing process, the wire has three degrees of freedom (two trans-

lational and one torsional); whereas in the WWGW process, the wire is fixed

on the wheel groove and its motion is limited to the cutting direction.

5. The resultant surface in the WWGW setup is the workpiece surface below the

wire, which corresponds to the kerf front in wire sawing. A study of material

removal characteristics and resultant silicon surface properties is required.

Geometries of the wheel and the Si workpiece are presented in Figure 4.2, where

wheel dimensions and a close-up view of the wheel grooves and the dimensions of

the Si workpiece are given.

Wire
a) b)

7
63

50

Epoxy 
glue

*All dimensions in mm

Figure 4.2: (a) Wheel dimensions and close-up view of the wheel grooves and the wrapped
diamond wire. (b) Dimensions of the Si workpiece.
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The parameters necessary to describe the kinematics of the WWGW setup are in-

troduced in Figure 4.3. The schematic of the workpiece is given in Figure 4.3a.

The wheel travels in the feed direction −y, towards the pre-shaped workpiece with

a diameter dwp, which is equal to the wheel diameter ds. The removal width of one

wire wrap is indicated by bf in red color. Figure 4.3b shows the view on the mantle

surface of the aluminum wheel where the diamond wire is wrapped along the helical

grooves on its side surface. In Figure 4.3c, the unwrapped, opened wire with a length

of Ldw is represented in blue color and wheel circumference Cwheel = πds is shown.

The position of an arbitrary point P on the wire surface and its corresponding path

on the workpiece surface are indicated. Both elements are visualized on 2D plane

and the dimensions are highly distorted for easier visualization.

x

z

α

lc

c)

x

y

z

a)
β

bwp

dwp/2

bf

hf

lwp

lc

bf

b) bwheel

ds

bf

y

z

PCwheel

Figure 4.3: (a) Details of the wire-workpiece contact. Path of wire wrap on the workpiece
contact length. (b) The view on the mantle surface of wheel workpiece contact. (c) View

of the open-unwrapped wire and contact path of wire section on the workpiece.

a Wire-Workpiece Contact Geometry

Contact geometry of the wire and the workpiece surface are given in Figure 4.4. In

Figure 4.4a, the wheel is rotating around the z axis with wire speed vc and removes

material from the concave surface of the workpiece with a rate equal to the feed

rate vf . Line A−A′ is passing through the middle of the workpiece surface which is

the lowest position on surface on the y axis. In Figure 4.4b an open wire with the

length Ldw = πds is represented with blue color and the cut (removed) and uncut

(new) workpiece surfaces are colored with light and dark gray. The figure is plotted

from the viewpoint of an observer looking at the surface from a location in between

the wheel and the wire, and the projection of the wire on the workpiece surface is

visualized. The wire wrap angle α measures the angle between the wire centerline
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and the cutting direction in x axis. In the ideal case of both wheel rotation and feed

cease at the same moment of time, a surface is obtained as shown in Figure 4.4b.
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A

vf

vc A'
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z

y

α

vcvf
x

wire

Newly machined 
(cut) surface

z

x

bf

Cwheel

 
Uncut surface

b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Position of the wheel and silicon workpiece and line A−A′. (b) Position
of wrapped wires and cut-uncut surfaces.

Cutting paths of diamond grains are shown in Figure 4.5a where the top view of the

workpiece surface is presented. Each of the cutting paths in the cutting direction can

be be attributed to a diamond grain that is on the active surface of the wire. The

roughness profile of the workpiece section B−B′ is shown in red color in Figure 4.5b.

Surface waviness profile, given in blue color shows that each wire wrap is machining

a groove-shaped geometry on the workpiece surface which corresponds to the width

bf and has a depth of hf . The geometry of the groove can be defined as a function

of the wire geometry, wire wrap angle and wheel diameter.

x

vc

vf

z

x

bf

hf

a)

b)

B B'

B B'

Figure 4.5: (a) Top view of the workpiece surface. (b) Cross-section of line B −B′ with
primary and waviness removed surface profiles.

Top view of two adjacent wheel grooves is given in Figure 4.6a where Ci and Ci+1

indicate the center of the wire section. Position of two adjacent wires at A−A′ are

shown in Figure 4.6b. The removal width bf is measuring 600± 10 µm and can be

expressed as:

bf = Ldwsinα (4.1)

where α is the wire wrap angle resultant of the helical wheel grooves and Ldw is the

length of one wire wrap.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Top view of wire grooves. (b) View of cross-section A−A′.

The cross-section of the wire on the y − z plane is orthogonal to the direction

of cutting speed and is shown in Figure 4.7. The active wire angle ϕ indicates the

kinematically active wire surface effective in material removal. The wire cross-section

is not symmetrical with respect to the vertical line passing through the center, since

the wire is rotated by angle α. The value of C ′i − Ci denotes the distance between

two consecutive wire cross-sections.

xvc

vf

hf

hw

Workpiece side

Wheel side
φ

Ci

wire

*Wire is fixed on wheel side

z

y Ci'

Ci-Ci'

Figure 4.7: Projection of the wire section on the cutting plane y − z.

b Contact Length

The kinematic contact length lkin is equal to the geometric contact length lc given

in Figure 4.3a and can be expressed as:

lkin =
dwp

2
β (4.2)

where dwp is the diameter of the concave workpiece surface and β is the angle of

contact between the wheel and workpiece.
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c Grain Penetration Depth

Figure 4.8 shows the discrete motion of the point Pi. The point rotates by an angle

step of θs and advances towards the workpiece by feed per cutting edge s. Maximum

depth of cut is observed when θz = 3π/2 or β = 0 and shown as hi,cu,max. The feed

per cutting edge s is the product of the feed rate vf and the time between successive

cuts L/vc, where L is the average distance between two kinematically active grains.
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θz
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hi,cu

r̂ θ̂
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si

hi,cu

βs

s

rs

Figure 4.8: Feed per cutting edge and maximum chipping thickness.

For an individual grain i, it can be written that:

si =

(
Li

vc

)
vf (4.3)

where Li is the distance between two subsequental kinematically active cutting edges

Pi and Pi+1. The chipping thickness hcu,i is always normal to the workpiece surface

and is expressed as:

hcu,i(βs) =
si

cosβs
(4.4)

The maximum chipping thickness for the ith grain at βs = 0 can be expressed as:

hcu,i,max =

(
Li

vc

)
vf (4.5)
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Hence, the average maximum chipping thickness hcu,av,max is defined as the average

of the maximum chipping thicknesses of all kinematically active cutting edges.

hcu,av,max =
1

Nact

Nact∑
i=1

hcu,i,max (4.6)

where Nact is the total number of active abrasive grain edges on the wire.

d Specific Material Removal Rate

The specific material removal rate Q′r is defined as the rate of material removal Qr

per effective grinding width bD, which is the length of perpendicular projection of

the active grinding wheel profile onto the axis of rotation of the grinding wheel in

ISO 3002-5 [3].

Q′r =
Qr

bD
(4.7)

Figure 4.9: Active grinding width bD according to ISO 3002-5 [3].

The material removal rate Qr is the volume Vw of material removed per unit time

∆t.

Qr =
Vw
∆t

(4.8)

and

Vw =
dwp

2
· β · hf · bwp (4.9)

where dwp is the diameter of the concave workpiece surface, β is the angle of contact
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between the wheel and the workpiece, hf is the depth of removed material from the

workpiece surface and bwp is the width of the workpiece. Hence, the specific material

removal rate Q′r in the WWGW process then can be expressed as:

Q′r =
dwp

2
· β · vf ·

bwp

bD
(4.10)

where bwp = bD and vf = hf/∆t.

The correlation of the specific material removal of the WWGW process and wire

sawing process requires further interpretations on the role of the active grinding

width bD. In the case of material removal with diamond wires, the active grinding

width bD can be correlated with the active wire section, which is indicated as ϕ

in Figure 4.7. 330◦ images are constructed with Alicona IFM and is presented in

Figure 4.10a. Two positions of the same wire are shown, where the differences in

grain protrusion heights can be determined. Superposed wire cross-sections that are

orthogonal to the wire centerline is given in Figure 4.10b. It is clear that the abrasive

wear is present only on a section of the wire peripheral, resulting in a decrease in

grain protrusion on that section. The active wire angle ϕ shown on Figure 4.7 and

Figure 4.10b is measured as π/4 for the WWGW process.

In the case of wire sawing process, higher degrees of freedom is present where the

wire is free to move in torsional direction, resulting in a wear around the complete

wire circumference. Due to this phenomenon, the active grinding with bD is assumed

to be equal to the diamond wire peripheral.
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Figure 4.10: (a) 3D images of a wire used in WWGW process. (b) Superposition of the
cross-sections orthogonal to the wire centerline of the measured profile.

A further correlation factor for the volume of material removal per unit length of

diamond wire should be introduced for the comparison of the WWGW and wire

sawing processes. Hence, the specific material removal volume per unit wire length

V ′w can be written as:
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V ′w =
Vw
Lt

(4.11)

where Vw is the workpiece removal volume and Lt is the wire length. Additionally, an

intensity factor Iwire is defined to compare the amount of wire employed to remove

a volume of workpiece material and can be expressed as:

Iwire = V ′w
2π

ϕ
(4.12)

where ϕ is the active wire surface angle equal to π/4 for the WWGW process and

equal to 2π for the wire sawing process. Resulting from Eq. (4.12), the intensity

factor Iwire increases with increasing material removal volume per unit wire length

and decreases with increasing active wire surface.

e Spindle Eigenfrequencies

The WWGW setup operates on a wide range of rotational speeds up to 10,000 RPM

which makes it critical to determine the dominant spindle eigenfrequency, so that

the cutting speeds exciting this frequency and multiplies of it can be avoided.

A measurement system composed of a LDS FocusII real-time signal analyzer, 3D

accelerometers with a measurement limit of 100 m/s2 and a measurement laptop

with Vibrat software and a Kistler Type9722 impact hammer is used for excitation.

The sensor locations and impact direction −y are described in Figure 4.11. The

dominant rotational eigenfrequency is determined at 93 Hz, corresponding to a

rotational velocity of 42.3 m/s for the wheel radius of 72.4 mm.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Measurement locations and direction of the excitation. (b) Plot of the
FRF of the excited frequencies.
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4.1.2 Scratch Test Setup

The Scratch Test Setup (STS) is designed to conduct high speed grain scratching

experiments with long contact lengths and measurement of process forces and flash

temperatures in the cutting region. The overview of the experimental setup is

presented in Figure 4.12a and details of the pin is shown in Figure 4.12b where

the machine axes and position of the two-color fiber pyrometer are identified. The

workpiece is rotating with an angular velocity ω and the pin is stationary on the

fixed diamond wire. The diamond wire is positioned and guided in a groove at the

top of the aluminum pin and fixed at both ends. A single grain on the diamond wire

is isolated at the top of the pin which has a tip radius of 0.5 mm. In Figure 4.12c,

a microscope image of the wire and pyrometer fiber are shown.

The setup is mounted on a Fehlmann Versa 825 5-axis milling machine and the force

measurement system is composed of a Kistler MiniDyn Type 9256C1 3-component

force sensor, Kistler Type 5080A charge amplifier, National Instruments NI 9222

analog-to-digital converter and a measurement laptop with Labview software. Tem-

perature measurement system is composed of Fire-3 two-color fiber optic pyrometer.

No coolant is applied.

zF
yF

xF
Si workpiece

Pin

Pyrometer fiber

Diamond Wire Pyrometer 
fiber

Diamond Wire

Force sensor

b)

yF

xF

a) c)

Figure 4.12: (a) Positions of the workpiece and single grain on the STS b) Details of the
pin and the position of the wire. (c) Alicona IFM image of the isolated grain on pin tip

and fiber of the pyrometer.

Cutting kinematics and axes are defined in Figure 4.13. The contact is described

from the viewpoint of point P on the grain tip which is assumed to be moving

over the cutting path instead of workpiece rotation. Both approaches represent the

identical kinematic conditions, while the earlier serves simplicity of the explanation.

The grain starts its motion with zero penetration at K and moves with an angular

velocity ω in counterclockwise direction. Grain is advanced onto the surface with the

vertical feed rate vfz; and the radial feed rate vfr denotes the distance C between

two consequent scratches.
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Figure 4.13: (a) Scratch paths on the workpiece surface viewed from the bottom of the
workpiece. (b) Motion of the grain cutting edge.

Figure 4.14a shows the lapped and polished, mirror-like Si workpiece surface with

a surface roughness value of Rz = 0.49 − 0.52 µm. In Figure 4.14b, an Alicona

imaging of multiple scratches on the workpiece surface are presented. Each identified

section shows passes by the same grain and consists of several consequent scratches.

A continuous contact between the grain and Si workpiece is not possible, instead,

a section of the surface is scratched where the contact length of one grain pass is

4 cm and an average total contact distance of the grain is 0.8 m. The cutting time

is determined from the measured force signal.

}
}

}

} Multiple scratches
of the same grain

a) b)

Figure 4.14: (a) Mirror-like surface of the SGT workpiece obtained through several
lapping and polishing steps. (b) Scratched surface sections from several cuts.

Figure 4.15a shows top view of the Alicona IFM image of an isolated abrasive grain

on the pin tip and Figure 4.15b shows the grain cross-sections normal and orthagonal

to the cutting direction. The grain protrusion hg is measured from the surface of

the wire. The grain penetration depth of hcu and cutting area Acu are shown.

A section of multiple scratches by the same grain is given in Figure 4.16. The

grain-workpiece contact starts from the lowest scratch. The transition from brittle

to ductile material removal due to break-out from the abrasive grain structure can

be clearly seen.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Alicona IFM image of an abrasive grain on pin tip. (b) Grain
cross-sections orthogonal and normal to the cutting direction.

Ductile removal Brittle removal

vc

Brittle fracture

Figure 4.16: Several passes of the same grain over the workpiece. Brittle fractured zones
and the transition from brittle to ductile removal are shown.

Multiple scratches by the same grain and their corresponding cross-section profiles,

cutting and normal force measurements are given in Figure 4.17. As the material

removal mode changes from brittle to ductile from left to right, the profile depth

increases. On the other hand, cutting and normal forces drop as the material removal

mode transforms from ductile to brittle.

4.2 Measurement Tools and Methods

4.2.1 Alicona 3D Infinite Focus Microscope

An Alicona IFM is employed for wire topography, grain geometry, surface texture

measurements and schematically described in Figure 4.18. The microscope provides

3D surface data measurements through vertical scanning of the complete object

height by the focus variation technique. Each layer of the target object is focused at
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vc

Figure 4.17: Mutiple scratches by the same grain and their corresponding profile
cross-sections and process forces.

the vertical position and the data is converted to 3D information using embedded

algorithms while providing real color information of the sample.

a) b)

Figure 4.18: (a) Alicona IF microscope [8]. (b) Working principle of the focus variation
technique [5, 152].
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4.2.2 Force Measurement System

The force measurement system used for both the STS and WWGW setup is com-

posed of a Kistler MiniDyn Type 9256C1 3-component dynamometer, Kistler Type

5080A charge amplifier, National Instruments NI 9222 analog-to-digital converter

and a measurement laptop with Labview software. The setup is presented in Figure

4.19. The operating temperature range of the dynamometer is 0-70◦ C and the force

measurement range is set as 0-100 N . A low pass filter of 1000 Hz is applied at the

charge amplifier. The dynamometer sensitivity values set on the charge amplifier

for this force measurement range is given in Table 4.1.

National Instruments
NI9222

Kistler Type 5080A 
Multichannel amplifier

Measurement laptop 
with Labview software

Kistler MiniDyn 
Type 9256C1 force sensor

Figure 4.19: Components of the force measurement system.

Table 4.1: Sensitivity values set on the amplifier based on the dynamometer calibration
range 0-100 N .

Direction Fx Fy Fz

Sensitivity -24.34 pC/N -12.73 pC/N -25.10 pC/N

4.2.3 Temperature Measurement System

For the measurement of process temperatures at the single grain, a Fire-3 two-color

fiber optic pyrometer is used. The device and measurement setup values are shown in

Figure 4.20. The system conducts non-contact temperature measurements on metal-

lic or non-metallic surfaces with unknown emissivities. The pyrometer uses a quartz

fiber and detects the thermal radiation of the target at two different wavelengths

so that a measurement on a broader range is possible. Fire-3 employs a bandpass
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filter of 100 nm and operates at central wavelengths of ∼1.65 and ∼1.95 µm. The

acquired data is amplified and recorded with a data acquisition card which is em-

bedded in the PC box. For the measurements, the gain value is set to 109 for both

wavelengths and a scan rate of 50 Hz is used which corresponds to 250k data points

over the measurement time of 5 seconds. The emissivity of the silicon surface is

assumed to be 1.

a) b)

Figure 4.20: (a) Fire-3 two-color pyrometer. (b) Measurement setting used for the grain
scratch tests.

4.2.4 Imprinting Technique

IWF-Wunder method is an in-situ, positive replication technique developed by

Wunder [228]. The method enables the reproductive sampling of engineering sur-

faces and tool topographies without disrupting the experimental setup and reduces

the setup-up times.

The application is shown in Figure 4.21. On the WWGW setup, negative copies are

generated using vinyl terminated polysiloxane, directly on the wheel surface at two

positions. Following, positive replicas are developed by casting the negative form

with an epoxy-hardener solution. The method was evaluated for wear evolution of

grinding wheels [228] and later for surface roughness [84].

4.3 Software Analysis Tools and Methods

4.3.1 Wire Analysis Software

A systematic investigation of the abrasive and wire properties is essential to de-

velop a comparative understanding of the wire behavior as well as their influence on

process outputs. Feed per cutting edge, undeformed chip thickness, abrasive wear

volume and material removal regime heavily depend on the abrasive geometry and
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Position 1/2
a) b)

Negative imprint 
with shell

Positive imprintPosition 2/2

Figure 4.21: (a) Two sampling positions on the WWGW. (b) Positive and negative
imprints of the diamond wire surfaces.

wire properties. On the other hand, diamond wire manufacturers are reluctant to

provide data on wires and briefly offer information on the abrasive grain size range,

relative grain density and core wire diameter. A reference characterization method

is required to compare wire properties among each manufacturer as well as wires

from different suppliers.

The Wire Analysis Software (WAS) is developed to provide a software tool to analyze

electroplated diamond wires in terms of grain geometries, cutting edge distribution

and density and other related wire and abrasive grain properties i.e. chipping space,

grain protrusion, volume, material ratio or tip angles. Development of such method

requires use of microscopy imaging tools as well as image processing algorithms.

Additionally, the analysis results are the main inputs to model the stochastic nature

of the wire, reproduce it, and use to simulate the grain-workpiece interaction for the

process in focus i.e. the WWGW process or wire sawing.

The software is able to measure and analyze several wire samples from different

sections of the wire to determine the wire and abrasive grain properties. It includes

a number of algorithms that are developed for the determination of the wire reference

level which defines the outer wire surface. Grain protrusion height and protruded

grain volume are measured from this reference surface.

a Measurement and Preprocessing of Wire Samples

The software employs optical images taken with an Alicona IFM and the cylindrical

wire surface form is removed as shown in Figure 4.22. The form removal software
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of Alicona Microscope is used, confirming ISO Standards [2,4] and has a maximum

standard deviation less than 0.2 µm and a mean standard deviation of less than

0.03 µm in 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of cylindrical and derived stretched out surface surfaces.

The image is then transformed into a threshold image of 256 grayscales defined by

the grain protrusion height, where 0 is the zero level (black) and 255 is the top level

(white). The resolution depends on on the maximum value of grain height of the

sample, where 20 µm is typical for the diamond wires investigated in this work. The

vertical resolution of the WAS is then defined as:

δz = hmax
g /256 (4.13)

where hmax
g is the maximum grain protrusion on the wire samples that are analyzed,

δz is the vertical resolution of the analysis which is equal to 0.0781 µm and the

number of grayscale values is 256. Figure 4.23 shows the real color Alicona IFM

image of the wire surface (top) and the grayscale image (bottom) which are stretched

out, thus flat.
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Figure 4.23: Stretched out real color Alicona IFM and 256 layer grayscale images as
analysis input.

b Details of the Analysis

The WAS process flowchart is presented in Figure 4.24. Several wire sections of the

same wire types are used as individual inputs to determine the wire and abrasive

grain characteristics. Processing of a sample starts with thresholding the input im-

age to 256 layers. For the first layers, a size filter is applied using the MATLAB

function bwareaopen() to filter out the surface elements with a size smaller than
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Alim from the layer topography data. For each layer, the function bwconncomp()

is used to determine the surface elements with 8-point connectivity and the func-

tion regionprobs() is used to extract the areas, center positions of the topographic

elements.

Start
Read wire 
type(w), 
sample(i)

Threshold input 
image & save 
image layers

Iden�fy grains in 
clusters

Analyse & iden�fy outer 
surface of Ni filler for 

reference layer

Size Filter:
Filter objects

< A_lim

Iden�fy elements  
(clusters) on wire 

surface

Apply length/width 
ra�o filter to the 

iden�fied clusters

Calculate sample 
parameters

Export sample data
& output images

End of 
samples?

Calculate wire 
proper�es

End

Determine input 
folders & create 
output folders

Read input 
parameters

Extract grain and 
cluster data

YES

NO

1. Grain geometry, posi�on, volume, protrusion...
2. Number of grains and clusters
3. Grain density
4. Grain distribu�on (Grain per cluster)
5. Wire material ra�o
...

Figure 4.24: Algorithm process flow of the Wire Analysis Software.

Figure 4.25 introduces the parameters of abrasive grain characterization by WAS.

The base frame area is measured at the outer surface, corresponding to the outer

layer of the Ni-filler material which is denoted as the zero level. The grain length

lg is along the wire length and grain width wg orthogonal to the wire length. The

grain base area Ab is measured at the same level. Grain protrusion hg is measured

from the zero level to the maximum protrusion height and the grain volume Vg is

the volume enveloped by the same dimensions.

lg

wg

vc

z

x

vc
hg

Figure 4.25: Some of the geometric parameters measured by the Wire Analysis Software.

Individual grains are required be distinguished from the other surface elements that

are the result of Ni-filler material deposition (See layer 1 in Figure 4.27). This is

possible at a height, where grains are the only visible elements on the layer surface

and this layer is dependent on the wire type or can also be at different layers for

samples of the same wire type. Hence, determination of individual reference layers
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for each sample is required. After the grains are identified at the reference layer, the

grain positions and cross-sections are saved and grains are evaluated through the

layers above and below the reference layer.

For the calculation of reference layer, bounding boxes are plotted around each and

every surface element on each layer, at their maximum points along and orthogonal

to the wire length as shown in Figure 4.26a. The bounding boxes are separately

shown in Figure 4.26b. The box areas are analyzed for their 8-point connectivity

and the total area covered are saved for each layer, which is called the superposed

layer surface as shown in Figure 4.26c.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.26: (a, b) Bounding boxes plotted around surface elements at their maximum
points along and orthogonal to the wire length. Frames around the elements (c)

Superposed bounding box areas.

The difference between the sum of individual bounding boxes and the superposed

area is calculated for each layer as:

Al
diff = Al

simp −
n∑

i=1

Al
i (4.14)

where for layer l, Al
diff is the difference between the superposed area Al

simp and the

sum of individual bounding boxes Al
i, i is the individual surface element and n is

total number of the surface elements.

It is suggested that layer l is the reference layer if and only if:

Al−1
diff < 0 ∧ Al

diff > 0 (4.15)

Al
diff for the first 64 layers of the analyzed sample are plotted in Figure 4.27. Ac-

cording to Eq. (4.15), layer 7 which corresponds to the vertical height of 0.5469 µm

(Eq. (4.13)), measured from the reference layer of this wire sample.
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Figure 4.27: Difference between the bounding boxes and actual areas of grains in layers 0
to 64.

Figure 4.28 shows layers 1, 6 and 7 of the same wire sample of Figure 4.27, where

the surface topography of the layer is given on top and plotted bounding boxes on

the same layer is given below for each layer.
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Figure 4.28: Layers 1, 6 and 7 from Asahi 12-25 high concentration diamond wire.
Actual wire layer is given on top and same layer with bounding rectangles is given below

for each layer.

The grains on the reference layer are identified and numbered. A size ratio filter is

applied, so the software can evaluate the length/width (lg/wg) ratios of the elements

of wire topography, determine the outliers and delete them from the database of

identified grains. One standard deviation is used as described in Figure 4.29.
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Figure 4.29: A representation of the length/width ratio filter of one standard deviation.
Base areas that are measured at the reference layer are shown and topographic elements

that are outside the upper and lower control limits are not included in the analysis.

Identified grain base areas measured at the reference layer of the wire sample are

given in Figure 4.30. It can be seen that the surface elements can be divided into

two categories as individual grains and two or more grains that are a part of the

same surface structure that are called clusters.

Figure 4.30: Identified cluster base areas at the reference layer.

A cluster can be defined as the aggregation of several grains. They are the result of a

non-homogeneous distribution of diamonds on the wire surface where the distances

between the diamonds are close enough and usually filled with the Ni-filler material.

Cluster occurrence influence the available chip space on the wire surface and clusters

are sources of loading risk and premature failure of the abrasive layer. Formation

of clusters may affect the cutting ability since grains with highest protrusion in
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the cluster is kinematically active, hence leaving the other grains in the proximity

inactive. A visualization of the cluster formations are shown in Figure 4.31.

Cluster formation Single grain

Peaks

Cluster

Figure 4.31: Comparison of single grains and clusters on the diamond wire surface.

Figure 4.32 explains how the cutting edges or grains can be determine in a cluster

structure. As the area of the bounding box for each topographic structure followed

through the layers, grains can be counted on each topographic element on the wire

surface and their protrusion height can be determined.

Layer ID 30 40 60 70 80 90 100 110 115 120 130 140

Figure 4.32: Horizontal cross-sections of the same cluster structure at different heights
from Layer 30 to Layer 140. Grain peaks points in the cluster structure can be identified.

c Validation of the WAS Results

Validation of the WAS outputs is done for Asahi 12-25, 120 µm core diameter stan-

dard concentration wire. WAS outputs of the Abbott-Firestone curve [6] which is a

useful representation of the material ratios along the protrusion height of abrasive

grains and the distribution of grain protrusion heights are compared with measure-

ments conducted with the Alicona IFM Software.

Figure 4.33 presents the comparison of the WAS analysis results and the results

of measurement conducted with Alicona IFM software. It can be concluded that

the WAS is able to determine the distribution characteristics and maximum grain

protrusion heights of the analyzed wires.
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Figure 4.33: Distribution data and curve fits of grain protrusion heights of 4 samples of
Asahi 12-25 120 µm core standard concentration wire measured with the WAS and the

Alicona IFM software.

4.3.2 Surface Analysis Software

The Surface Analysis Software (SAS) can process output images of an SEM or

Alicona IFM and provides a method for fast and accurate characterization of the

share of brittle-ductile removal regimes in Si workpiece surfaces.

a Details of the Analysis

The software computes a global threshold of the target image which is then trans-

formed into a matrix, where each pixel in its position represents a value between 0

(black, brittle) and 255 (white, ductile) and gradient values in between.

Start
Read batch(b), 

sample(s)
RGB image

Check bri�leness
Normalize & 

process GS image
Apply size filter & 

clean image

Calculate % 
duc�lity

Export sample 
output images

Export batch data

Export data files

End

Create output 
folders &

assign 
foldernames

Get Th, Tv, m, n
Convert to 
grayscale

Fill gaps with 
predefined methods

End of 
samples?

NO

YES

Figure 4.34: Algorithm process flow of the Surface Analysis Software.
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The average gray value of each column and the whole image are calculated to de-

termine a correction for shifting the column average to the total average:

µj =
1

m

m∑
i=1

Wi,j (4.16)

µij =
1

mn

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Wi,j (4.17)

where Wi,j is the grayscale value of ith row and jth column, µij is the total average

grayscale value of the image, µj is the average value of jth column and m and n

are the number of rows and columns of the image matrix. The image is normalized

by applying the correction to each cell, called normalization of the grayscale image,

shown in Figure 4.35. The normalized image W norm
i,j is expressed as:

W norm
i,j = Wi,j − µcorr (4.18)

where µcorr = µj − µij.

Figure 4.35: Normalization of a grayscale image.

The share of brittleness is determined by evaluating the vertical and horizontal

gradient of gray, according to a certain tolerance Tv and Th, in pixels mv and nh far

from the center pixel Wi,j shown in Figure 4.36. The absolute difference between the

cell and an adjacent cell is stored which is then compared to the preset tolerance.

If the stored value exceeds the preset tolerance, final brittle area is identified. The

binary image W comp
i,j is calculated as:
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Figure 4.36: Vertical and horizontal tolerances and neighboring of pixels.

W comp
i,j =



0, [(Ku
v1
> W norm

i,j ∨W norm
i,j > Ku

v2
)∧

(K l
v1
> W norm

i,j ∨W norm
i,j > K l

v2
)]∨

[(Ku
h1
> W norm

i,j ∨W norm
i,j > Ku

h2
)∧

(K l
h1
> W norm

i,j ∨W norm
i,j > K l

h2
)]

1, otherwise

(4.19)

where

Ku
v1

= W norm
i+mv ,j − Tv

Ku
v2

= W norm
i+mv ,j + Tv

K l
v1

= W norm
i−mv ,j − Tv

K l
v2

= W norm
i−mv ,j + Tv

(4.20)

and

Ku
h1

= W norm
i,j+nh

− Th

Ku
h2

= W norm
i,j+nh

+ Th

K l
h1

= W norm
i,j−nh

− Th

K l
h2

= W norm
i,j−nh

+ Th

(4.21)
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The unconditioned pixels in between are filled as brittle regions with the predefined

methods given in Eq. (4.22) for several values of Gv and Gh.

W comp
i,j =



0, W comp
i±Gv ,j

= 0

0, W comp
i,j±Gh

= 0

same, otherwise

(4.22)

b Validation of the SAS Results

Inputs and analysis results of the software are shown in Figure 4.37 where the Si

surfaces machined at cutting speeds in the range of 15-75 m/s and feed rates in the

range of 0.01-2 mm/min are given on top and the output images are given below.

The ductility percentages are indicated for each image. Ductile surface appearance

is increasing from left to right and shows that outputs of the analysis algorithm can

successfully discriminate the brittle and ductile removal regimes.

47.4% 74.6% 91.9%82.8%

52.3% 77.6% 95.6%88.0%

vc

vf
x

50 μm 50 μm 50 μm 50 μm 

Figure 4.37: Sample Si surface images, outputs of surface analysis algorithm and
measured percentages of ductility.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation of Diamond Wires and
Si Surfaces

In the following chapter, the evaluation of diamond wires and Si surfaces is presented.

Initially, a morphological study of the electroplated diamond wires on wire cross-

sections and detached diamond grains will be conducted. Following, several diamond

wires are analyzed using the WAS and experimentally assessed for their process force

behavior. Later, an experimental evaluation of the diamond wire wear mechanism

is presented and the wear behavior of individual diamonds is analyzed. Finally, an

experimental investigation of Si workpiece surfaces is provided.

5.1 Morphological Analysis

A morphological analysis of the wire cross-sections is expected to contribute to the

understanding of the positioning of diamond grains on new wires and the Ni-filler

material. Additionally, detached diamonds shall provide information on grain ge-

ometries which is later required for the geometric modeling of grains to be employed

in the kinematic-geometric process model. It shall be noted that the diamond wires

used throughout this work are from the same manufacturer and of the same pro-

duction technology.

For the analysis of wire cross-sections, 30 wire sections are submerged into the epoxy

material which is casted in cylindrical molds. After curing, the casts are polished

in several steps so that the cross-sections are visible for evaluation. The epoxy

workpieces each containing six wire samples are shown in Figure 5.1.
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Wire probes

Figure 5.1: Epoxy probes each containing six wire cross-section samples.

The resultant wire cross-sections are presented in Figure 5.2 showing the abrasive

grain positions on the wire. In a-f grains that are protruded over the filler material

and in images f-h grains that are partly or fully covered with the Ni-filler material

are shown. The surface of the new wire and the diamond grains are completely or

partly covered with the Ni-filler material which wears off as the wire wear propagates

and diamond grains are exposed.

Ni Filler

Core wire

Grain

hga b d

e f g h

c

Figure 5.2: Left: Cross-section samples of diamond wire. Right: Indicated layers and
grain position.

For the identification of the abrasive grain geometries, diamonds are removed from

the wire surface by etching and detached diamonds are shown in Figure 5.3. For

the diamond wire grain size range of 12-25 µm, grains fall in the mesh size range

of 1000-1500 and FEPA designation of D23-D26. It is comprehended that diamond

grains on the wire do not possess any specific geometric shape and measurement

results indicate that it is reasonable to assume the grain volume is quarter of the

grain volume measured by the WAS.

5.2 Evaluation of the Process Force Behavior

Four electroplated diamond wires from the same manufacturer are analyzed and

tested at wire speeds between 15 and 75 m/s and feed rates of 0.3 mm/min and

0.6 mm/min. The diamond wire properties and results of the wire analysis algo-

rithm are tabulated in Table 5.1. Wires are selected to determine the influence of
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Figure 5.3: Abrasive grains removed from the electroplated diamond wire surface.

diamond size, protrusion and density on cutting and normal forces. Sample images

of the wire topographies are given in Figure 5.4, where the variations in diamond

sizes and formations can be clearly identified.

Figure 5.4: Sample images of tested wires taken with Alicona IFM.

Table 5.1: Properties of diamond wires used in experiments, determined by the wire
analysis software.

Wire A Wire B Wire C Wire D

Core wire diameter [µm] 120 120 120 120

Diamond size [µm] 12-25 12-25 10-20 8-16

Av. protrusion [µm] 9.0±2.0 11.0±2.0 4.5±1.5 5.5±2.0

Grain density [grain/mm2] 133.0±15.6 211.4±42.7 139.4±9.7 512.3±38.4

Number of analyzed grains 1293 1351 1192 997

Four measurements are performed for each data point and 13 steps of force mea-

surements are conducted for wire speeds from 15 m/s to 75 m/s. The experiments

are conducted in a procedure presented in Figure 5.5: (a) After installing the new

(unused) diamond wire on the wheel, an initial cut of 0.1 mm of material depth

with 75 m/s wire speed and 0.3 mm/min feed rate is carried out to remove the

Ni-filler on abrasive grains. (b) Without changing the wire, a second measurement

set is conducted from 75 m/s to 15 m/s. (c) Following that, a new wire of the same
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type is installed and the filler material removal procedure is repeated for the newly

installed wire. (d) Afterwards, the same methodology is applied for two additional

measurement sets of the same process parameters.

New wire 
installed

Data process
New wire of the same 

type installed

0.1 mm depth of material is cut 
to remove the nickel layer at 

cu�ng speed vc = 75 m/s and 
feed rate vf = 0.3 mm/min

13 steps of 0.1 mm depth of 
material cut at a fixed feed 
rate and using the following 
sequence of cu�ng speed:
vc = 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 
33, 36, 42, 45, 60, 75 m/s

13 steps of 0.1 mm depth of 
material cut at a fixed feed 
rate and using the following 
sequence of cu�ng speed:
vc = 75, 60, 45, 42, 36, 33, 
30, 37, 24, 21, 18, 15 m/s

AB1 B2

B1 B2A

Figure 5.5: Sequence for conducted force measurement experiments.

The comparison of cutting and normal forces for four diamond wires A, B, C and

D are presented in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. A comparative study is conducted to

discuss the influence of diamond size, protrusion and density on the process forces.

Low speed
range

High speed
range

Low speed
range

High speed
range

Figure 5.6: Cutting and normal forces at vf = 0.3 mm/min feed rate.

Low speed
range

High speed
range Low speed

range
High speed

range

Figure 5.7: Cutting and normal forces at vf = 0.6 mm/min feed rate.
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5.2.1 Influence of Diamond Size and Protrusion

Based on wire properties and their process force behavior, wires can be investi-

gated in two groups as bigger grain size/higher protrusion (A-B) and smaller grain

size/lower protrusion (C-D). From the viewpoint of process forces, wires A and B

experience higher cutting forces below the wire speed threshold of around 30 m/s.

Above this threshold, wires C and D show higher cutting force values. On the other

hand, A and B experience lower normal forces below the wire speed threshold of

around 45 m/s, compared to that of wires C and D. Above this threshold, difference

between the normal force values reduce as the wire speed approaches to 75 m/s.

In the high wire speed range of 30 to 75 m/s, cutting and normal forces gradually

decrease for all wire types. Both statements are valid for the feed rates tested, while

higher cutting and normal forces are measured at the higher feed rate.

5.2.2 Influence of Diamond Density

To reveal the influence of the diamond density, wires C and D with similar diamond

size, protrusion and diamond distribution value but different diamond densities are

compared. Wire D has higher diamond density and experiences lower cutting and

normal forces in the wire speed range tested. The wires have the minimum cutting

force values at wire speeds between 20 to 25 m/s in the lower speed range. In the

wire speed range of 30 to 75 m/s, cutting forces gradually decrease with increasing

wire speeds. The observation holds for both feed rates, however, the difference

between the normal forces are more distinct for the higher feed rate of 0.6 mm/min.

In the case of normal forces, lowest values are observed between 60 to 75 m/s for

both wires and both feed rates.

As the wire speed increases, feed per cutting edge decreases, hence resulting in a

decrease in the instantaneous undeformed chip thickness which is further expected

to lead to a decrease in the cutting force. In that sense, wires A and B behave

as expected, having lower cutting forces with increasing wire speed, however this

observation doesn’t hold for wires C and D below the wire speed of 30 m/s.This

effect is clearly not a result of the diamond density since wires C and D highly differ

in diamond densities, but is likely to be an outcome of smaller diamond sizes.

The results show that the diamond wire and abrasive grain properties of size, pro-

trusion and density have significant influence on the process force behavior. Below

the wire speed threshold of around 30 m/s, wires with smaller average diamond size,
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lower average diamond protrusion experience lower cutting forces and higher normal

forces. The behavior reverses over this threshold and also cutting and normal forces

are less affected by the change in diamond size and protrusion. Above the wire

speed threshold of around 30 m/s, cutting and normal forces of all wires gradually

decrease with a similar trend as wire speeds increase. Diamond size and protrusion

have stronger influence on process forces than diamond density.

5.3 Evaluation of Si Workpiece Surfaces

Si workpiece surfaces are experimentally evaluated for the active material removal

regimes and process roughness at wire speeds of 15-25-50-75 m/s and feed rates of

0.01-0.1-0.3-0.6-1.2 mm/min. The resultant workpiece surfaces and process forces

are discussed. Wire A is employed and three experiments are conducted for each

data point. Workpiece surfaces are measured with Alicona IFM and the SAS is

employed.

Figure 5.8 presents two workpiece surfaces with the marginal values of the parameter

range, lowest wire speed and highest feed rate (biggest chipping depth) and highest

wire speed and lowest feed rate (smallest chipping depth). It is seen that the ductile

and brittle material removal regimes are present all the time due to the involvement

of different diamond protrusions. It is also observed that the removal regime may

change several times along a cutting path that clearly can be attributed to one

and the same grain. This means that depending on the chipping depth, which is

responsible with the protrusion between brittle cut and ductile cut, a range exists

where the behavior of the material removal depends on stochastic properties in the

material like grain orientation and size, internal stresses etc.

vc

vc = 15 m/s
vf = 2.0 mm/min

vc = 75 m/s
vf = 0.01 mm/min

Ductile removal Brittle fracture Ductile removal Brittle fracture

Figure 5.8: Comparison of two workpiece surfaces at the process parameters’ upper and
lower limits.
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Results of the brittle-ductile characterization of workpiece surfaces are summarized

in Table 5.2 and visualized in Figure 5.9 where ductility percentage indicates the

percentage of the workpiece surface with ductile removal characteristics. A positive

correlation between ductility and wire speed is observed where for the feed rates

tested, higher ductility is measured as the wire speed increases.

Table 5.2: Percentage ductility of the workpiece surfaces at vc = 15− 75 m/s and
vf = 0.01− 1.2 mm/min.

vf \ vc 15 m/s 25 m/s 50 m/s 75 m/s

0.01 mm/min 40.0±4.8 54.0±4.5 56.0±4.8 83.5±3.1

0.3 mm/min 51.2±9.4 47.5±5.7 62.6±3.0 61.0±8.8

0.6 mm/min 46.5±5.7 36.8±2.5 59.8±2.2 72.7±2.7

1.2 mm/min 36.6±6.2 58.1±5.8 79.0±1.2 62.2±2.9

Figure 5.9: Percentage surface ductility vs. wire cutting speed at vc = 15− 75 m/s and
vf = 0.01, 0.3, 0.6 and 1.2 mm/min.

The comparison of workpiece surface roughnesses (Ra, Rz) and workpiece ductility

at several wire speeds is given in Figure 5.10. The roughness measurements are

conducted along the cutting direction since only the process roughness and not the

kinematic roughness, due to the grain distribution shall be investigated. At the feed

rates of 0.3 and 0.6 mm/min with the increasing cutting speed, Ra and Rz decrease

and share of ductile removed surfaces increases. At high wire speeds, ductile removal

dominates through the decrease in chipping depth.
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Figure 5.10: Percentage surface ductility vs. workpiece surface roughness measurements
along cutting direction at vc = 15− 75 m/s and vf = 0.3 and 0.6 mm/min.

The relationship between the cutting and normal forces and workpiece surface qual-

ity at feed rates of 0.3 and 0.6 mm/min are presented in Figure 5.11. As the

wire speed increases, cutting and normal forces decrease and percentage ductility

increases. In machining of brittle materials such as Si, high loads exerted by the

abrasive grain lead to brittle fracture which results in a lower surface quality. Hence

it can be stated that at high cutting speeds, normal and cutting forces decrease,

resulting in domination of ductile material removal mechanism in diamond wire

sawing of sc-Si.

Figure 5.11: Percentage surface ductility vs. cutting and normal forces at
vc = 15 and 75 m/s and vf = 0.3 and 0.6 mm/min.

Analysis on the Si workpiece surfaces clearly show that ductile and brittle material

removal regimes are present at the time and each abrasive grain can cause brittle

or ductile material removal regime and the material removal regime may change

along a cutting path of an abrasive grain due to dynamic effects. Moreover, ductile

finish property of Si is positively correlated with the wire speed. High wire speeds

and low feed rates result in surfaces with mainly ductile removal. With increasing

wire speed, normal and cutting forces decrease, resulting in domination of ductile

material removal mechanism and lower surface roughness in diamond wire sawing

of sc-Si
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5.4 Evaluation of the Wear Mechanisms

An Asahi 12-25 standard concentration wire with 140 µm is employed in the wear

evaluation experiments. Figure 5.12 presents the wire topography in intermediate

wear stages with color coded images. Cumulative material removal volume is in-

creasing from top to bottom image and the dashed red line identifies the same wire

position. It can be seen that the protrusion heights of abrasive structures as well

as the base areas, which are measured from the wire reference level, are decreasing

with wear propagation. In addition to single grains, cluster formations that are a

result of a non-homogeneous diamond distribution on the wire surface are apparent.

In a cluster of grains, the wear occurs as a combination of Ni-filler and diamond

wear. Wear monitoring of clusters shows that in a cluster, initially the grain with

the highest protrusion wears out until the next grain becomes kinematically active.

From that point on, the wear rate of the two diamonds are comparable.
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Figure 5.12: Color coded images of identical diamond wire sections and diamonds with
wear progress at vc = 50 m/s and vf = 0.9 mm/min. The cumulative material removal

volume Vw is increasing from the top to bottom image.

Figure 5.13 shows the results of the wear analysis performed using the WAS. (a)

shows the change in average grain protrusion, (b) the change in the average grain

base area and (c) the change in the average volume of clusters and isolated grains

with respect to cumulative material volume. Whereas the reduction of the protrusion

and volume can be approximated with an exponential function throughout the whole

process, the development of the base areas shows two distinctive ranges: In the

beginning, the grain base areas experience no deviation from their initial state. As

the protrusion decreases, the filler material accumulated around the base of the grain
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is eventually exposed to the process and starts to wear rapidly, thereby reducing the

base area (See Figure 5.14). As the filler is being removed around the abrasive

grain/cluster base, the risk of the occurrence of pullouts increases and the software

is able to identify individual grains in clusters. Furthermore, rapid decrease of grain

volume at the initial cutting phase can be accounted to the removal of Ni-filler which

typically covers the grains on a new wire.

Figure 5.13: Evolution of the average protrusion, base area and volume of abrasive grains
with increasing wire wear at vc = 50 m/s and vf = 0.9 mm/min, measured with the

WAS.

The wear stages of individual diamond grains and clusters show that the dominant

wear modes are micro- or macro-fractures and comparably few grain pullouts are

observed. A typical wear sequence of a grain is presented in Figure 5.14. The initial

and final states are shown on top and maximum cross-sections are compared in the

bottom image. In the first stages, the grain loses a considerable share of its volume,

and the wear rate reduces as the grain wear propagates while breaking-off grain

edges. In some cases it is also observed that the Ni-filler can be deposited at the

back of the grain as indicated in the figure in shaded area.
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a)

Figure 5.14: (a) Initial and final wear states of a diamond. (b) Maximum cross-sections
of the diamond through its lifetime.

Three of the identified wear modes are presented in Figure 5.15, where top images

show the new grains and their maximum cross-sections and lower images show the

final states and their maximum cross-sections. A grain wear of gradual grain frac-

ture/dulling is shown in (a), a premature pullout in (b) and pullout at the end of

grain lifetime in (c).

a) c)b)

Figure 5.15: Three diamond wear modes observed on wire: (a) Fracture/dulling (b)
Premature pullout (c) Pullout at the end of wear lifetime.

Measurement of process forces with progressing wear is presented in Figure 5.16.

It can be interpreted that with progressing wear, dulling of grain edges leads to an

increase in the normal and cutting forces, while a higher rate of increase is observed

in normal forces.
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Figure 5.16: Evolution of the cutting and normal forces with progressing wire wear at
vc = 50 m/s and vf = 0.9 mm/min.

Further, an Asahi 10-20 standard concentration 120 µm core diameter diamond

wire is employed in sawing of sc-Si on a Meyer Burger DW288 multi-wire saw at the

wire speed of 25 m/s and the feed rate of 1.5 mm/min. Three stages of wire wear

are measured with WAS, as the new wire, 6.54 cm3/m and 8.10 cm3/m of specific

material removal rates which is defined as the total material removal volume per

unit length of wire. The average values are tabulated in Table 5.3 and sample wire

sections are given in Figure 5.17.

Table 5.3: Evaluation of the diamond wire wear of Asahi 10-20 standard concentration
120 µm core diameter diamond wires.

New Wire 6.54 cm3/m 8.10 cm3/m

Grain protrusion [µm] 8.50±4.53 4.05±2.30 3.00±2.41

Cluster protrusion [µm] 9.17±4.32 4.12±2.33 2.83±2.52

Grain per cluster 1.68±0.77 1.60±0.87 1.42±0.71

Grain density [grains/µm2] 413±150 462±190 521±288

Cluster vol. [mm3] 2.58e-6±0.28e-6 1.3e-6±0.14e-6 0.9e-6±0.087e-6

Number of analyzed grains 1421 1458 1481

The results show that the average grain and cluster protrusions reduce with pro-

gressing wear. Moreover, the number of grains per cluster is reducing and the grain

density is increasing with progressing wear, which is due to the wear of bonding

material that fills the voids in cluster structures. This results in a decrease of the
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number of grains per cluster and an increase in the grain density. Additionally,

measurements show that the average cluster volume is decreasing which also points

out the clusters are breaking out with wear progress.
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Figure 5.17: Three wear stages of Asahi 10-20 standard concentration 120 µm core wires
at vc = 25 m/s and vf = 1.5 mm/min on a multi-wire saw. Real color Alicona images

are on top and color coded images are below each sample.
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Chapter 6

Wire Sawing Process Model

“Essentially, all models are wrong, but some models are useful.”

— George E. P. Box,
Science and Statistics, 1976

The physics of abrasive wire cutting is fairly complex and consists of different aspects

that are cast into a modular model, where each individual aspect can be modeled sep-

arately by sets of equations in a suitable degree of detail. The kinematic-geometric

model of the wire sawing process is therefore composed of the tool model that in-

cludes the geometric grain and stochastic wire models, the workpiece model, the

kinematic process model, the material removal model and the cutting force model.

Figure 6.1 presents the main elements of the wire sawing process model. Primarily,

outputs of the Wire Analysis Software are employed to model the micro- and macro-

features of the diamond wire. The geometry and material properties of the Si

workpiece are defined in the workpiece model. Next, outputs of these two are fed

into the kinematic model, together with the process parameters. The path of a single

grain and grain penetration provides the geometric definition of the grain-workpiece

interaction as well as the undeformed chip thickness and kinematically active grains.

Further, they are introduced into the material removal model considering brittle and

ductile removal modes to generate the workpiece surface. Here, the experimental

results of single grain scratch tests are employed to determine the specific cutting

force on the single grain to estimate wire sawing forces.
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Chapter 6. Wire Sawing Process Model

Figure 6.1: Overview of the modular modeling methodology.

6.1 Tool Model

A detailed tool model is one of the three essential elements of kinematic-geometric

modeling (Section 2.4.2). A successful model of an abrasive tool shall be com-

posed of a micro-geometry model that is based on realistic grain geometries and

a macro-geometry model that considers the distribution, density and orientation of

the cutting edges. The results of WAS which are introduced in Section 4.3.1 and the

evaluation of the diamond wires presented in Section 5.1 of this work lays the funda-

mental framework for modeling of the abrasive grain geometries and wire properties

of the diamond wire in focus. The tool model presented is based on these results

and analysis. Here, it is necessary to discuss the challenges and details of abrasive

grain geometric modeling of diamond wires:

1. The abrasive grains on the diamond wire possess no defined geometry but

rather they are crushed diamond grains.

2. The clustering of grains result in a wire surface topology that is different than

the case where only single grains are present. The Ni-filler material occupies

the space in between the clustered grains. Hence, measurements of the grain

volume by WAS result in higher values than the sum of the individual grain

volumes in a cluster.

3. To be able to simulate the wire wear behavior that is discussed in Section 5.4, it

is essential to consider the Ni-filler material volume covering the grain surface,

and not only the detached grain dimensions.

In addition to the stated points, the high deviations in the topography over the

length of the diamond wires challenge the definition of an average wire model.

Figure 6.2 presents the Abbott-Firestone curves of 13 samples that have a total

length of 15 cm, taken from different sections of an Asahi 12-25 high concentration
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wire which is used to develop the model presented in this section and thus employed

in the experiments and the process simulation. The dashed lines show material

ratios over the protruded height of individual wire samples and the average curve

is denoted with red color. The horizontal lines define a standard deviation of 2σ,

showing the scattering of the ratio of the topographic material at each height step.

The average curve is considered as the Abbott-Firestone curve of the wire type.

Figure 6.2: Material ratios of the protruded height of individual wire samples of Asahi
12-25 high concentration wire and the average curve of the measurements.

6.1.1 Grain Geometry Model

Developing a realistic grain model for diamond wires is possible through the evalu-

ation of detached grains as presented in Section 5.1 and measurements of protruded

grains over the wire surface as done with the Wire Analysis Software. The grain

models shall represent the initial state of the wire topography, hence are required

to include the volume of the Ni-filler material over and around them. Three dimen-

sional entities of the grains are measured by WAS that are the grain volume Vg, base

area Ab, protrusion height hg.

Figure 6.3 presents the four ideal grain geometry models: equilateral triangular pyra-

mid, truncated equilateral triangular pyramid, rectangular pyramid and truncated

rectangular pyramid that are symmetrical around their base surfaces.
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Figure 6.3: Four ideal grain geometry models developed: equilateral triangular pyramid,
truncated equilateral triangular pyramid, rectangular pyramid and truncated rectangular

pyramid.

The geometric features are introduced in Figure 6.4, showing the protruded part of

the grain models. The grain models are parameterized with the grain protrusion

height hg measured from the grain base level, grain base area Ab, edge length a of

the grain base area and edge length b of the grain top area.

a

b

Ab
a

Ab

a

b

Ab

a

Ab

hg hg hg hg

Equilateral triangular 
pyramid

Truncated equilateral 
triangular pyramid

Rectangular 
pyramid

Truncated rectangular
pyramid

Figure 6.4: Descriptions of dimensional features of grain models with rectangular and
equilateral triangle base areas.

The grain volumetric aspect ratio Cv defined as:

Cv =
hg
Ab

(6.1)

The grain geometric aspect ratio Cf defined as:

Cf =
b

a
(6.2)

where 0 < Cf < 1. Grain models with Cf = 1 denote blunt/blocky grains, Cf = 0

denote pointy/sharp grains and the rest in between.
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The steps involved in the construction of the grain models are explained in Figure

6.5. The WAS measurements show that the grain protrusion height hg and volu-

metric aspect ratio Cv are normally distributed. Through employing the mean and

standard deviation of the measurements, probability density functions (PDF) of hg

and Cv of the form given in Eq. (6.3) are constructed:

f(x|µ, σ) =
1

σ
√

2π
exp
−(x− µ)2

2σ2
(6.3)

where µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation of the dataset x.

Next, based on the measured average material ratio (Section 4.3.1) of the diamond

wire to be modeled, two values are determined: the share of each model geometry in

the bundle and the geometric aspect ratio (Cf ) for truncated grain models. Through

the random assignment of the geometries, grain protrusion volume Vg, base area Ab,

edge length a of the grain base area and edge length b of the grain top area are

determined

Grain geometry (1...4)

Analysis of wire 
samples with WAS

Probability density 
func�ons

Volume (Vg)
Dimensions (a, b)

Base area (Ab) 

Volumetric aspect ra�o (Cv)

Grain protrusion (hg)

Pre-determined share 
of grain geometries

Geometric aspect 
ra�o (Cf)

Figure 6.5: Flowchart for grain geometry modeling.

6.1.2 Stochastic Wire Model

The stochastic wire model is constructed by employing the WAS measurements of

individual samples of the wire type to be modeled. The average of the grain and

cluster densities of the samples is calculated; and number of grains and clusters of

the wire to be modeled are determined. The wire geometry is constructed through

discretization of the wire surface with equally spaced nodes along the cutting direc-

tion and in its periphery. Dimensions of the meshed wire surface are described in

Figure 6.6a and the model of the meshed surface is shown in Figure 6.6b, where Tij

denotes the position of the wire node, Lmt is the distance between two nodes along

the wire length and Lnt is the distance between two nodes on the wire peripheral;

Lt is the length and Wt is the peripheral of the wire model. The wire radius is then

rw = Wt/2π.
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Lt

Wt

Lmt Lnt
Tij

i

j

a)

b)

Figure 6.6: (a) Dimensions of wire surface mesh. (b) Meshed wire model.

The abrasive grain density is defined as the number of abrasive grains per unit

area of the wire surface. Besides the single grains on the wire surface, clusters are

modeled as measured with the WAS. The abrasive grain distribution denotes how

the grains are evenly distributed on the wire and is described in Figure 4.31. The

abrasive distribution value is defined as:

kgc =
N s

g +Nc

Ng

(6.4)

where kgc is the average number of grains in each location, N s
g is the number of

single grains, Nc is the number of clusters and Ng is the total number of grains on

the wire surface. A wire with no cluster formation would have a distribution value

of 1; and the value decreases for grain distributions with lower homogeneity.

The probability of occurrence of an abrasive grain Pg on a wire node Tij is:

Pg =
Wt · Lt · ρgr

Nnm

(6.5)

where ρgr is the grain density and Nnm is the number of nodes on the wire model in

the area Wt ·Lt. The probability of occurrence of a cluster Pc on a wire node Tij is:

Pc =
Wt · Lt · ρc

Nnm

(6.6)

where ρc is the cluster density.
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The flowchart explaining the primary steps in the development of the wire model is

given in Figure 6.7. WAS outputs of cluster density and grain density are employed

to determine the number from each, based on the wire model dimensions. Following,

clusters are randomly placed to wire nodes and based on the probability distribution

of the number of grains in each cluster, grains are distributed to 8-point proximity

(considering 8 nodes around the center node) of the cluster positions.

Cluster density → 
Number of clusters

Distribute clusters 
to wire nodes

Distribu�on of 
grain per cluster

Grain density → 
Number of grains

Distribute 
grains to 
clusters

Analysis of wire 
samples with WAS

Figure 6.7: Flowchart for diamond wire modeling.

The orientations of the grain edges are randomly distributed. Each diamond grain

is randomly rotated in the range of ±5◦, around an axis orthogonal to the wire

centerline and further rotated ±180◦ around the vertical axis passing through its

center of mass.

Figure 6.8 shows the results of random rotation of 3D grain models and the red

outline shows the convex hull of the grains on the plane orthogonal to the cutting

direction which are also the outlines of the reduced 2D grain models.

vc

x

y

x'

y'
vcvc

Figure 6.8: Examples of random grain rotations in two directions and convex hull of the
grains on the plane orthogonal to the cutting direction.

Applying the described methodology, a diamond wire with a length of 452.76 mm,

which corresponds to a single wire wrap on the WWGW is modeled with 58,966

different grain models. Further, the grain models are reduced to 2D geometries to

save computation time. For this specific wire Cf = 0.4 and the share of the shapes

are 0.35 for each of the triangular and rectangular pyramids and 0.15 for each of

the truncated grain geometries (Figure 6.4). A section of the simulated wire with
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3D grains is presented in Figure 6.9a and the reduced model with 2D grains in

Figure 6.9b.

The validation of the developed tool model shall be conducted on two levels. Primar-

ily, it is required to compare the distribution properties of the single grain models

to the grains on the actual wire surface. Further, the material ratios of the modeled

and measured wire topographies shall be compared for 3D and 2D cases to validate

the resemblance of the material ratio over the protruding height.

a)

b)

Figure 6.9: (a) Wire model with 3D grains. (b) Simplified wire model with 2D grains.

Figure 6.10a presents the grain protrusion heights hg and volumetric aspect ratios

Cv, where the blue color shows the WAS measurements and red color shows the

model constructed using Eq. (6.3) with a standard deviation of ±2σ. Employing

hg, Cv, Cf and the share of grain shapes, as described in Figure 6.5, the grain base

areas Ab and grain volumes Vg of the modeled grains are determined. Comparison

of the grain base areas Ab and grain volumes Vg of WAS measurements and modeled

grains is given in Figure 6.10b. The single grain property distributions are fitting

well with the measured grain property distributions.

Abbott-Firestone curves of the modeled wire for 3D and 2D cases are presented in

Figure 6.11 together with the comparison of the material ratio of the wire measured

by the WAS. The deviation of the material ratios of 3D and 2D grain cases is clearly

visible. For the process simulation 2D grain case will be employed, therefore the fit

of 2D grain case is more significant.
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Figure 6.10: Comparisons of the distributions of grain protrusion hg, volumetric aspect
ratio Cv, base area Ab and volume Vg of measured and modeled single grains.

Figure 6.11: The comparison of the material ratio curves of the modeled wire with 2D
and 3D grain geometry models and the measured wire.

In the 2D grain model case, the material ratio is measured on the length and in the

3D case it is measured on area, leading to a deviation between the two cases. The

deviation is expected to increase when the grains are sharper (i.e. only pyramid

geometries are used) and decrease when the grains are cuboid (i.e. only truncated

grain geometries are used with a base/top ratio of 1). The two extreme cases are

presented in Figure 6.12, where the highest possible deviation is shown with sharp

grains and two curves fit perfectly when only cuboid grain models are considered.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the two extreme cases of wire material ratios. The term
‘blocky’ denotes the truncated equilateral triangular pyramid and truncated rectangular

pyramid grains with Cf = 1; and ‘sharp’ denotes equilateral triangular pyramid and
rectangular pyramid grains.

6.2 Kinematic Process Model

The details of wire-workpiece contact geometry and working principles of the WWGW

setup are presented Section 4.1.1. In the following section, the kinematic process

model of the WWGW setup will be studied including the grain position, motion

and penetration.

6.2.1 Grain Position

A sketch of an open wire along the wheel circumference Cwheel that is removing

material from the surface of the workpiece with the width bf is given in Figure 6.13.

The wire centerline is passing through the center point Ci of the ith wire section in

x′Ci
direction and has a rotation of wire wrap angle α (Figure 4.3) from the cutting

direction in xCi
direction.

x
wire

Removed surface

vcvf

xCi

zCi

Ci

α

z'Ci

x'Ci
z

x

bf

Cwheel

 
Uncut surface

Wire cross-section

Figure 6.13: Schematics of the wire-workpiece contact shown with an open-unwrapped
wire position on the workpiece surface.
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Figure 6.14a introduces the vector RSCi
indicating the position of an arbitrary wire

cross-section center Ci with respect to the origin of the wheel attached coordinate

system S at the center of the wheel on xS − yS plane. The first subscript indicates

the start and the following subscript indicates the end point of the vector. The

center of the wheel attached coordinate system S is moving with the feed rate vf in

−yS direction. The two ends of the single wire wrap are indicated K as the start and

K ′ as the end points. The components of RSCi
with respect to the wheel attached

coordinate system as shown in Figure 6.13 are:

RSCi
= RSSi

+RSiCi
(6.7)
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Figure 6.14: Position of an arbitrary wire cross-section with respect to the wheel center S.

Point Si is in the center of the plane parallel to xS − yS plane and includes the

center point of an arbitrary wire cross-section Ci. RSCi
is position vector of the wire

center Ci with respect to S. RSSi
is the component of the position vector RSCi

in zs

axis and RSiCi
is the component in xS − yS plane from Si to Ci. Angle θz denotes

the angular position of Ci around zS and θc is the angle between RSCi
and xS − yS

plane. The diamond wire follows the helical wheel groove and is indicated in blue

color.

Figure 6.15a shows the position of an arbitrary wire cross-section at θz = 3π/2. The

position vector RCiGij
represents the position of an arbitrary grain tip Gij, where i

denotes the respective wire cross-section and j denotes the grain tip on that cross-

section. The wire wrap angle α determines the angle between the orientation vector

of the wire and the direction of cut. The components of the RCiGij
are given in

Figure 6.15b for better visualization, where it is decomposed into its components.

The position vector of an arbitrary grain tip Gij with respect to the wheel center S

can be expressed as:
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RSGij
= RSSi

+RSiCi
+RCiGij

(6.8)

or similarly

RSGij
= RSCi

+RCiGij
(6.9)
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Figure 6.15: Position and direction of the grain tip Gij on wire cross-section Ci.

The 3D position vector of an arbitrary grain tip Gij with respect to the wheel

attached coordinate system with its origin at S can be expressed in array form:

RSGij
=


| RSCi

| cosθccosθz+ | RCiGij
| cosγsinα

| RSCi
| cosθcsinθz+ | RCiGij

| sinγ

| RSCi
| cosθc+ | RCiGij

| cosγcosα

 (6.10)

The position of a wire cross-section on the workpiece surface is visualized in Figure

6.16 in y − z plane, where the wire cross-section is asymmetrical around y axis due

to the wire wrap angle α. The chipping thickness hcu is orthogonal to the cutting

direction and perpendicular to RCiGij
.

The positions of cross-sections of a single wire wrap on the WWGW surface is

visualized in Figure 6.17.
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z'Gij
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Figure 6.16: Position of the wire cross-section Ci and the grain Gij in the plane
orthogonal to the cutting direction.

6.2.2 Grain Path and Grain Penetration

In the WWGW process, the path of an arbitrary grain on the wire surface can be

represented as a combination of a rotation and a transition as described in Subsection

4.1.1. The discrete motion of an arbitrary wire cross-section center C is shown in 2D

space in Figure 6.18. The point rotates around the coordinate system with its origin

at S, by the step angle θs in the counterclockwise direction and advances towards

the workpiece by the feed per motion step s, that is the product of the feed rate vf

and the time between two consecutive positions L/vc of point C.

The feed per motion step s can be expressed as:

s = (L/vc) vf (6.11)

where L is the distance between two consecutive positions of the grain and is defined

as L =| Rxy
SC | θs, where | Rxy

SC | is the magnitude of the position vector of the wire

cross-section C on the x − y plane and defined from the center S of the wheel

attached coordinate system. The feed per motion step s can further be written as:

s =
| Rxy

SC | θs
vc

vf (6.12)
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Figure 6.17: The cross-section positions of the simulation wire wrapped around the
WWGW.

Hence, the transformation matrix for the motion of a point on the wire surface is:

M
TR

=



cosθs −sinθs 0 0

sinθs cosθs 0 −s

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1


(6.13)

The position of an individual grain tip can be expressed as dot product of the

transformation matrix M
TR

and the grain position vector RSGij
:
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Figure 6.18: The motion step of an arbitrary wire cross-section center C.

R′SGij
=



cosθs −sinθs 0 0

sinθs cosθs 0 −s

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1





| RSCi
| cosθccosθz+ | RCiGij

| cosγsinα

| RSCi
| cosθcsinθz+ | RCiGij

| sinγ

| RSCi
| cosθc+ | RCiGij

| cosγcosα

1


(6.14)

or symbolically

R′SGij
= M

TR
·RSGij

(6.15)

where RSGij
is the starting position and R′SGij

is the end position of the grain

tip at the corresponding step. The fourth dimension in RSGij
is added for matrix

multiplication. Since θs >> θ′, advance step hs of the grain Gij onto the workpiece

can be approximated as:

hs =| R′xySGij
| − | Rxy

SGij
| (6.16)
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6.2.3 Definition of the Workpiece Geometry

For the sake of simplicity, the concave workpiece geometry in the WWGW process is

reduced to a flat model as described in Figure 6.19 where the dimensional parameters

that are required for the definition of the surfaces are given. The workpiece is

constructed of nodes in three directions with the node distances Lmw along its length,

Lnw along its width and Lzw along its depth. The node distances can be individually

defined for the desired resolution. For the simulation, the node spacing is set to

Lmw = 0.17 µm and Lnw = Lzw = 0.1 µm.

Lw

Ww

Lmw

Lnw

vc

vf
Lw Lnw

Lmw

WwWijk

i
kLzw

vc

vf

j

Figure 6.19: Concave and flat workpiece geometries and their respective node and
dimensional parameters.

The original concave workpiece geometry is necessary to determine the position and

penetration of each grain and acting forces on each angle position. The flat model

geometry is used to simulate contact between the grain and workpiece, hence the

material removal and grain wear.

Evaluation of the simulated workpiece surface can be done by evaluating the arith-

metic mean roughness parameter Ra and the root mean square roughness parameter

Rq:

Ra =
1

lm

∫ lm

0

| Z(x) | dx (6.17)

Rq =

√
1

lm

∫ lm

0

Z2(x)dx (6.18)

where lm is the evaluated distance and Z(x) is the point deviation from the reference

line.
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6.3 Material Removal Model

For a complete description of the material removal model considering the ductile and

brittle removal mechanims, three primary definitions are required: the intersection

area of the grain and workpiece, a criterion for the transition from ductile to brittle

material removal modes and the definition of the workpiece removal area geometry,

based on the active material removal mode.

The intersection area of the grain-workpiece contact depends on the wire topography,

grain geometry, grain path and the topography of the workpiece surface at the

respective contact position. The calculation of the contact area is based on the

kinematic model presented in Section 6.2, the details of the removal simulation are

presented in Chapter 8.

Following, a criterion defining the active material removal regime, namely the critical

chipping thickness hcu,crit is required. The critical chipping thickness model proposed

by Bifano [31] is reviewed in Subsection 2.2.3 and given in Eq. (2.1). The model

is developed based on the quasi-static indentation cases and based on the material

properties E, H, KIC and experimentally determined coefficient κc.

An experimental critical chipping thickness model is developed by employing several

single grain scratch tests conducted on the Scratch Test Setup, presented in Subsec-

tion 4.1.2. For the determination of a critical chipping thickness threshold, scratch

geometries are investigated for the present material removal modes. For each grain,

20 back to back scratches are done as shown in Figure 4.14b at the cutting speed of

10 m/s.

Sample analysis from two scratches with ductile material removal (Figure 6.20) and

brittle material removal (Figure 6.21) are given. For each, three arbitrary locations

along the cut, at the lowest points of the scratches and their respective cross-section

positions are indicated. In Figure 6.20, the scratch is considered ductile due to the

size and number of shelling along its length. Higher brittleness is observed from

right to the left side of the scratch (from point 3 with 0.266 µm removal depth to

point 1 with 0.545 µm removal depth). This observation can be validated through

the increasing cutting depths shown on the profile section plot below the image.

Figure 6.21 shows three highly brittle scratches with overlapping chipping areas.

Similarly, three random positions are measured to show the interrelation of cutting

depths and brittleness states of the scratches. In comparison to the ductile material
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Figure 6.20: Top: A sample scratch with ductile material removal with the onset of
brittle material removal mode. Bottom: Cross-section of the scratch with the indicated

depths of three positions on its length.

removal, higher cutting depths in the vicinity of 3 µm are measured, leading to

extended chipping.
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Figure 6.21: Top: Three scratches with brittle removal mode showing the overlapped
fracture areas along their length. Bottom: Cross-section of the scratch with the indicated

depths of three positions on its length.

A complete range of scratches showing the transition from ductile to brittle material

removal is presented in Figure 6.22, where the color coded and real color Alicona

IFM images are given on top and the median depths of the scratches given in the

lower part. As brittle material removal is increasing from left to right of the figure,

depth of the scratches, amount and size of chipping along the scratch lengths are

increasing. The stochastic distribution of the material break-outs clearly show that

in addition to the grain penetration and geometry, further effects such as dimensional

inaccuracies, vibrations and/or material inhomogenities are present and influence

the size and extent of fracture.
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Figure 6.22: A full range of scratches showing the transition from ductile to brittle
material removal and the median scratch depths increasing as the brittle removal mode is

more evident.

Five categories are defined in the range of ductile to completely brittle material

removal based on the median scratch depths. Figure 6.23 presents sample scratches

from experiments and analysis result of 86 scratches of 6 grains with varying geome-

tries. The size and extend of the scratches are considered for the determination of

the removal mode. It can be stated that ductile to brittle transition starts in the

vicinity of 1.15 µm cutting depth.
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Figure 6.23: Left: A range of scratches for the definition of ductile, transition, brittle,
highly brittle and completely brittle removal of Si workpiece. Right: The range of max.

scratch depths for each removal mode.
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Finally, definition of the workpiece groove dimensions based on the active material

removal mode shall be introduced. In the case of ductile material removal regime,

a widely used assumption is that the removed workpiece cross-section area in the

direction orthogonal to the cutting direction is equal to the projection area of a grain

in the same direction. Hence, the penetrated grain geometry is mapped onto the

workpiece surface. However, in the brittle material removal case, a higher amount

of material is removed due to lateral cracks propagating to the workpiece surface.

Determination of the crack sizes and the cross-section of the scratch in brittle ma-

chining mode is a highly complex problem. Developed models on this topic are fo-

cused on quasi-static cases of indentation with ideally sharp grain geometries. The

static and quasi-static indentation hardness tests became the benchmark method for

the determination of fracture characteristics of brittle materials [10]. The theoreti-

cal basis is discussed in Subsection 2.2.1. However, in the case of abrasive removal,

variety of grain geometries, change in grain geometry due to wear, dynamic effects

and influence of the workpiece crystallographic orientation results in further com-

plexities. Meyer [162] states that the high strain rate in dynamic cases which is

several orders of magnitude higher than the static indentation events, result in the

change of material behavior significantly, also resulting in a considerable rise in tem-

perature. Moreover, it should be noted that during scratching, the motion is in the

direction parallel to the surface; and in the case of indentation, it is in the direction

of the surface normal. In any case, the indentation method provides a widely ap-

plied and useful tool to estimate the fracture sizes in scratching of brittle materials

as demonstrated by [15,218,219,227]. The presented brittle material removal model

aims to transfer the reported crack system to abrasive scratching.

The cross-section of the workpiece showing the median/radial and lateral crack

systems for brittle solids is shown in Figure 6.24a and illustrated for the case of

grain scratching in Figure 6.24b. A peak point load Fn is applied onto the indenter

with an included angle 2ψ in the direction normal to the surface. The load Fn

and dimension cg define the extend of the force and resultant contact between the

indenter and surface.

The lateral cracks denoted in Figure 6.24 are responsible with the material removal

in the brittle regime and the length cl of the lateral crack shows the location where

it meets the workpiece surface. A compliance relation for the central deformation

zone is developed by Marshall [155]. It is suggested that the thickness of material hp

above the crack plane can be approximated by the depth of the plastic zone, where

lateral cracks are originated from. The boundary of the half-circle shaped plastic

zone is then approximated by [155]:
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Figure 6.24: (a) Plastic zone, lateral and median cracks resultant of Vickers
indentation [155]. (b) Schematics of an abrasive grain removing material from the

workpiece surface [32].

hp ≈ cp ≈
[
(E/H)1/2(cotψ)1/3(Fn/H)1/2

]
(6.19)

The case of Vicker’s indentation of brittle materials is transferred to grinding by

Bifano [32] to establish a relationship between the specific grinding energy and

depth of cut. It is suggested that the there is a power-law relationship between the

lateral crack length cl and the grain penetration depth hcu and the diameter of the

plastic zone is approximately equal to cl. The relationship between the depth hp of

the plastic zone and grain penetration depth hcu is proposed by [32]:

hp ≈ h4/3cu (6.20)

The equilibrium crack size cl is calculated as a function of the applied load, defined

in [155]:

cl = cL
[
1− (F0/Fn)1/4

]1/2
(6.21)

where cL is called the limiting crack function and F0 is the apparent threshold load

which is defined in [155]:

F0 = (ζ0/A
1/2)(cotψ−2/3)(K4

IC/H
3)(E/H) (6.22)

where ζ0 and A are dimensionless constants independent of the material pair. The

value of A and ζ0 have been estimated by [155]. For the relative sizes of the lateral

and radial cracks, A = 3(1−ν2)/4π for a full-plate approximation (lateral>>radial),
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A = 0.75 for a quarter-plate approximation (lateral<radial); and ζ0 = 1200 for all

cases.

The limiting crack function is derived by [155]:

cL =

{(
ζL
A1/2

)
(cotψ)5/6

[(
E

H

)3/4

/KICH
1/4

]}1/2

Fn
5/8 (6.23)

where ζL is another dimensionless constant independent of the material pair and is

given as ζL = 0.025.

It is now essential to evaluate the presented model in dynamic conditions. To de-

termine the conditions on the Si surface and identify crack sizes in brittle mode

machining, several scratch tests are conducted with grains of varying geometries.

The scratching experiments are conducted with six diamond grains performing 86

consecutive scratches using the methodology described in Subsection 4.1.2. Four of

the grains are presented in Figure 6.25, where 3D geometries are shown together

with their cross-sections orthogonal to the cutting direction. The grain geometries

vary in dimension and shape.
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Figure 6.25: Four grains that are used to determine the relationship between the grain
geometries and material removal volume: (a) dull grains (b) sharp grains.

The median profile of a scratch averaged over a distance of 700 µm is presented in

Figure 6.26a. The scratch depth hsc is assumed to be equal to the depth of plastic

zone hp in Figure 6.24. The lateral crack size cl is indicated. The groove cross-

section area is the area confined with the groove boundary and the surface reference

passing at y = 0. The dimensions of a representative grain is given in Figure 6.26b.

The grain penetration depth hcu, its width at the penetrated distance cg and the

penetrated area Acu are indicated.
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Figure 6.26: (a) Median profile of a brittle scratch. The red outline denotes the original
scratch geometry and the blue plot has the indicated aspect ratio. (b) Dimensions of the

cross-section of the grain responsible.

The fractured workpiece cross-section area Af in the direction of cut can be best

approximated with an ellipse with the radii cl and hsc:

Af =
cl · hsc · π

2
(6.24)

Mechanical properties of sc-Si and single-crystal diamond are presented in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Mechanical properties of sc-Si and Type IIa single-crystal diamond at 300 K.

sc-Si Diamond

Elastic modulus E [GPa] 162 [181] 910-1250 [163]

Hardness H [GPa] 10 60-100 [163]

Fracture toughness KIC [MPa
√
m] 0.6 3.4-5 [67]

Poisson’s ratio ν [−] 0.278 [25] 0.10-0.29 [163]

Figure 6.27 shows the measurements of the lateral crack lengths cl of the scratches

conducted with 6 individual diamonds, plotted as a function of the grain penetra-

tion depth hcu, and the outputs of the proposed brittle material removal model.

The model employs the initial penetrated grain cross-sections measured with the

MATLAB code and half-included tip angles that are assumed to be 60◦ at all times.

The normal force in Eqs. (6.21) and (6.23) are calculated using the modified Kienzle

force model (Eq. (6.30)), to be introduced in Section 6.4. The influence of grain

wear from the consecutive scratches is ignored.
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Figure 6.27: The lengths of lateral cracks from scratching experiments estimated with the
develeoped model and the model fit.

Figure 6.28 shows the model fit and simulated crack dimensions for individual grains.

The correlation between penetration depths and the corresponding lateral crack

lengths show the same trend with the model fit. However, as the result of variations

in grain and contact dimensions i.e. the ratio of grain penetration depth to the

width of penetration, grain sharpness or grain wear, the removal area varies at the

same penetration depths. For example grain 4 results in shorter lateral cracks in

comparison to grain 3 at the same penetration depths.

Figure 6.28: Simulated lateral crack lengths for individual grains and the model fit.
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The lateral crack length as a function of the grain penetration depth can be estimated

as:

cl = 18.976 · h0.3425cu (6.25)

6.4 Force Model

Forces in metal cutting can be determined by modifying the empirical relationship

that was established by Kienzle [109]:

Fc = kc1.1 · bcu · h1−mc
cu (6.26)

where bcu and hcu are the cut width and undeformed chip thickness respectively,

kc1.1 is the specific cutting force required to remove a chip of width bcu = 1 mm and

depth of hcu = 1 mm, and mc is a parameter depending on the workpiece material

and must be determined experimentally. The equation is originally developed for

single-point cutting processes and the complexity associated with the interaction

geometries between the abrasive grains and workpiece makes determination of the

cut width and depth impossible. Thus, a modification of the Kienzle equation is

proposed. The specific cutting force is defined as the ratio of the cutting force and

removed chip cross-section area:

kc =
Fc

Acu

(6.27)

Kienzle [110] determined the main value of the kc in the model where bcu = hcu = 1 mm

and Acu = 1 mm2. Considering the specific cutting force is strongly dependent on

the cutting area, it can be written that:

kc =
kc1
Amc

cu

(6.28)

where kc1 is the specific cutting force corresponding to the removal area of 1 µm2.

The relationship between kc and Acu can be determined empirically. Figure 6.29

shows the force measurement results of 82 scratches conducted with 6 grains with

varying geometries, plotted in a double logarithmic scale. The corresponding linear
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equation can be written as:

log(kc) = −mc · log(Acu) + log(kc1) (6.29)

where kc is in [N/µm2], Acu is in [µm2] and mc is non-dimensional.

Figure 6.29: Top: Correlation between the specific cutting force kc and cutting area Acu.
Bottom: Correlation between the specific cutting force kc and cutting area Acu in double

logarithmic scale.

The comparison of the specific cutting force kc1 and material constant mc at the

cutting speeds of 10 and 20 m/s is presented in Figure 6.30. The regression results

show that at the cutting speed of 10 m/s, kc1 = 0.1135 N/µm2 and mc = 0.721; and

at the cutting speed of 20 m/s, kc1 = 0.0647 N/µm2 and mc = 0.558 are determined

as the model coefficients. It is evident that, at a lower cutting speed, the cutting
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force will be higher at the same depth of cut, which can be mainly explained with the

fracturing properties of silicon. The brittle removal mode is dominant at the higher

cutting speed, which means that for the timely average, which the force measurement

platform does, the force relief after crack initiation brings the averaged force down.

Figure 6.30: Comparison of the specific cutting force kc and cutting area Acu at vc = 10
and 20 m/s.

Combining Eqs. (6.27) and (6.28), the cutting force Fc,i of grain i at time t then

can be written as:

Fc,i(t) = kc1 · A1−mc
cu,i (t) (6.30)

where Acu,i [µm2] is the cutting area of grain i.The total cutting forces acting at

time t is the sum of the forces acting on individual grains and can be expressed as:

Fc(t) =
n∑

i=1

Fc,i(t) (6.31)

where n is the number of active grains at time t. The normal force acting on the

grain i can be approximated by:

Fn,i =
Fc,i

εf
(6.32)

where εf is the grinding force ratio between Fn and Fc and determined empirically.
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A further description is required to compare the modeled forces to the forces mea-

sured with the force sensor due to the differences in directions as schematically

described in Figure 6.31. Initially a conversion is required for the simulated normal

forces of the grains on wire cross-section peripheral:

F s
n = F s0

n · cos(γs) (6.33)

where F s
n and F s0

n are the normal forces acting on the grain and γs is expressed as:

γs =| 3π/2− γ | (6.34)

To convert the simulated force to measured ones, it can be shown that:

F k
c


F s
c · cos(βs)− F s

n · sin(βs), βs < 3π/2

F s
c · cos(βs) + F s

n · sin(βs), βs > 3π/2

(6.35)

F k
n


F s
c · sin(βs) + F s

n · cos(βs), βs < 3π/2

F s
n · cos(βs)− F s

c · sin(βs), βs > 3π/2

(6.36)

where F s0
c and F s0

n are the force components of individual grains in the coordinate

system of the cutting contact, while F k
c and F k

n are the components transformed to

the coordinate system of the dynamometer platform and βs = 3π/2− θz.
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Figure 6.31: Transformation of force components from the local cutting contact
coordinate system to the coordinate system of the force measuring platform.
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The specific energy of chip formation can be determined through employing the

force model to evaluate the influence of various cutting speeds on the specific energy

of chip formation in identical chip thicknesses. The specific energy can be expressed

as:

u =
Fc · vc

hcu · bcu · vf
(6.37)

where u is the specific energy, vc is the cutting speed, hcu is the undeformed chip

thickness, bcu is the cut width and vf is the feed rate. The numerator in Eq. (6.37) is

the power and the denominator is the volumetric material removal rate for a single

grain. Assuming a rectangular grain edge, Eq. (6.30) takes the form:

Fc = kc1 · (hcu · bcu)1−mc (6.38)

Combining Eqs. (6.30) and 6.37, the specific energy u can be written as:

u =
kc1 · (hcu · bcu)−mc · vc

vf
(6.39)

Through employing the specific cutting forces and exponents determined for the

cutting speeds of 10 m/s (kc1 = 0.1135 N/µm2, mc = 0.721) and 20 m/s (kc1 =

0.0647 N/µm2, mc = 0.558), and setting bcu = 2 µm and vf = 1.8 mm/min,

Figure 6.32 presents the influence of varying cutting speeds on the specific energy

of chip formation.

It can be seen that as the undeformed chip thickness increases, lower amount of

energy is required to remove the same volume of Si material due to the size effect at

both cutting speeds. The model suggests that with increasing cutting speeds, power

increases. On the other hand, the single grain scratch tests show that process forces

decrease with increasing cutting speeds for Si material. Hence it can be stated that

an increase in the cutting speed has a greater influence on power than it has on the

process forces, which results in an increase in the specific energy of chip formation

when the undeformed chip thickness is higher than a certain value. In addition,

below a certain value, where ductile material removal is more evident, the behavior

reverses which may be the result of the change in material removal mechanism. It

should be noted that the model doesn’t distinguish the process forces for ductile

and brittle material removal regimes, but rather suggests an average force.
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Figure 6.32: Comparison of the specific energy of chip formation in identical undeformed
chip thicknesses at vc = 10 and 20 m/s.
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Chapter 7

Wear

“Wear is not a material property. It is a system response.”

— Raymond G. Bayer,
Mechanical Wear Prediction and Prevention, 1994

The following chapter considers the wear phenomenon in diamond wire sawing of

silicon based on the WWGW process, through experimental analysis and theoretical

description of the wear mechanisms, influencing parameters and developed models.

A detailed review of the abrasive grain wear and wear modeling approaches in abra-

sive machining processes are introduced in Subsection 2.4.3 of the Literature Review

Chapter. The most influential wear parameters can be stated as:

• Properties of the abrasive grain

• Properties of the work material

• Characteristics of the bond and size of the grain-bond interface

• Sliding distance, time of contact

• Cutting speed

• Contact stress

• Temperature in the cutting zone

• Amount, efficiency and type of coolant

The influence of these parameters makes the abrasive grain wear a highly complex

issue, as well as the complexities resulted from the kinematics of the abrasive pro-

cess itself. In this direction, the wear shall be studied as a system, considering its

parameters and their dependencies as simple as possible.
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It is the primary concern to determine the dominant wear mechanisms and their

influencing elements for the modeling of abrasive grain wear. A reasonable approach

is to identify the wear mechanisms and when possible, to isolate the influencing

parameters for a definitive understanding of their effects. A relevant model that

explains the wear behavior shall be defined, based on the approaches discussed

previously in the Literature Review Chapter 2. In addition, definition of the wear

criteria are required for the identified wear modes in order to simulate the wear.

7.1 Evaluation of the Wear Mechanisms

For the determination of the wear mechanisms and the wear progress, an initial

set of experiments is conducted at the wire speed of 50 m/s and the feed rate

of 0.9 mm/min with Asahi 12-25 standard concentration wire with 140 µm core

diameter. The results are discussed in Section 5.4 where the wear of individual grains

are evaluated by investigating the grain geometry, protrusion, base area and volume.

Identified wear modes are addressed and deviation of the process forces throughout

the wire lifetime are shown. The evaluation of wear is conducted with the Wire

Analysis Software which is introduced in Subsection 4.3.1 on the samples taken with

the imprinting method described in Subsection 4.2.4. The initial experiments show

that the reduction of the grain protrusion and volume can be explained with the

power-law behavior (Figure 5.13). The primary wear modes identified in diamond

wire sawing of silicon are the grain dulling/rounding off edges, fracture of diamonds

and grain pullouts mainly at the end of the wire lifetime.

For the validation of the wear model that is presented in Section 7.2, experiments are

conducted on the WWGW setup at the wire speeds of 30 and 60 m/s and the feed

rate of 1.8 mm/min. Asahi 12-25 standard concentration wire with 120 µm core

diameter is used for the experiments and the same sampling and analysis methods

are used for the experiments as for the initial wear tests. Figure 7.1 shows the

increments on the workpiece positions where wire topography samples are taken

and workpiece surfaces are measured.

It is evident that the wear behavior differs throughout the abrasive tool lifetime

and wear occurs in different forms and also in combination. In the initial phase,

the grains with higher protrusion will take the initial load and lead to failure as

stated by [242]. Further, grain fracture which can be explained as the result of high

stresses acting on the grains due to mechanical or thermal effects and/or presence of

cracks in the abrasive grain takes place. Fracture occurs when the induced stresses
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Figure 7.1: Sampling points along the wheel depth over the silicon workpiece.

exceed the grains’ rupture strength and results in micro- and macro-breakouts from

the abrasive grain surface; and it is considered comparable to the undeformed chip

thickness [76].

A continuous wear of the diamond grain is possible through micro-breakouts from

its surface with fracturing and rounding/dulling of the grain edges. The distinction

between micro- and macro-fractures lays on the size of the separation from the

grain’s surface and depends on the contact conditions between the grain and the

workpiece as well as the characteristics of the diamond. However, determination of

the diamond breaking strength is not an elementary issue and depends on several

parameters such as the form, homogeneity, crystallographic orientation, inclusions

etc. Figure 7.2 shows two grains which experienced micro-fractures together with

their color coded images. The locations of the separation are indicated with red

arrows. It is evident that the grain micro-fracture occurs at the grain peaks, where

the initial contact happens.
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Figure 7.2: Two grains with micro-fracture wear. Real color Alicona IFM images shown
on left, color coded images shown on the right.

Examples of two grains with macro-fracture wear are presented in Figure 7.2. The

real Alicona IFM and color coded images are shown on top and the maximum of

the grain cross-sections orthogonal to the cutting direction, effective in material

removal are given below each grain image and the fractured grain parts are shown.

The breakouts occur at the highest grain cross-sections leading to a reduction of

grain protrusion. As well as micro-breakouts, it is not an elementary task to predict

the direction or size of macro-breakouts.
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Figure 7.3: Two grains with macro-fracture wear are shown. Real color Alicona IFM
images shown on left, color coded images shown on right; the maximum of the

cross-sections orthogonal to the cutting direction are shown below.

The grain pullout depends on the embedded grain area, bonding strength and the

stresses acting on the grain. It is evident that a pullout may occur at the initial

stages of the wear as well as towards the end of the wire lifetime. Grain pullout

happens when the acting force is larger than the grain retention force and the grain

breakout is prevented due to its high grain strength. When the grain retention

force is low, the abrasive grain is pulled out before reaching the end of its lifetime,

resulting in efficiency loss [99]. On the other hand, always some grains are not

sufficiently attached to the wire and those break out prematurely. However, grain

dulling, is a continuous wear type. As a result of dulling the stresses acting on grains

will increase and eventually lead to grain pullouts or macro-fracture.

An incident of grain pullout from the scratching experiments is shown in Figure 7.4,

where the initial and final states of the grain are shown on the left with real color

Alicona IFM and color coded images; and the grain cross sections of the two states

orthogonal to the cutting direction are shown on the right. Through investigating

the pre-scratch grain and void geometries, it is possible to establish a criterion for

the grain pullout.

7.2 Wear Model

The initial phase of the diamond wire wear can be defined in two parts: wear of the

bond over the abrasive grain (bonding material caps), which is rapid compared to the

diamond wire wear; and the initial phase of diamond wear, where the load is borne by

grain asperities. However, the wear of bonding material caps should be distinguished

from the bonding wear, where the latter is responsible for grain retention. In the
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Figure 7.4: (a) Real color Alicona IFM and color coded images of initial and pulled out
grain from a grain scratching experiment. (b)-top: Initial grain profile orthogonal to the
cutting direction. (b)-bottom: Pulled out grain profile orthogonal to the cutting direction.

second phase, the wire topography reaches a more even grain protrusion height

distribution and the load is distributed among the abrasive grains, leading to a

more stable wear behavior. The abrasive grain wear progress can be expressed in the

direction of the model developed by Takeyama [201], stating the relation of the wear

rate and temperature, based on the reaction rates with an Arrhenius-type equation

(Eq. (2.7)), the contact-based wear model developed by Usui [212], which considers

the stresses acting on the grain, sliding distance and contact temperature (Eq. (2.8))

and by Jiang [104], who considers the sliding distance, cutting force, cutting speed

and temperature effects in Eq. (2.9), in a similar manner to Takeyama [201]:

dW

dt
= K · Fc(t) · vc · e

(
−

Ea

Rg · Tf

)
(7.1)

where dW/dt [mm3/s] is the time dependent wear, K [mm3/Nm] is the wear coef-

ficient, Fc(t) [N ] is the cutting force acting on the grain at time t, vc [m/s] is the

cutting speed, Tf [K] is the flash temperature at the grain tip, Ea is the activation

energy and Rg is the universal gas constant.

The exponential term (Ea/Rg ·Tf ) comes from the Arrhenius equation that describes

the effect of temperature on reaction rates. The term Ea/Rg depends on the contact

characteristics of the two materials and can be assumed to be constant with limited

variations in the contact conditions [213]. The term Ea/Rg can be replaced by a

constant B that represents the temperature dependent effects and the probability

of occurrence of a wear event [125]. In the case of diamond wire wear, in the initial

wear phase, the wear of bonding material caps is rather rapid compared to the

diamond wear. The assumption of constant contact conditions is reasonable, if the

long duration of the wear progress is considered.
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The alteration of the grain geometry with progressing wear and some parameters

for the description of wear are presented in Figure 7.5. The initial grain penetration

depth h0 is changing with the time dependent wear W (t), leading to a decrease in

grain protrusion height.

h0W(t)

wg

Acut

vf

vc

Figure 7.5: Grain wear parameters required for the wear calculation and the change of
the orthogonal grain area.

The cutting force in Eq. (7.1) is changing with time and requires modification with

progressing wear. The increase of load on grain is the result of grain dulling. With

increasing time of contact, the grain gets duller, leading to an increase in the stress

acting on the grain. The increasing load with progressing wear can be expressed with

the increasing specific cutting force kc1, an approach implemented by Wegener [223]

and Kuffa [120]. Using the modified Kienzle force model given in Eq. (6.30), the

evolution of the cutting force can be expressed as:

Fc(t) = kc1 ·
(

1 +M · W (t)

hlim

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k′c1

·Acut(t)
(1−mc) (7.2)

where k′c1 is the modified specific cutting force, M is a coefficient considering the

dulling characteristics of the edge and hlim is the grain wear limit. The value of hlim

denotes the average maximum grain protrusion height loss reached at the end of the

wire lifetime, where the wire lifetime is defined by the user based on the process

requirements. Considering the grain width wg as constant over the wear progress,

the change in the development of the orthogonal grain area can be written as:

Acut(t)
(1−mc) = [(h0 −W (t)) · wg]

(1−mc) (7.3)

Hence, the time dependent cutting force Fc(t) is defined through:

Fc(t) = kc1 ·
(

1 +M · W (t)

hlim

)
· [(h0 −W (t)) · wg]

(1−mc) (7.4)
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The wear model in Eq. (7.1) therefore takes the form:

dW

dt
= K · vc · e

(
−
B

Tf

)
· kc1 ·

(
1 +M · W (t)

hlim

)
· [(h0 −W (t)) · wg]

(1−mc) (7.5)

As 0 < mc < 1, using binomial expansion, the term (h0 −W (t))(1−mc) is:

(h0 −W (t))(1−mc) = h
(1−mc)
0

∞∑
n=0

 1−mc

n


 −W (t)

h0


n

(7.6)

The differential equation in Eq. (7.5) doesn’t have an analytical solution and can

be solved numerically using MATLAB’s ODE solver.

The wear coefficient K is originated from Archard’s famous work on wear [11] and

is defined in various ways in the literature depending on the derivation of the re-

spective wear equation. Several interpretations of the wear coefficient are discussed

in Subsection 2.4.3. Here, it is also useful to note that the published values differ by

1000% because they are measured under different conditions and as it is a strongly

simplified equation, where a lot of influences are buried in K, the conditions must

be exactly comparable. There are no established standard methods for testing and

the coefficients from different research varies significantly [174,236].

Nevertheless, the wear coefficient aims to define the wear phenomenon of the ele-

ments in contact under the same process conditions. The physical interpretation of

the coefficient as “efficiency of the material removal for the amount of work done” is

adequate in this case. Based on the interpretation by Archard, the wear coefficient

can be defined as:

K =
Vw

Fc · Ls

(7.7)

where K [mm3/Nm] is the wear coefficient, Vw [mm3] is the volumetric wear of the

softer material, Fc [N ] is the measured cutting force acting on the grain and Ls [m]

is the sliding distance. This interpretation is based on the macro wear analysis

and considers the influence of the cutting speed and feed rate on Ls (i.e. with
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increasing wire speed and decreasing feed rate the distance traveled by the wire

grain increases); and the influence of wire properties (i.e. number of kinematically

active grains, grain penetration area) on the cutting force Fc. The material removal

volume in the WWGW process can be calculated with Eq. (4.9). Through this

definition, the wear coefficient is useful to distinguish the abrasive wear affected by

the process parameters within the same tribological system.

The empirical wear coefficient K is identified through WWGW experiments con-

ducted at the wire speeds of 30 and 60 m/s and the feed rate of 1.8 mm/min with

Asahi 12-25 standard concentration wire with 120 µm core diameter. Figure 7.6

shows the material removal volume as a function of the work done. The slopes of

linear curve fits indicate the wear coefficients at two wire speeds under the same ex-

perimental conditions. It should be noted that the linear curve fits don’t necessarily

explain the physical phenomenon behind the wear coefficient, but rather distinguish

its effects at different wire speeds; and only valid at the range it is measured.

Figure 7.6: Material removal volume as a function of the work done.

The wear coefficients for each wire speed are then calculated as K30 = 1.41 mm3/Nm

and K60 = 0.87 mm3/Nm. It should be noted that the values are based on volu-

metric removal and should be modified with workpiece dimensions when the grain

edge wear is considered.

An additional description is required to define the wear of bonding that is responsible

for the grain retention forces. The measurement of the grain-bond interface area and

the cutting force acting on the grain allow an approximation of a kind of bonding

strength. The criterion for bonding strength is also almost independent of the

grain size when only grain pullout is considered [43]. The bonding strength can be
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approximated as:

τp =
Fc

Ab

(7.8)

where Fc is the cutting force and Ab is the interface area between the embedded

grain section and the bond. Describing the grain as an embedded cylinder, the

interface area can be expressed as:

Ab = 2π · rg · hb (7.9)

where hb is the height of the grain below the surface of the bonding material.

Three grain pullouts are observed in the single grain scratch tests that are conducted

on the Scratch Test Setup (Subsection 4.1.2). The measured values are tabulated

in Table 7.1. The radius rg measured through the approximation of a cylindrical

grain geometry, presented in Figure 7.7 for grain 3. The real color Alicona IFM and

color coded images show the position and measured radius of the single grain. The

interface area Ab is calculated using Eq. 7.9. The average limit load for the grain

pullout is calculated as τp = 591± 101 MPa.

Table 7.1: Measurements on the pulled out grains in scratch tests.

Grain 1 Grain 2 Grain 3

Embedded height hb [µm] 20.3 7.3 8.8

Protruded height hg [µm] 7.8 8.2 11.3

Radius rg [µm] 11.4 10.0 14.0

Interface area Ab [µm2] 1454.06 458.67 774.09

Cutting force at the pullout point Fc [N ] 0.77 0.34 0.38

Bonding strength τp [MPa] 529 743 500

A further grain pullout criterion can be established by estimating the grain retention

forces, as a function of the penetrating grain height and the embedded grain height.

Figure 7.8 schematically presents the configuration of a grain on the wire with its

bonded (embedded) and penetrating areas. The grain section that is embedded in

the nickel bond hb, the protruding grain height hg and the grain section active in

material removal hcu are shown in Figure 7.8a.
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Figure 7.7: Real color Alicona IFM and color coded images of pre- and post-scratch
states of Grain 3 given in Table 7.1. Measured grain radius with the approximation of a

cylindrical grain geometry is shown with dashed lines.
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Figure 7.8: The parameters of the embedded grain height hb, protruding grain height hg
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The forces acting on the grain body are shown in Figure 7.8b. The cutting force

Fc is in the direction opposite to the cutting direction and the locations of the

concentrated grain retention forces Fr are shown. For the equilibrium condition in

x-direction and the moment around point O, it can be written that:

∑
Fx = Fc − Fc + Fr − Fr = 0∑

MO = −Fr
5hb

6
+ Fc

hb

2
+ Fr

hb

6
+ Fc · hg = 0

(7.10)

The force limit for grain pullout then can be defined as:

Fr = Fc
6hg + 3hb

4hb
(7.11)

Using the same single grains tabulated on Table 7.1, the limit retention force for

grain pullout is measured as F lim
r = 0.96 ± 0.093 N . The determined bonding

strength τp and the limit retention force F lim
r with the simplification of a cylindrical
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grain with an axis orthogonal to the cutting speed are used as the pullout criteria

for a single grain.

However, the criterion for grain pullout further requires the definition for the wear

of bonding matrix responsible with holding the abrasive elements, to be able to

determine the change in grain retention forces. The definition is possible through

evaluating the change of the area enveloping the bases of abrasive structures (cluster

or grain). The grain is initially enveloped by the bonding material on and around

the grain (Figure 5.2). The reduction of the bonding matrix holding the grain is

visualized in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.13b shows the experimental results concerning

the change in the average base area as a function of cumulative material removal.

The change of the average base areas shows two distinct behaviors: at the beginning,

the area experience almost-zero deviation from its initial state. With the increasing

material removal volume, the filler material around the abrasives responsible with

the retention is eventually exposed to the process and starts to wear rapidly, thereby

reducing the base bonded area. As the filler material around the abrasive grains is

being removed, the risk of occurrence of grain pullouts increase.

The relationship observed in Figure 5.13b between the grain protrusion height and

the bonding matrix can be defined, so that the threshold of rapid bond wear is deter-

mined by the grain protrusion height change. Figure 7.9 presents this relationship.

The x-axis shows the percentage reduction in grain protrusion, where 0 shows the

initial state (100% of the grain protrusion height) and 1 shows a complete loss of

grain protrusion or a pullout. The y-axis shows the state of the bonding in percent-

age that is responsible with grain retention, which has the initial value shown as 1

(100% of the bonding). When 80% of the grain protrusion is lost, the rapid wear of

the bonding starts, hence grain pullout is more likely due to the reduction in grain

retention forces.

The state of grain bonding can then be defined as:

hb,% =


0.0571 · hg,r,% + 1.0119, hg,r,% < 0.8

−5.1188 · hg,r,% + 5.1462, hg,r,% ≥ 0.8

(7.12)

where hb,% is the state of grain bonding and hg,r,% is the reduction of grain protrusion

height, in percentages.
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Figure 7.9: Percentage change in the bonding height as a function of the percentage
change in abrasive protrusion height.

To determine the wear behavior, the time that it takes to reach the grain wear

limit should be known and can be determined from the experiments presented in

Section 7.1. At the feed rate of 1.8 mm/min, the average cutting time is around

154 min to wear 4.60 µm of grain height at 30 m/s wire speed; and 3.86 µm of grain

height at 60 m/s wire speed. However, for the wear calculation based on Eq. (7.5),

only the grain-workpiece contact time and not the rotation time shall be considered,

which can be calculated from the wheel-workpiece contact geometry.

Considering a square grain shape, applying the experimentally determined values

of the coefficients K, kc1,mc, an average value flash temperature of Tf = 1500 K

and setting M = 0.01, h0 = 4.60 µm for 30 m/s wire speed and h0 = 3.85 µm

for 60 m/s wire speed, the wear progress can be plotted over the process time as

shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11. The asymptotic behavior of the wear propagation is

due to the preset values of hcu and hlim, which represents the total protrusion wear

measured in the experiments.

The wear model in Eq. (7.5) represents an average wire wear condition, where only

the wear progress of grains that are active at the beginning of the wire lifetime are

considered. In reality, grain pullouts and activation of previously inactive grains

will have an influence on the process. It should also be noted that the presented

model validation considers a case where an initial grain penetration depth of h0 is set

and progressing wear of the abrasive particle is simulated to a point where h0 = 0.

The best practice to simulate the real case can be achieved through conducting

simulations that consider the time dependent state of individual grains with varying
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geometries and step advance of the grain onto the workpiece, and is presented in

Chapter 8.

Figure 7.10: Comparison of the grain wear from the wear experiments and model at
vc = 30 m/s, vf = 1.8 mm/min.

Figure 7.11: Comparison of the grain wear from the wear experiments and model at
vc = 60 m/s, vf = 1.8 mm/min.
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7.3 Temperature Model

In mechanical removal, the highest share of the input energy is transformed to ther-

mal energy [210]. Kennedy [108] states that 95% of the energy dissipation happens

in the top of the bodies in contact and according to Kato [106], virtually all of

this energy is converted to heat at the grain-workpiece interface. The energy cre-

ated during the short contact time leads to high temperatures at the grain, called

the flash temperatures [12]. In grinding, the time of contact of a grain on a point

of the workpiece is in the range of 1 µs, hence the interaction can be defined as

near-adiabatic. However in wire sawing, the presence of long contact lengths em-

phasizes the influence of temperature effects. In either case, it is evident that the

temperatures in the cutting zone have great influence on the abrasive grain wear

and workpiece surface quality, therefore are of major importance.

For this work, flash temperatures at the grain tips are measured with single grain

scratch tests using the Fire-3 two-color fiber optic pyrometer introduced in Subsec-

tion 4.2.3. Abrasive grains that are geometrically isolated on the wire surface are

used for the experiments and consecutive scratches are conducted with each grain.

Flash temperatures from individual scratches are measured. Figure 7.12 shows the

voltage readings from the two fibers of different wavelengths where each peak cor-

responds to a single scratch.

Figure 7.12: Voltage readings from the two colors of the pyrometer.

The corresponding measured temperatures are shown in Figure 7.13. The raw mea-

surement data is presented on top, where a very high noise-to-signal ratio necessi-

tates defining a threshold voltage value for the identification of the measured tem-

peratures. In this case, a threshold value of 0.1 V is applied.
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A useful observation is presented in Figure 7.13b and Figure 7.13c, where measured

temperatures of brittle and ductile scratches are presented. In both graphs, the

grain starts its penetration from the left side and the contact ends at the right

side of the plot. The middle part of the plot shows the state at the maximum

grain penetration. In the case of brittle material removal, as the penetration depth

increases, rate of fracture increases, the grain-workpiece interface area reduces and

lower temperatures are measured at the grain tip. In the ductile material removal

case, a higher share of energy is dissipated in the form of thermal energy, leading to

a temperature increase as the grain penetration increases.
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Figure 7.13: (a) Plot of the raw temperature data. (b) Measured temperatures of an
individual brittle scratch. (c) Measured temperatures of an individual ductile scratch.
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The problem of flash temperatures at the grain tip can be described as the distri-

bution of the energy produced in the contact area through relative sliding of the

grain and workpiece. The total heat generated Qt is distributed as Qg to the grain,

Qw to the workpiece, Qch to the chip, and Qf to the coolant. However, the share

of heat annihilated by the chips is limited [180] and much smaller in comparison

to the heat conduction to the grain and workpiece, hence Qch can be neglected.

Moreover, in the contact region, temperatures are far higher than the coolant boil-

ing temperature, limiting the convection effects in the cutting zone [88]. The effect

of the cooling fluid is hence restricted to cooling of the tool outside the contact

region [178]. Further, the scratch tests are conducted without coolant and in the

WWGW process, the coolant is applied outside the grinding zone (Figure 4.1). The

total heat rate generated per unit area per unit time q̇t is then shared between the

grain and workpiece:

q̇t = q̇g + q̇w (7.13)

where q̇ = Q/A⊥, and A⊥ is the orthogonal grain area in the direction normal to

the workpiece surface. The total heat rate generated is:

q̇t =
Fc · vrel
A⊥

(7.14)

where the cutting force Fc is acting on the grain parallel to the relative sliding

velocity vrel.

The problem is then reduced to the determination of the share of the produced heat

to the workpiece and to the diamond grain. The condition on the workpiece side can

be defined as a stationary heat source on a moving body, as schematically described

in Figure 7.14. The heat source (grain) is stationary with the origin of the fixed

coordinate system (x, y, z) and the semi-infinite body is sliding at z = 0 with a

constant velocity vrel with the coordinate system (x’, y’, z’) attached to its body.

A significant simplification of the solution is to assume steady-state heat flow instead

of a transient condition. The time frame until the steady-state conditions are reached

were studied by Bhushan [26], to find that the flash temperature reaches its steady-

state after a sliding distance of 1.25 times the length of the source. Further, for

a moving circular heat source, Yevtushenko [240] stated that the temperature at

the contact zone reaches 87% of its steady-state almost instantly. The transient
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Figure 7.14: Dimensions and definitions of the grain-workpiece contact conditions.

conditions were studied by Jaeger [101] in the case of a moving square heat source

over a surface to evaluate the time until steady state is reached can be described

by the nondimensional Peclet number. The rate at which the temperature reaches

the steady-state condition are plotted in Figure 7.15. The Peclet number for square

and band sources is defined as:

Pe =
vrel · (lg/2)

2 · κw
(7.15)

where lg is the length of the contact surface in the sliding direction, lg = wg is

assumed in Figure 7.14 and κw is the thermal diffusivity of silicon, defined as:

κw =
kw

ρw · Cw
p

(7.16)

where kw is the thermal conductivity, ρw is the density and Cw
p is the specific heat

of silicon.

The primary assumptions of the temperature model can be listed as:

• Steady-state heat flow in the diamond

• The bonding material has constant temperature

• The penetration area between the grain and the workpiece is constant over

the contact time

• Diamond and silicon have constant material properties

• There is no heat exchange between the grain and the surroundings

• No internal heat generation
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Figure 7.15: Temperatures at the surface of a square heat source sliding with a constant
velocity as a function of time and Peclet number (From Bhushan [27], original source:

Jaeger [101]).

The solution for a square uniform band heat supply acting on a semi-infinite solid

surface is defined by Carslaw and Jaeger [47] and the results are plotted in Figure

7.16, which are highly dependent on the Peclet number.
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Figure 7.16: Temperature behavior on a semi-infinite solid, resultant of a sliding of a
surface with width 2b (From Bhushan [27], original source: Carslaw and Jaeger [47]).

For Pe ≤ 10 and a uniform band source heat distribution, the maximum flash

temperature rise ∆Tf is approximated by Tian [205]:

∆Tf =
2 · q̇w · (lg/2)

kw
√
π(1 + Pe)

(7.17)
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where kw is the thermal conductivity of silicon, Pe is the Peclet number defined for

the relative sliding speed and lg is the grain side length orthogonal in the direction

of sliding.

On the grain side, for a solid object with no internal heat generation and uniform

material properties, Fourier’s heat equation is written in the case of one-dimensional

steady-state conduction:

∂T

∂t
=

kg
ρg · Cg

p

∂2T

∂x2
(7.18)

It is required to define the initial and boundary conditions to approach the problem.

Based on Figure 7.17, in the case of a steady-state, linear, one-dimensional heat

transfer in a column, the initial and boundary conditions can be stated as:

I.C. : at t = 0 T = Ti (7.19)

B.C.1 : at x = 0 q̇ = −kg
∂T

∂x
(7.20)

B.C.2 : at x = hg q̇ = −kg
∂T

∂x
= −kb(Tx=hg − Tb) (7.21)

qg
.

Grain

Tb x=hg

x=0

hg

Bond

Direction of
heat flow

Figure 7.17: Parameters of the grain model and the direction of heat flow.

The temperature distribution as a function of distance from the grain tip is then

defined as:

T (x) =
Tb − Tf
hg

x+ Tf (7.22)

The rate of heat flow per unit area is then found as:

q̇g = kg
(Tf − Tb)

hg
(7.23)
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Combining Eqs. (7.14), (7.17), (7.23), (6.30) and using Eq. (7.13), the flash tem-

perature at the grain tip can be approximated:

Tf =
kc1 · A1−mc

cu · 2 · (lg/2) · hg
kg · A⊥ · 2 · (lg/2) + kw · A⊥ · hg

√
π(1 + Pe)

(7.24)

where kc1 is the specific cutting force and mc is the constant determined through the

force model presented in Section 6.4. Properties of sc-Si and synthetic single-crystal

diamond are tabulated in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Thermal properties and densities of sc-Si and Type IIa single-crystal diamond
at 300 K.

sc-Si [91] Diamond [163]

Density ρ [kgm−3] 2329 3520

Specific heat Cp [Jkg−1K−1] 713 502-519

Thermal conductivity k [Wm−1K−1] 156 2000-2100

Model validation experiments are conducted with 6 grains and 90 scratches in total,

at the cutting speed of 10 m/s. The comparison of the simulated and measured

results show that the model underestimates the flash temperature Tf by a factor

of ≈ 4.5, and a linear proportionality coefficient is employed. The deviation is the

result of the overestimated q̇g due to the assumption that the temperature of the

bonding Tb is equal to the ambient temperature. This is clearly not the real case,

where it is expected that the heat flow from the grain tip to the bonding material

shall result in a background temperature rise on the wire, leading to a decrease in the

temperature difference and reduction in the rate of heat flow. However, considering

such a transient case requires a highly complicated model. It should also be noted

that consecutive scratches with the same grain lead to geometrical deviations that

are ignored in the model.

Through substituting the penetration area Acu with hcu · bcu in Eq. (7.24) the

flash temperature can be plotted as a function of the grain penetration depth hcu.

The comparison of the measured and simulated flash temperatures is plotted in

Figure 7.18 as a function of the grain penetration depth. The results suggest that

the flash temperature values decrease with increasing penetration, showing that

grains cutting in the brittle removal regime result in slightly lower temperature

values.
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Figure 7.18: Comparison of the measured temperatures at single grain scratch test and
simulation results of the flash temperature model using Eq. (7.24).

The flash temperature model and the experiments show that at lower depths of cut,

with the presence of ductile material removal mode, higher temperatures are present

at the grain tip. Moreover, as long as the ductile material removal is available, an

increase in the depth of cut results in higher temperatures. As the depth of cut in-

creases, material is removed in a more brittle regime, resulting in lower temperatures.

The model also considers the influence of the sliding velocity through the Peclet num-

ber. With increasing velocity, the Peclet number increases (See Eq. (7.15) and the

surface temperature decreases in the case of constant heat generation. Hence, at

higher cutting speeds, where Pe ≥ 10, lower flash temperatures may be observed.

.

.

.
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Chapter 8

Process Simulation

“Even if a scientific model, like a car, has only a few years to run
before it is discarded, it serves its purpose for getting from one place to
another.”

— David L. Wingate,
Complex Clocks, 1983

In the previous chapters, the physical models that are required to describe the

grain geometry and diamond wire topography, WWGW kinematics, process forces,

material removal mechanisms, abrasive grain wear and flash temperatures at the

grain tip are developed and validated through experiments. The following chapter

explains the details of the process simulation where the models will be employed to

simulate the material removal, process forces and diamond wear. The simulation

flow will be presented and the application of the developed models in the simulation

environment will be described in further detail.

8.1 Details of the Simulation

The simulation flowchart is presented in Figure 8.1. The simulation inputs are the

initial diamond wire topography, grain-workpiece contact characteristics through

the kinematics-geometric process model, process parameters, initial workpiece ge-

ometry, material removal and diamond wear mechanisms, and material properties

of the silicon workpiece and diamond grains. The outputs are the resultant work-

piece surface topography, process forces, cutting temperature and grain wear. The

following simplifications are considered for the simulations:
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8.1. Details of the Simulation

• Ideal kinematic cutting conditions, ignoring elastic and/or plastic deforma-

tions.

• The machine, workpiece and wire has infinite stiffness.

• The diamond grain wear occurs gradually.

• The process is adiabatic.

• Workpiece material and diamond grain are homogeneous.
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Figure 8.1: Simulation flowchart.
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Initially, the wire is positioned around the wheel and over the workpiece as shown

in Figure 6.17. Only the grains that are in the active wire section described in

Figure 4.10 are considered in the simulations to reduce the processing time. Then

for each wire pass over the workpiece surface, the path and penetration of the

individual grain starting from the first wire cross-section are calculated. In the case

where the grain-workpiece contact happens, the simulation for this grain starts.

When the grain is not active in the current wire pass, the next grain is considered.

The grain path is determined using the kinematic descriptions in Section 6.2. The

grain penetration depth hcu and the penetrating area Acu are calculated based on the

individual grain geometries. The grain geometry is defined by the tool model where

2D grain geometries are employed as polygons with varying number of vertices. The

position of a grain on the wire circumference is defined by the angle γ which dictates

the intersection nodes of the workpiece and grain.

The intersection between the grain polygon and workpiece nodes are calculated

using the MATLAB function inpolygon(). The grain polygon is saved in an N-by-3

matrix where N denotes the number of grain vertices and each vertex V (x, y, z) is

defined by a row array. In Figure 8.2a, a wire cross-section at the workpiece entrance

position is shown and below, the final state of the workpiece surface is given. The

wire moves into the paper plane and the active grain removes material from the

workpiece surface.

vcvf Wire

Workpiece

Grain

a)

V2
V3

V1

Intersection
points

Ci

hcuAcu

b)

Figure 8.2: (a) The position of the wire cross-section and active grain at the beginning of
cut and the cross-section of the final workpiece surface. (b) Interaction area of the
grain-workpiece contact and the overlapped nodes of the grain and workpiece (red).

Details of the grain-workpiece contact area are given in Figure 8.2b, where three

grain vertices V(1), V(2) and V(3) are indicated as well as the grain and workpiece

surface intersection points. The red section at the grain tip shows the positioning

of the individual nodes in the intersection area Acu. The chipping thickness hcu is
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8.1. Details of the Simulation

measured from the highest of the intersection points to each vertex on the penetrated

grain section. The intersection area has a resolution of 0.1 µm in y and z directions

and the grain position angle γ is shown.

The grain penetration depth hcu is then evaluated to determine the material removal

mode. In the simulation environment, three cases of material removal are defined:

ductile, brittle and ductile-brittle material removal modes present at the same time

at different grain edges that are in contact with the workpiece. The schematic

descriptions of brittle and ductile-brittle cases are given in Figure 8.3. For the

case of grain A, only brittle material removal mechanism is active and the removal

cross-section is half ellipse shaped, which has its center point at the grain tip. The

dimensions hcu and cl are shown and the material is removed from the sections where

the workpiece overlaps with the calculated removal area.

In the case of grain B, ductile and brittle removal mechanisms are observed at

different grain edges. The brittle removal volume is again defined by the relationship

between the grain penetration depth hcu and the lateral crack length cl by Eq. (6.25);

and the grain tip location is the center of the brittle removal area. However, the

second grain edge is in contact with the workpiece and its penetration depth is

below the critical chip thickness. Hence, ductile removal is also considered and the

penetrated grain geometry is mapped onto the workpiece surface.

vc vf
Grain

A

hcu
cl Af

Grain

cl

Ductile removal

Workpiece Brittle removal

B

Figure 8.3: Conditions of brittle and ductile workpiece removal modes, dimensions and
geometry of brittle and ductile material removal.

For the simulation of diamond wear, the grain penetration depth hcu is employed in

the temperature model given in Eq. (7.24) to determine the flash temperature at

the grain tip. This temperature value is then used in the diamond wear model given

in Eq. (7.5). Additionally, the penetrated grain area Acu is used to calculate the

cutting and normal forces acting on individual grains, using Eqs. (6.30) and (6.32).

The cutting force value is then used in the wear model.

The wear model initially determines the height of the bonding responsible with grain

retention and the bonding strength, based on the grain protrusion as described in

Section 7.2 and Figure 7.9. If the load is over the pullout load limit, the grain is

considered to be a pullout and excluded from the next simulation step. Following,

based on the calculated grain wear, if the pullout doesn’t occur, the geometry of
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grain is updated as shown in Figure 8.4. The modification due to the grain wear

is applied to the leading grain edge at the lowest point of the grain. If the wear

propagates and another edge becomes the lowest, the wear propagation continues

from that edge in the next step. With the grain wear, the specific cutting force kc1

is updated and used in the next simulation step.
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Workpiece
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Workpiece
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Figure 8.4: (a) Grain-workpiece cut area Acu. (b) Position of the leading grain edge. (c)
Change of grain protrusion height and modification of the leading grain edge.

8.2 Results

The simulations are conducted with the workstation available to the Institute of

Machine Tools and Manufacturing (IWF) of ETH Zurich. The workstation has

Intel Xenon E5-2687W v4 3GHz Dual processor and 192 GB of RAM, and runs on

64-bit Windows 10 environment. Initially, the material removal simulations that are

conducted at 30 and 60 m/s wire speeds and 1.8mm/min feed rate will be presented.

The simulations were run twice for each parameter pair and one simulation involve

30 wire passes over the workpiece that takes around 3.5 hours of run time. For each

simulation run, a new 3D diamond wire model is constructed that has a length of

452.72 mm, equal to one wire wrap on the WWGW. Each wire model consist of

around 60,000 diamonds which of 9,000 are on the active wire surface (Figure 4.7),

while possessing 1,000 distinct grain geometry models. The diamond wire is modeled

based on an Asahi 12-25 high concentration wire, with which the experiments are

conducted. The 3D model is then reduced to a 2D model to save processing time.

Figure 8.5 shows sample output surfaces from the simulations and experiments at

30 and 60 m/s wire speeds and 1.8 mm/min feed rate with their respective pro-

files orthogonal to the cutting direction. Measurements of the surface roughness are

conducted on two simulation surfaces at each wire speed; and for the experiment

surfaces, five profile measurements are taken from ten Si workpiece sections. Work-

piece surfaces from the experiments are measured with an Alicona IF Microscope.

Grain wear is not considered for surface simulations and experiment surfaces are

sampled at the beginning of cut, where no significant wire wear is present. As the

kinematic analysis of WWGW setup (Subsection 4.1.1) explains and the developed
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kinematic-geometric process model (Section 6.2) suggests, at the same feed rate,

lower grain depth of cut is evident at higher wire speeds. This results in higher duc-

tility and lower surface roughness, agreeing with the experimental results in Section

5.3, where the correlation between ductility and roughness is shown in Figure 5.10.

vc

vc vc

vc

vc
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vc

30 m/s

60 m/s

vc

Figure 8.5: Silicon workpiece surfaces from the simulations on the left and experiments
on the right at vc = 30 and 60 m/s and vf = 1.8 mm/min. Below each, surface profiles

orthogonal to the cutting direction are given.

Calculation of the surface roughness values Ra and Rq from simulations and exper-

iments is done by applying Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18) with five sampling distances over

the measured profile lengths. The results are presented in Figure 8.6. The mea-

surements show an expected correlation, where lower wire speed results in higher

roughness values both for the simulations and experiments. Individual roughness

values show that the simulations underestimate the experiment results within the

range of standard deviations. This is mainly due to the fact that in simulations,

components i.e. dynamic factors, material inhomogeneity are not considered.

The cutting and normal force results from the simulations are presented in Figures

8.7 and 8.8. The cutting force values are calculated based on 2D grain penetration

areas at discrete time steps of the wire motion, depending on the angular velocity
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of the roughness values of Ra and Rq from the simulations and
experiments at vc = 30 and 60 m/s.

and the distance between two wire cross-sections in the direction of cut as explained

in Eq. (6.16). The normal forces are then calculated with the relationship given

in Eq. (6.32). The forces are transformed to the directions of the force sensor,

based on the grain position on the concave workpiece at the respective time step,

as defined in Eqs. (6.33) through (6.36). At both wire speeds, the first passes

show significantly higher force values. At the first wire pass, grains with higher

protrusion will have higher grain penetration depths due to the initial positioning of

the wire. The gradual increase in both cutting and normal forces over the cutting

time can be explained as the result of the increase in grain width of sharp grains

as the wire moves in the feed direction; and partly with the involvement of the new

grains in the wire peripheral as the wire moves further into the workpiece and form

a groove shaped cut. The forces eventually reach an equilibrium when the wires are

completely engaged into the workpiece.

Measurements of cutting and normal forces from experiments at 30 m/s wire speed

are presented in Figure 8.9. The force values represent 60 s of cutting time and

sampled after 5 mm of wheel depth of cut, where no significant grain wear is present.

The deviation between the measured and simulated forces is mainly due to the fact

that the geometric wire model considers both the bonding material and grain as

one element and simulates the grain dimensions based on these measurements; and

hence the actual grain dimensions are smaller than the modeled grains. Moreover,

the force model does not distinguish the difference between the bonding material and

the diamond. The model parameters kc1 and mc only consider the diamond-silicon

contact, and hence it is expected to overestimate the process force at the beginning

of the sawing, where the nickel bonding plays role in the material removal.
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of the cutting forces at vc = 30 and 60 m/s over 30 wire passes.

Figure 8.8: Comparison of the normal forces at vc = 30 and 60 m/s over 30 wire passes.

Next, the wear for individual grains is simulated where the change in grain ge-

ometries and grain pullouts are considered. Such a simulation requires very high

computation time and power due to the fact that wear of around 3-4 µm diamond

protrusion needs in the vicinity 1.2 Million wheel rotations (circa. 150 min of real

cutting time), as suggested by the experimental evaluation and the respective wear

model. Hence, simplifications are required for the wear simulations with single

grains.

The single grain wear simulations shall be based on individual wire rotations, so

that it is possible to determine the grain-workpiece contact area and the penetration

depth of the grain at each wheel rotation. To realized this, instead of a complete

wire wrap as done in the material removal simulations, a small section of the wire
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Figure 8.9: Cutting and normal forces from experiments at vc = 30 m/s,
vf = 1.8 mm/min without wire wear.

with 24 grains on the active wire section are employed. Grains are fed onto the

workpiece at a rate equal to 1.8 mm/min. To reduce the number of wire passes

for reaching the required grain wear, no material removal of workpiece surface is

considered, which means the grains are sliding on the workpiece surface that has no

wear. Finally, the grain wear rate is multiplied with a coefficient of 1000 to reach

the wear criterion in a shorter time frame. The coefficients K and M of the wear

model and kc1 and mc of the force model are given in Section 7.2. Here, the flash

temperature Tf is calculated for each penetration depth at each simulation step.

The average wear rate as a function of the cutting time is plotted in Figure 8.10. The

asymptotic shape of the curve shows the behavior observed in the wear experiments,

where the rate of wear is decreasing with progressing wear. The slight peak at the

end is possible with the involvement of previously inactive grains towards the end

of the wire lifetime. These grains may be of lower protrusion and/or the grains that

are at the sides of the wire active area. The latter can be observed in Figure 8.11.

In an ideal case, where an equal, gradual grain wear and constant feed rate are

considered, the grain cutting area Acu would be identical at each step for a rectan-

gular grain and increase for a sharp grain. However, in reality, the grains may wear

out faster due to macro-fractures, material inhomogeneity etc. and the average or

total Acu is decreasing with time. Figure 8.10 illustrates the case, where both grain

dulling (through modification of the specific cutting force) and fracture (through

modification of grain geometry) are considered.
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8.2. Results

Figure 8.10: Average wear rate over wire lifetime.

Figure 8.11 shows the superposition of grains on adjacent wire cross-sections as the

viewer looking in the direction of cut at t = 0, t = 4.07 s and at the end of the

simulated lifetime at t = 5.28 s. The grains start their contact with the workpiece

according to their protrusion heights and positions around the wire surface, hence

the number of active grains increase with progressing wear, or decrease as grain

pullouts occur.

vcvf

t=0 t=4.07 s t=5.28 s

Figure 8.11: Superposed grains on the wire surface and their wear stages

The wear propagation of individual grains and modification of the grain geometries

are schematically explained in Figures 8.12 and 8.13 on 2D grain models that are

plotted according to their γ angle position on the wire circumference, such that the

grain in Figure 8.12a is at the left side, the grain in Figure 8.12b is at the right side

and the grains in Figure 8.13a and b are in the middle of the wire circumference.

The grain positions influence the wear propagation since they dictate the grain-

workpiece contact geometries. The outer contour shows the initial grain geometry

and the stages of wear are plotted on top of this surface, where the inner contour

indicates the final stage of grain wear.
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In Figure 8.12a, the wear starts at the lowest grain edge and propagates in ‘direction

1’, as the leading edge is shifted, the wear propagation continues in ‘direction 2’ and

shifts to ‘direction 1’ again, eventually resulting in a flat contact surface indicated in

red color. A similar wear behavior occurs in Figure 8.12b, where the wear propagates

in three different directions as the leading grain edge changes. In both cases, new

cutting edges are created and worn out gradually throughout the wear process.

Direction 1
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Direction 1
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Figure 8.12: Alteration of 2D grain geometries with progressing wear.

Figure 8.13 presents the progressing wear of an initially sharp and a dull grain. In

Figure 8.13a, the grain wears only in ‘direction 1’, resulting in a gradual change in

the penetrating tip angle, eventually leading to a grain pullout. In Figure 8.13b,

the wear starts in ‘direction 1’ at the initial stages of the wear and continues in

‘direction 2’ by alternating the leading edges.
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Figure 8.13: Change in geometries of sharp and dull grains with progressing wear.

The method used to define the wear of individual grain geometries is able to produce

new grain edges or dull grains with progressing wear, depending on the initial grain

geometry, grain position on the wire circumference and interaction geometry with

the workpiece, depending on the workpiece topography and grain shape.
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Out of the 24 grains that are used in the simulation, eight of them experience

pullouts towards the end of cutting time, after t > 4.9 s. The pullout criterion

considers the change in grain retention forces, based on the wear of grain bonding,

behaving as described in Figure 7.9. Figure 8.14 shows the change of the average

bonding of grains that have experienced pullouts and those hold on until the end of

cutting time.

Based on the bonding wear criterion, grains wearing out faster would also experience

a more rapid bonding wear compared to the grains of the same initial protrusion

heights. It can be observed that all the grains experience bonding wear, however

pulled out grains were exposed to a faster bonding wear propagation. The bonding

wear model suggests that this is the result of a more rapid grain protrusion wear. The

faster wear is the result of the grain position or grain geometry which influences the

contact area, hence the rate of wear. Figure 8.14 shows that even with less cutting

time, the grains may experience pullouts if the conditions are satisfied.

Figure 8.14: The change of grain bonding over cutting time for pulled out grains and
grains with no pullout.

Additionally, the evolution of average protrusion heights of the pulled out grains

and grains that hold till the end of their lifetime are plotted in Figure 8.15. The

red line shows the average behavior of all the grains in simulation. As suggested,

pulled out grains have higher rate of wear, hence experiencing higher bonding wear

and higher cutting forces in the same time frame, in comparison to the other grains.
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Figure 8.15: The change in average protrusion heights of all grains, grains with no
pullout and grains that are pulled out at some point of the cutting time.

The progress of the cutting and normal forces acting on the grains is given in Figure

8.16 and the evolution of the specific cutting force kc1 is given in Figure 8.17. The

change in process forces is the result of the alteration of grain geometries and the

evolution of the specific cutting force with dulling.

Figure 8.16: The change in total cutting and normal forces acting on the grains over the
cutting time.
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Figure 8.17: The evolution of specific cutting force kc1 over the cutting time.

The acting stresses measured in the single grain wear simulations are presented in

Figure 8.18. The load on a grain can be defined using the Rankine theory (or the

maximum principle stress theory) which estimates the maximum stress where the

brittle materials fail without elastic prolongation.

The Rankine equation can be expressed as:

σr =
(σc + σn)

2
+

√
(σc − σn)2 + 4τs2

2
(8.1)

where σr is the principal stress, σc is the cutting stress, σn is the normal stress, and

τs is the shear stress. The cutting stress σc in the direction of cut is defined as:

σc =
Fc

Acu

(8.2)

where Fc is the cutting force and Acu is the penetrating grain area orthogonal to the

cutting direction. The normal stress σn is defined as:

σn =
Fn

A⊥
(8.3)

where Fn is the normal force and A⊥ is the orthogonal grain area in the direction

normal to the workpiece surface. For simplicity, the grain cross-sections in the

direction of wire surface normal are approximated as circles.
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Chapter 8. Process Simulation

Finally, the third stress component τs is defined as:

τs =
Fc

A⊥
(8.4)

The average cutting stress is increasing drastically towards the end of the grain

lifetime, mainly due to increase of the process forces with grain dulling. The increase

of the average normal and shear stresses are lower, as the orthogonal grain areas are

increasing with progressing grain wear, due to the presence of sharp grain geometries.

The local drops and peaks in the stress values are related to the changes in grain

geometries; and the drop in the stress values at the end of the cutting time is the

result of the pulled out grains that are no longer contributing to the process.

Figure 8.18: The evolution of normal, cutting, shear and resultant stresses components
over lifetime.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion and Outlook

In this thesis, the diamond wire sawing of sc-Si is investigated theoretically and ex-

perimentally, concerning the wire-workpiece interaction at single grain level and the

influence of different process parameters on workpiece quality and wire wear. Two

experiment setups are developed to emulate the wire sawing process at high wire

speeds. The influence of the process parameters on workpiece surface and wire wear,

process forces and temperature at the grain tip are investigated; parameters, soft-

ware tools and analysis methods for the evaluation of electroplated diamond wires

and silicon surfaces are developed. Models concerning the wire and abrasive grain,

material removal, process forces and wire wear are constructed so that prediction of

the process behavior and process results become possible.

The diamond wires are characterized for their topographic aspects (i.e. diamond

concentration and distribution, grain geometry and size) through microscopy and

by employing the Wire Analysis Software (WAS). Further, the Surface Analysis

Software (SAS) is developed for the characterization of resultant silicon workpiece

surfaces for their brittle and ductile material removal modes. For several process

parameters, the influence of diamond wires are experimentally evaluated based on

the process forces, silicon surface quality and diamond wear.

A grain geometry model is constructed considering the grain size and geometry,

which is then employed in a stochastic wire model to simulate the diamond wire to-

pography. The simulated wire model is validated though the comparison of Abbott-

Firestone curves and grain geometries; and is then employed in the kinematic model

to establish a kinematic-geometric process model. A material removal model which

considers the brittle and ductile material removal mechanisms and a modified Kien-

zle force model are developed and validated through single grain scratch tests. These
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Chapter 9. Conclusion and Outlook

models are combined to determine the process forces and resultant workpiece sur-

face at different process conditions. A temperature model for estimating the flash

temperatures at the grain tip is constructed. The wear of diamond wires at different

wire speeds is experimentally investigated and used for the validation of the wear

model.

The experimental investigation based on single grain material removal shows that

with increasing grain penetration, brittle removal is more evident and a threshold

could be defined as the penetration depth for the onset of brittle removal. How-

ever, this threshold doesn’t only depend on the depth of penetration, but is highly

correlated with the width to depth ratio of the penetrating grain.

Ductile and brittle material removal regimes are present at the same time. Each

abrasive grain can cause brittle or ductile material removal and the material removal

regime may change along the cutting path of an abrasive grain. On the other hand,

at higher wire speeds, a better Si surface quality is possible through a higher ductile

finish. With increasing wire speeds, normal and cutting forces decrease, resulting

in the domination of ductile material removal mechanism and lead to lower surface

roughness.

On the influence of wire parameters on process outputs, it is found that there is a

wire speed threshold of around 30 m/s, where below this limit, wires with smaller

average diamond size and lower average diamond protrusion experience lower cutting

and higher normal forces. The behavior reverses over this threshold and also cutting

and normal forces are less affected by the change in diamond size and protrusion.

Over the wire speed threshold of 30 m/s, cutting and normal forces of all wires

gradually decrease with a similar trend as wire speed increases. Moreover, it is

evident that diamond size and protrusion have a stronger influence on process forces

than diamond concentration.

The temperature values and thermal behavior at the grain tip also depend on the

contact conditions and material removal regime. It is shown that higher temperature

values are present in the case of ductile material removal. Moreover, in a ductile

cut, the temperature increases as the grain penetration depth increases, whereas

in the case of brittle material removal, temperature decreases with increasing grain

penetration. This mainly shows that the energy dissipation into heat for massive

plastic deformation is larger than the generation of a brittle crack, which is aligned

with the observation of decreasing forces with increasing brittleness.
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The wire wear experiments show that the reduction of grain protrusion and volume

experience an exponential decrease. The wire is wearing out through grain edge

fracture, dulling and pullouts that are mainly at the end of the wire lifetime. It is

found that the bonding wear shows two distinctive ranges: at the beginning, the

grain base areas don’t deviate from their initial state. With propagating wear, the

filler material accumulated around the base of the grain is eventually exposed to

the process and starts to wear rapidly, thereby reducing the bonding strength and

leading to a grain pullout. The developed grain wear model and bonding wear model

can well explain these behaviors. In addition, a lower wire wear rate is evident at

higher wire speeds.

The experimental setups, analysis and measurement methods and software, the mod-

els regarding the wire, workpiece and process presented in this thesis provide a

modular, complete methodology for diamond wire characterization. They can be

employed as a toolbox for the prediction of diamond wire behavior in silicon ma-

chining. In addition to the presented topics, the kinematics of the wire sawing

process can be implemented to a modular modeling scheme. However, the inves-

tigated process parameter limits are currently not possible in wire sawing due to

the process limitations. In today’s multi-wire sawing technology, due to dynamic

effects on the saw, the beneficial wire speeds cannot be reached. Nevertheless, the

WWGW experiments show that improvements in terms of wear and surface quality

are possible at high speeds.

The material removal model presented is based on stochastic grain geometries, which

provides a highly realistic case; but also makes it impossible to characterize the grain

shapes so that their influence on brittle removal mechanism can be clearly defined.

It is possible to reach a higher understanding of the brittle removal mechanisms

in silicon by using the Scratch Test Setup and defined diamond geometries at high

speeds. The force model, which considers both brittle and ductile removal cases

can be improved so that the coefficients are determined for these modes separately,

and also at different cutting speeds. The temperature model on the other hand,

can reach a higher accuracy with the implementation of a 3D grain model and/or

including the transient case of heat flow, for a better estimation of the thermal

interaction in the cutting zone.
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